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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS 
Murray State University 
August 26, 1988 
The Board of Regents of Murray State University met August 26, 1988, 
in regular quarterly session, in the Board of l~egents Room, Wells Hall, 
Murray State University~ The meeting was called to order at 9:30 a.m., 
C.LJ.T., by Chairman Bob Carter. Rev. Jim Simmons, f•linister of the 
Memorial Baptist Church, Murray, gave the invocation. 
Upon roll call, the following were present: Mr. Charles Dean 
Akridge, Mr. J. Eddie Allen, Mr. Robert C. Carter, Or. James W. 
llarnmack, Jr., l·lr. Kerry B. Harvey, Dr. Billy G. Hurt, t~r. Willie 
Kendrick, Nr. Thomas R. Sanders, Mrs. Virginia Strohecker, and 
f'lr. C. \~aitman Taylor, Jr. None were absent. The Chairman stated a 
quorum was present to conduct business. 
Also present for the meeting were Dr. Kala t~. Stroup, President of 
the University; Mrs. Sandra M. Rogers, Secretary of the Board; Vice 
President for Academic Affairs Dr. James Booth; Vice President for 
Student Development Dr. Frank Julian; Vice President for University 
Relations and Development Dr. David W. Perrin; Mr. James 0. Overby, 
University Attorney; Mrs. Marie Jones. President of the Staff Congress; 
Mr. Phil Bryan, Dean of Admissions; Mr. Ben Hogancamp, President of the 
MSU Alumni Association; members of the news media; and visitors. 
The following agenda was presented for the meeting: 
1. Ro 11 Ca 11 
AGENDA 
Uuarterly Meeting of the Board of Regents 
Murray State University 
August 26, 1988 
9:30 a.m. 
Revised 8/24/88 
2. Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of Regents held July 13, 1988 
3. Report of the President Dr. Stroup 
4. Report of the Chairman Mr. Carter 
5. Report of the Treasurer 
(Financial and Investment Reports for the period 
July 1, 1987, -June 30, 1988) 
6. Recommendation on Vice President for Finance and 
Administrative Services Dr. Stroup 
7. Election of Vice Chairman and Treasurer of the Board 
8. Report of the Alumni Association Mr. Hogancamp 
9. Personnel Changes Dr. Stroup 
A. Sabbat i ca 1 Leave 
B. Recommendation on Acting Chair, Department of 
Engineering Technology 
C. Sa 1 ary l~oster effective August 1, 1988 
D. f~es i gnat i ons/T ermi nations January 1, 1988, through 
July 31, 1988 
E. New Employment January 1, 1988, through August 1, 1988 
10. Report of the Dean of Admissions and Records Dr. Stroup 
(August 1988 graduates) 
11. Brief in on Insurance Pro ram Dr. Stroup 
12. Committee Reports Recommendations 
A. Academic Affairs Mr. Taylor 
1. Bachelor of Science Degree in Organizational 
Communication-new major proposal 
2. faculty Handbook Additions 
B. Athletic Mr. Harvey 
C. Building & Grounds Dr. Hurt 
1. Task Force on West Kentucky Expo Center 
2. Review of Cam us Master Plan 
D. Development Investments Dr. Hurt 
E. Faculty/Staff Affairs Mrs. Strohecker 
1. Control of Hazardous Materials Policy 
F. Student Life f•1r. Allen 
G. Finance/Audit Mr. Taylor 
Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of Regents held July 13, 1988, 
Approved 
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Dr. Hurt moved that the f~inutes of the Board. Meeting held July 13, 
1988, be approved as received. ~r. Kendrick seconded and the motion 
carried. 
Report of the President 
President Stroup expressed thanks to the Board members for their 
participation in committee meetings on August 25. Highlights of 
President Stroup's report included: 
1. Review of Packet of Material 
a. I & T Fundraising brochure. A brochure for the $7 to $8 
million fund drive that will raise money for the equipment 
for the Industry and Technology Building. When Murray 
State University made the commitment on the building, one 
of the proposals and one of the commitments that industry 
in the area made was that they would help MSU raise the 
additional amount for the internal equipment. Governor 
Martha Layne Collins has agreed to assist in the fund-
raising effort. She serves presently on six major 
corporate boards in the nation and, in addition, she has a 
number of contacts. MSU is very pleased that Governor 
Collins has agreed to help us raise funds for the 
equipment. 
b. Southern Regional Educational Board (SREB) Report. Last 
year, the Southern Regional Educational Board selected 
l'~urray State as one of the universities that had made the 
most significant changes and was doing some of the most 
advanced thinking in teacher education programs. They 
selected MSU because we were doing something special. They 
spent two or three days on campus and recently SREB printed 
a publication which has countless references to Murray 
State. The SREB publication will have national exposure 
and throughout that publication, they talk about Murray 
State. They compliment f•1SU's university-wide commitment to 
teacher education; they compliment the energy level of our 
faculty; they talk about the faculty's willingness to 
tackle some of the newest issues in teacher education and 
curriculum ~hanges; and they talk discuss the forward 
thinking of the faculty in the area of assessment. 
c. Funrling Formula Hearing. Kentucky Revised Statute requires 
that the Council on Higher Education (CHE) "devise, 
establish, and periodically review and revise formulas for 
use in making recommendations ••• for use in making 
appr·opriations for the institutions of higher learning." 
In compliance with this Statute and to ensure that the 
present formula is equitable and consistent with other 
state formulas, the CHE has scheduled a public hearing on 
the state-wide funding formula for September 19, 19B8, on 
the Murray State campus. The hearing will be held in 
Wrather Auditorium and is scheduled to begin at 2:00 p.m. 
d. The Shakertown Report. This report discusses the direction 
of education in Kentucky. 
2. Enrollment and Summer Orientation 
According to Summer 1988 enrollment fi?ures, 2, 732 full-- and 
part-time students were enrolled during MSU s summer school 
sessions, compared to 2,621 students enrolled in 1987. Summer 1988 
represents the highest headcount and credit hour production since 
1981. 
The 1988 Summer Orientation Sessions were the rnost successful 
sessions MSU has had since 1981. Records indicate that over 
1,300 incoming freshmen and transfer students attended this year's 
sessions during June and July. In addition, the University hosted 
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the parent s of these students for orientation programs. For the · 
second consecutive year, the Chamber of Commerce and Leadership 
Murray, in a community cooperative effort with the University, 
sponsored an ice cream social and tours of the city. Many positive 
remarks have been made about this year's Summer Orientation 
Programs, and indications are that we will see an increase in Fall 
enrollment figures as a result. 
According to August 23 figures, 6,040 students have been 
enrolled for the Fall 1988 Semester, compared to 5,645 students 
enrolled at the beginning of the Fall 1987 Semester. The 1988 
figure represents a 7 percent increase in headcount enrollment. In 
addition, the number of new freshmen and new transfer student 
enrollments are up 21 percent and 15 percent, respectively. 
3. New Faculty and Staff 
Murray State University has strong new faculty and staff 
members again this year. President Stroup expressed appreciation to 
Chairman Carter for attending the opening faculty session. Murray 
State University recruits faculty nationwide, with a roster that 
includes i~dividuals from the University of Oregon, University of 
Michigan, University of Iowa, Arizona State University, Rutgers, 
Rice, and Boston College, to name a few. 
President Stroup introduced the new president of Staff 
Congress, Marie Jones, from Printing and Publications, who 
represents the staff of this university. 
3. Center of Excellence Post Doctoral Researcher 
Murray State University's second Post Doctoral Researcher for 
the Center of Excellence, Dr. Alan Groeger, will be on the Murray 
State campus October 1, 1988. Dr. Groeger's activities will 
primarily be related to the monitoring program for the Center and 
his interests include Zoology, Biology, and Environmental Sciences. 
Dr. Groeger comes to MSU from the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency and possesses a strong background in research and data 
analysis. 
5. Governor's Scholars Program 
Participants in the 1988 Governor's Scholar Program (GSP) were 
extremely complimentary of MSU facilities and the cooperation they 
received from faculty and staff as evidenced by verbal and written 
praise. As a result of these cooperative efforts, the MSU campus 
has been selected as the site for the 1989 Governor's Scholar 
Program. Murray State will be the only public university site 
selected to host the program three times. 
6. Video on Excellence 
President Stroup stated that a seven minute video has been 
prepared in an effort to communicate Murray State University's 
academic excellence and is available to anyone desiring to present 
it to civic groups, etc. Mr. John Hart showed the film to the 
Regents. 
President Stroup stated that the graduate bulletin is complete, and 
a copy was given to each Regent. Also presented to each Regent was a 
framed resolution adopted up by the Board on the Collins Industry and 
Technology Building. 
President Stroup stated that t·1urray State has lost one of its most 
generous benefactors in Governor Waterfield, who died two weeks ago. He 
served on the Board of Regents and as chairman of the MSU Foundation 
Board of Trustees. His death is a tremendous loss to this institution. 
(See Attachment #1) 
Chairman Carter thanked the President for her report. 
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Report of the Treasurer 
President Stroup presented the Financial an_d Investment Reports for 
the period July 1, 1987, through June 30, 1988, and the Board received 
the r~eports. 
(See Attachment #2) 
Dr. Ward Brian Zimmerman named Vice President for Finance and 
Administrative Services 
i -_ ~residen~ Stroup reviewed Dr. Ward Brian Zimmerman's credentials. 
1 ~1r. Harvey mov ed that the Board upon the recommendation of the 
President of the University approve the appointment of Dr. Ward Brian 
Zirnmerman as Vice President for Finance and Administrative Services and 
Associate Professor in the College of Business and Public Affairs 
effective August 15, 1988, at an annual salary of $62,400. Dr. Hurt 
seconded and the following voted: Mr. Akridge, yes; Mr. Allen, yes; 
Dr. Hammack, yes; Mr. Harvey, yes; Dr. Hurt, yes; Mr. Kendrick, yes; 
~1r. Sanders, yes; 1·1rs. Strohecker, yes; t~r. Taylor, yes; and 1•1r. Carter, 
yes. ~otion carried. 
Election of Vice Chairman of Board of Regents of Murray State University 
For the Office of Vice Chairman, the Secretary alphabetically called 
the roll for nominations. Mr. Akridge nominated Mr. Kerry Harvey; 
Dr. Hammack joined in the nomination of Hr. Harvey; Dr. Hurt joined in 
the nomination of Mr. Harvey; Mr. Sanders joined in the nomination of 
Mr. Harvey; Mrs. Str ohecker joined in the nomination of Mr. Harvey; 
~1r. Taylor joined in the nomination of 1•1r. Harvey. All other members 
passed. There being no other nominations, the Secretary reported one 
nomination for Vice Chairman: l~r. Harvey. The Chairman stated 
Mr. Harvey elected Vice Chairman. 
tvlr. Harvey expressed appreciation for the vote of confidence. 
Election of Treasurer of Board of Regents of Murray State University 
For the Of fice of Treasurer, the Secretary alphabetically called the 
roll for nominations. Mr. Allen nominated Dr. Zirmnerman. Others passed. 
There being no other nominations, the Secretary reported one nomination 
for Treasurer: Dr. Zimmerman. The Chairman stated Hard B. Zimmerman 
elected Treasurer. 
Report of the ~1SU Alumni Association 
Mr. Ben Hogancamp, President of the MSU Alumni Association, was 
introduced. IIJr. Hog ancamp stated that the alumni association has had 
chapter meetings in ~-Jashington, D.C., Philadelphia, New York, and Boston. 
l~r. Hogancamp stated that over the past year the Alumni Association 
har awarded over $100,000 in scholarships to 169 students. 
He further stated that the alumni directory sales now exceed 1,300. 
Mr. Hoga n: amp stated that very high on the list of priorities for 
the Alumni Association is the continued push for the establishment of an 
alumni house. The funds generated from the Alumni Association Visa 
credit card go to augment a fund set aside for the establishment of an 
alumni house. 
The Alumni Association has established an in-house alumni 
association evaluation committee to determine if the Alumni Association 
activities are meaningful and serve the intended purposes. A report will 
be presented at the next meeting. 
1·1r. Hogancarup stated that the theme of the October 1, 1988, 
Homecoming is "Garnes People Play." The grand marshal is Gilbert f'1ains. 
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Another· bri ght. spot of the alumni association is that of the student 
alumni association. One of their fundraisin~ efforts is the sale of MSU 
telephones. 
Chairman Carter thanked f~r. Hogan camp for his enthusiastic report. 
Personnel Changes, Approved 
The following personnel changes were presented for approval: 
Sabbatical Leave for Frank Julian, Granted 
f -
President Stroup reported to the Board that Dr. Frank Julian, 
currently Vice President for Student Development, has requested that he 
be allowed to return to the classroom. He will be an Associate Professor 
in the Department of Political Science, Criminal Justice and Legal 
Studies. Dr. Julian will use the sabbatical to update his knowledge base 
in the areas in which he will be teaching and will continue his research 
and writing. 
111r. Sanders moved that the Board of Regents approve the request for 
a sabbatical leave f or Frank Julian for the period of 1/1/89 to 5/31/89, 
at full salary for one semester. Mrs. Strohecker seconded and the 
following voted: Mr. Akridge, yes; Mr. Allen, yes; Dr. Hawnack was 
present but did not vote; Mr. Harvey, yes; Dr. Hurt, yes; Mr. Kendrick, 
yes; Mr. Sanders, yes; Mrs. Strohecker, yes; Mr. Taylor, yes; and 
~lr. Carter, yes. !~'lotion carried. 
Mr. Andrew C. Kellie named Acting Chair, Department of Engineering 
Technology 
President St roup reviewed Mr. Kellie's credentials. 
Mr. Sanders moved that the Board of Regents upon the recommendation 
of the President of the University approve the appointment of Andrew C. 
Kellie, Associate Professor of Engineering Technology, as Acting Chair of 
the Department of Engineering Technology, effective August 1, 1988. 
Mrs. Strohecker seconded and the following voted: Mr. Akridge, yes; 
Hr. Allen, yes; Dr. Hammack was present but did not vote; Mr. Harvey, 
yes; Dr. Hurt, yes; Mr. Kendrick, yes; Mr. Sanders, yes; Mrs. Strohecker, 
yes; f~r. Taylor, yes; and Mr. Carter, yes. !•lotion carried. 
Salary Roster, Resignations/Terminations, New Employment, approved 
Mr. Sand ers moved that the Board approve actions listed as c) Salary 
Roster effective August 1, 1988, d) Resignations/Terminations January 1, 
1988, through July 31, 1988, and e) New Employment January 1, 1988, 
through August 1, 1988. Mrs. Strohecker seconded and the following 
voted: Mr. Akridg e, yes; Mr. Allen, yes; Dr. Hammack was present but did 
no t vote; Mr. Harvey, yes; Dr. Hurt, yes; Mr. Kendrick, yes; Mr. ~anders, 
yes; llrs. Strohecker, yes; Mr. Taylor, yes; and ~lr. Carter, yes. !•lotion 
car-ried. 
(See Attachment #3) 
Report of the Dean of Admissions and Records 
Mrs. Strohecker moved that upon completion of all requirements, 
individuals recommended by the Dean of Admissions and Records be awarded 
the respective degree effective August 5, 1988. Mr. Taylor seconded and 
the motion carried. 
(See Attachment #4) 
Briefing on Insurance Program 
President Stroup informed the Board that this year there will be a 
renewal request in relationship to the administration of MSU's self-
insured health benefits program. She briefly reviewed the program. The 
program and the discussion of the issues are being reviewed by a 
faculty/staff committee. Murray State University provides for each 
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regular full ti1ne employee a comprehensive major medical insurance 
program and pays for the full co s t of coverage for the employee and 
entire family. The program is self funded. t•lSU. budgets each year an 
anticipated level of claims and then throughout the year disburses the 
funds in payment of those claims. Currently, Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Kentucky i s the administrator. Blue Cross/Blue Shield has managed the 
claims closer and more in line with nationa l trend~ than the previous 
firm. One of the earlier concerns of the Board had been the 
administration of the plan. The tight administration has meant that we 
have been able to mee t the level of claims. The life insurance program 
for each regular full-time employee with an option to purchase up to two 
and ont"'""h~ lf time.s their annual budgeted salary is by Investors Heritage. 
The bid for the life insurance plan and the administration of the medical 
plan will be expire December 31, 1988. Prior to that time, [vJSU must take 
bids and/or renew our present management plan. 
Mr. Harvey ~as k ed if there are bid specifications. President Stroup 
stated that that is what is being worked on by the committee. 
Chairman Carter thanked President Stroup for the report. 
Committee Reports/Recommendations 
A. Academic Affairs - Mr. Taylor 
1. Revis ion of Faculty Handbook 
Mr. Taylor re viewed the revi sions on the Faculty Handbook. 
The entire Faculty Handbook will be revised during 88-89. 
Dr. Booth's office is currently working with Faculty Senate on 
substantive revision of Chapter 5 which deals with faculty 
personnel policies and procedures. The revisions will probably 
be complete by Spring Semester. 
2. Tenure and promotion of professional staff at the MSU 
Breathitt Veterinary Center (BVC). 
Professional staff at the BVC are highly dedicated, well 
trained veterinarians who provide a valuable service to west 
Kentucky and the region. MSU is experiencing increasing 
difficul t y in recruiting and retaining individuals who meet the 
requirements of the BVC. The academic affairs office, 
university relations and development office and the Breathitt 
Veterinary Center have discussed the possibility of tenure and 
promotion procedures for some time. 
Dr. Booth, Dr. Perrin and Dr. Kadel are in the process of 
initiating a proposal that would permit the professional staff 
at the BVC to qualify for tenure and promotion. When the 
proposal is completed, it will be sent to the Faculty Senate 
for its consideration and then on through the appropriate 
University process and finally to the Board of Regents. 
The entire process is expected to be completed by the end 
of the 1988-89 academic year. 
3. CHE Review Program 
The Council on Higher Education (CHE) is in the midst of 
dramatically revi s ing its academic program review. Two 
items that should be called to your attention are: 
a. All programs will be placed in one of three categories: 
(1) Centers of Excellence 
(2) Nucleus of undergraduate programs (programs 
required at all institutions such as English, 
History, etc.) 
(3) Special programs (academic majors such as 
Engineering Technology, Agriculture, Business 
programs, etc.) . 
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b. The main point which needs to be brought to the Board's 
attention is that the focus of the next five-year cycle of 
review will be on qua 1 itat i ve assessment. This means, in 
short, the CHE will ask the University to provide evidence of 
quality of each of its academic offerings. 
~urray State University already has in place several 
measures of qua 1 i ty at both the undergraduate and graduate 
levels. In fact, MSU is the lead institution of the state in 
the development of a program to assess quality. 
4. Assessment of Quality 
Mr. Taylor re viewed the current Outcome Assessment Program 
underway at Murray State University. Murray State is currently 
testing all entering Freshmen. 
During the Spring Semester of this year, the same test will 
be administered to sample groups of seniors. The results will 
provi~e the University with nationally normed data on student 
performance and will tell our faculty how well our students are 
performing as compared to other students in the nation in such 
areas as communication, problem solving, value clarification, 
functioning within social institutions, using science and 
technology, and using the arts. This program is designed 
specifically to assess the quality of our General Education 
requirements. 
In addition, Murray State now requires a comprehensive 
assessment of every senior in their major area of study. As a 
result of the quality assessment initiatives taken by r~SU, we 
will have a much better picture of how well our students do in 
our various programs and important data to consistently monitor 
and update our programs to provide our students with a first 
rate education. No other university in the state, and only a 
few throughout the nation, are taking such comprehensive steps 
toward assuring quality as MSU. 
(See Attachment #5) 
5. SACS Criteria 
(See Attachment #6) 
The University will undergo its self-study in 1992-93 and 
will receive the on-site visitation team during 1993-94. 
In order to insure our meeting all of the SACS criteria, a 
number of efforts have already begun. MSU is currently on 
track and is ahead of schedule in meeting SACS require-
ments fer accreditation. 
Faculty Handbook Additions, Approved 
Mr. Taylor nDved that upon the recommendation of the President that 
the following policies concerning instructor preparation in various 
categories be adopted by the Board of Regents and published in the 
Faculty Handbook: 
GRADUATE FACULTY--Faculty teaching in graduate programs must demonstrate 
a high level of competence in the fields of those programs. Faculty 
teaching graduate-level courses must hold the highest earned degree in 
their disciplines, although in some cases experience and/or scholarly or 
creative activity may substitute for the doctorate. In all such cases it 
is the responsibility of the college to keep on file documentation of 
work experience, certifications, and other qualifications if these are to 
substitute for or supplement formal academic preparation. 
UI~ DERGRADUATE INSTRUCTORS--All full-time and part-time faculty (including 
adjuncts) teaching courses at the undergraduate level in each of the 
following areas: humanities and fine arts; social and behavioral 
sciences; natural sciences and mathematics; education; business 
administration, must have completed at least 18 graduate credits and must 
hold a master's deg ree. 
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GHADUATE TEACHING ASSISTANTS--A 11 graduate teaching/ 1 aboratory assistants 
must be under the direct supervision of a faculty member experienced in 
the teaching field, receive regular in-service trai~ing, and be regularly 
evaluated. Graduate teaching assistants who have . primary responsibility 
for teaching a course for credit including assigning final grades for 
such a course must have earned at least eighteen graduate semester hours 
in their teaching field. 
fvlr. Harvey second ed and the motion carried. 
B.S. Degree in Organizational Communication-new major proposal, Approved 
# ' 
' r~ r. Taylor· distributed a brief summary of the organizational 
communication propos al. 
(See Attachment #7) 
Dr. Boot h briefly reviewed the proposal. Dr. Booth stated that in 
the Department of Speech Communication and Theatre MSU offers a Bachelor 
of Science and a Bachelor of Arts in Speech Communication, nonteaching 
and teaching tracks: a nri nor in Organizational Communication: and a 
Masters of Arts and Mas t ers of Science in Communication. The only gap 
remaining in program offerings is the baccalaureate degree in 
Organizational Communication. Dr. Booth stated that faculty credentials 
are in line; the appropriate facilities are in place; and library 
holdings are adequate. Two faculty members have been sent to do post 
doctoral work at Vanderbilt and Purdue University to prepare to assist in 
r r r er ing this degree; a new Ph.D. has been hired in Organizational 
Lonununication from the University of Utah; the dean has a Ph.D. in 
Organization Communication from Purdue University and is one of the noted 
scholars in the country in Organizational Communication. His two more 
prominent textbooks are in the field of Organization Communication and 
the No. l textbook in that field will have t~urray State University 
associated with it since it is now being revised for its next edition uf 
publication. When Wilson Hall was renovated, the third floor was 
programmed to sup;Jort an organizational communication degree including a 
center for applied research, two organizational communication 
laboratories, and a reading room. The holdings of the reading room and 
the University Libra r y have been enhanced in Organizational Com-
munication. The weekender program alone in Organizational Communication 
has attracted 75 students to study on the Masters level and the under-
graduate minors have grown to more than 80. Murray State is prepared to 
me et both the demand and the need. 
Mr. Taylor moved that upon the recommendation of the President and 
subject to the approval of the Council on Higher Education, that the 
Department of Speech Communication and Theatre establish a baccalaureate 
program in Organiz a tional Communication to be registered under CIP 
09.9999.03. 
r~r. All en seconded and the motion passed. 
B. Athletic - Mr. Harv ey 
Mr. Harvey stated that the Athletic Committee met August 25 and 
scheduled the next meeting for October 5 at 4:30p.m. at Roy Stewart 
Stadium. He further stated that the Committee attempted to identify 
goals and ways in wh i ch to proceed and have concluded that in this 
academic year the Committee would like to meet with each coach of each 
athletic program in order to identify the particular goals of these 
individual programs and ways to contain the costs and ways to be of 
assistance in raising private monies to assist in funding 
the athletic programs. He further stated that the Committee plans to 
meet with faculty representatives to obtain their input as to how the 
athletic program should be operated. He stated that the Committee wants 
to develop a clear and continuing statement from the BOR regarding the 
academic life of our student athletes and to hopefully improve their 
acad emic 1 if e. 
Finally, Mr. Harvey stated that the Committee would ask the Board of 
Regents to adopt a resolu t ion recognizing Miss Deena Wigger for being 
selected for participation on the United States Olympic Team and on the 
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MSU rifle team. The honor that she will bring to herself, to Murray 
State University, and to her nation is significant and it is worthy of 
recognition from the Board of Regents. The Conuni ttee asked Dr. Perrin 
to see that an appropriate resolution is written for presentation to Miss 
Wigger. 
r·1r. Harvey moved that the Board of l~egents adopt a reso 1 uti on for 
presentation to Miss Deena Wigger recognizing her for being selected for 
participation on the United States Olympic Team and for her contribution 
to Murray State University and her nation. Dr. Hurt seconded and the 
mot ion carried. (See Addendum) 
i. -e: · Buildings and Grounds- Dr. Hurt 
Since Dr. Hurt was not able to attend the meeting held August 25, 
Dr. Jim Hammack presented the report. 
Dr. Hammack reported that the Committee reviewed the 1988-90 capital 
construction budget projects which included a review of the feasibility 
study for a proposed new arena facility. The Committee reviewed as well 
the major maintenance capital projects projected fron1 the general fund 
for 1988-89 and the status of the accomp 1 i shment of those projects to 
determine what has been done and what will be done. Several Regents 
toured the campus and a number of its buildings to better inform them-
selves first hand of what some of our renovation and maintenance and 
capital constructi on needs are. The Committee considered and discussed a 
utilization report on the University farms and was brought up to date on 
the status of the Task Force on the West Kentucky Exposition Center. In 
addition, the Committee expects in the near future to consider the 
designation of a site for the proposed alumni house and the problems of 
funding more adequately maintenance of the golf course and a number of 
other major needs. The Committee expects to be very active and busy in 
the next few months and wi 11 present some recormnendat ions to the Board on 
some of these items in November. The Building and Grounds Committee has 
no recommendations at this point. 
l'lr. Carter asked Dr. Hurt to add Regent Sanders to the Exposition 
Center Committee. The Committee now totals eight and [vJr. Carter asked 
that the Exposition Committee try to meet and address this issue as soon 
as possible to bring a reconmendation to the Board in November. The 
three representatives from Murray are Mrs. Ann K. Bolin, Mr. Ted Howard, 
and Mr. Dan Hutson. The Regent members are Dr. Hurt, chairman, Mr. 
Akridge, fvlr. Allen, Dr. Hammack, and f11r. Sanders. 
D. Development/Investments - Dr. Hurt 
Dr. Hurt reported that there has been an increase in both the amount 
given, as well as the number of donors to the MSU Foundation Office of 
Development. The total increase over 1987 was $15,000; the 1988 total 
donations were $96 ,267. The total number of donors participating in 1987 
were 222; the total number of donors participating in 1988 were 262. 
There is an increase in both amount given and number of donors. 
Dr. lfurt stated that in light of Governor Waterfield's involvement 
in the development activities and the financial support of the 
University, it would be appropriate for the regents to initiate the 
process by which a r esolution honoring him for his contributions to the 
University be made. Dr. Hurt moved that the Chairman in conjunction with 
Dr. Stroup compose an appropriate resolution honoring Governor Waterfield 
for his contributions to f11urray State University and copies of the 
resolution be forwarded to his family, to the officers of the MSU 
Foundation and to the media as well as be spread on the minutes of the 
Board of Regents of Murray State University. ~r. Harvey seconded and the 
n~tion carried. (See Addendum) 
E. Faculty/Staff Affairs - Mrs. Strohecker 
Control of Hazardous Materials Policy, Approved 
f•1rs. Strohecker reviewed the Control of Hazardous fvlateria ls 
Poli cy. Mrs. Strohecker stated that over the past se veral years the 
is sue of hazardous materials manag ement has come to the forefront, not 
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only on the national level, but on the local level as well. f<ecent 
legislation on both the federal and state levels have mandated that 
hazardous materials be regulated in an attempt to protect human health 
and the environment. 
!-'Irs. Strohecker moved that the Board of Regents, upon the 
recommendation of the President, authorize the adoption of the attached 
policy (Attachment #8 ) dealing with the control of hazardous materials 
at Murray State University. Mr. Akridge seconded and the motion carried. 
M~s. Strohecker presented two other items discussed in the 
Faculty/Staff Affairs Committee meeting: 
1. Upgrading of Faculty and Staff Salaries 
Mrs. Strohecker stated that the Committee discussed numerous 
efforts on the part of the University to upgrade the salaries of 
faculty and staff over the last five years when funding from the 
state has been particularly low. While several plans have been 
implemented to increase faculty and staff salaries, they remain by 
benchmark st a ~ d ard s , unacceptably low. She further stated that the 
committee fully recognized the value of our faculty and staff and 
the outstanding oc hievements they have attained for the University. 
Mrs. Strohecker further stated that the committee will be 
exploring with the administration, a number of proposals that will 
be supportive of increased faculty/staff salaries as well as 
benefits. 
2. Boar d of Regents Salary Policy 
Mrs. Strohecker stated that the Committee plans to review 
carefully the current f•lSU Board of Regents salary policy which was 
adopted in 1980. Particular attention will be given to the funding 
of Faculty/Staff salaries and the merit pay issues. As discussions 
proceed on these issues, the Committee will keep the Board fully 
informed. 
F. Student Life - Mr. Allen 
Mr. Allen stated that there have been 18 new senators elected and 
the Executive Council on Student Government has worked very hard this 
summer. Student Government has impl emented a student discount card with 
some of the businesses in Murray which will give students, faculty and 
staff discounts on certain purchases or services rendered. Mr. Allen 
thanked Mr. Taylor, Mr. Kendrick and Mrs. Sanders for their thoughts in 
the Student Life Committee t•1eet i ng August 25 and stated that another 
meeting will be scheduled before the November meeting. Mr. Allen invited 
all Regents to eat at Winslow Cafeteria on November 11 with the students. 
G. Finance/Audit - Mr. Taylor 
r·~r. Taylor stressed the importance of the Finance/Audit Committee. 
He stated that it is quite possible that the Committee will be bringing 
to the Board some very tough decisions. Mr. Taylor asked for a list of 
expenditures of the Boy Scout Museum, the Exposition Center, and the Golf 
Course. If cuts are to be made, the Board can see the whole picture and 
make some judgements on where this money comes from and where it has to 
go. 
He stated that the three areas looked at by the Finance Committee 
were the Boy Scout ~luseum, the Golf Course, and the Exposition Center. 
Murray has been saddled with expenses over the years that roost of the 
other universities do not have to face up to and these things are a great 
benefit to MSU, but at the same time they are equally even a better 
benefit to the community. The Committee appointed some people to go back 
to the J. Graham Rrown Foundation to try to work out something on that 
$250,000 loan corning due on the Boy Scout Museum. He further stated that 
the cownittee wants to try some other areas as the Boy Scout Museum is 
not only great for MS U, but it is great for the entire region and for the 
state as a whole. It is a tremendous tourist attraction. He stated that 
1 1 
because of the great benefit that the Exposition Center has to the 
Agriculture area and because our good friend, Butch Burnette, is from 
this area and recogniz es the importance in the Agriculture area, and 
because Dean Akridge has such a strong interest in agriculture, 
Mr. Taylor has asked him to contact Butch Burnette seeking additional 
support for the Exposition Center. 
The Finance/Audit Committee will have a meeting on November 11. 
~ r. Taylor commended the Governor's Scholars Program and challenged 
l'lurr«l y .and the ~lurray Chamber of Commerce to make a spec i a 1 effort to 
we 1 carne the 300 top students who wi 11 be coming to campus next year for 
the program. He stated that a number of these students, because of their 
high scores, will probably be given scholarships to private universities, 
but thes e student leaders will go back to their respective high schools 
and tell what a pleas an t experience they had at Murray and they become 
salesmen for this univ ersity. Murray State has this program next year, 
and Mr. Taylor stated that he would like for Murray State to make a two-
or three-year bid ne xt year as Centre College has don e. He stated that 
the University of Kentucky was quite upset tl1is year that they did not 
get it, and they will be making a push to have it on their campus. 
He further stated that as long as Centre Coll ege has the program, Murray 
State has an excell ent chance of keeping it. 
Regent Sanders assured Mr. Taylor that the City of Murray will host 
a special party for the Governor's Scholars next year. 
Mr. Carter thanked all committees for their work and charged them to 
continue with their efforts. He stated that he does not want Murray 
State University to remain the "Best kept secret in Kentucky." 




BOARD OF REGEN TS RESO LUT ION 
To Honor 
Deena vi gger 
\tJHEREAS , Dee na l·Ji gger has qualif i ed for t he 1988 United States Ol ympic 
i Sb oting Team and will compete i n the air rif le event i n the XX IVth Olymp iad 
i n Seoul, South Korea , in September; and 
WHEREAS , he r qua li f ications to the nat i on 1 s Ol ympic team ranks he r as one 
of the top compet i t ive shoote rs i n t he country and gai ns va l uabl e vis i bili ty 
fo r Murra~ State Un iversity as a resu l t of he r prof ici ency; and 
WHE REAS , she has cont in ual ly demonstrated ex cell ence in the sport of 
shooting on co ll eg i ate, nat i ona l and internationa l l evel s by ea t~ n i ng such 
honors as the 1988 NCAA i nd ivi dua l ai r rifl e champ ions hi p, first t eam 
al l - Ame rica rank in g si x ti me s , a gol d meda l in the 1987 Pan Ame ric an 
Games , r ecognition as t he U. S. Ol ymp ic Comm i ttee Fema l e Ath l ete of the 
Yea r i n shoot i ng in 1985 and t he South l and Corporat i on Ol ymp i a Awa r d 
r ecognizi ng exce ll ence in amateu r ath l etics; and 
~·JHEREAS , she pl ayed a maj or rol e i n the Murray State Un iversi ty rifl e 
team 1 s success i n wi nn i ng a nat i ona l champ ionshi p and f ini sh i ng tw ice as 
runn er-up i n t he NCAA team champions hi ps i n the l ast three yea rs; and 
WH EREAS , he r sense of purpose and he r unswervi ng de termin at ion to ex cel 
re fl ect great cred it upon lurray State Un ivers i ty and repr esent the Un iver sity 
and its ath l et ic program to the worl d as i nstitut i ons of the hi ghest qua lity; 
NOW, THERE FORE , BE IT HEREBY RESOLVE D th at the Boa r d of Regents of Murr ay 
Sta t e Un iv ers i ty exp resses its s i ncere congratu l at i ons to and i mmense pri de i n 
Dee na Wi gger for he r extraordi nary achi eveme nts i n the spor t of shooting; and 
BE IT FI NAL LY ESO LVE D that th i s resolution be spr ead upon the mi nutes of 
the Boar d of I egents and a copy pr esented to Dee na Wi gger to i nd ic ate the 
support and best wi shes of t he Board and the ent ire Un iv er s i ty comm un i ty for 
t he Olymp ic compet iti on . 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * 
BOARD OF REGEl ITS RESOLUTION 
In ~~emory of 
Ha rry Lee Wate rfi e ld 
WHEREAS , Har ry Lee Waterfi el d, a 1932 grad uate of Murray St ate Teacher s 
Co ll ege who served t wo te rms as Li eutenant Governor of rentuc ky and 
dis t i ngu is hed hi msel f i n caree rs as journalist, catt l e farmer , pub lic servant 
and i nsurance executiv e, died on Aug ust 4, 1988 ; and 
WH EREAS , his pass ing depriv ed Murray State Uni vers i ty of a ded icat ed and 
r espected al umnu s who se unst i nt ing de vot i on spanned al most si x decades from 
the 1930 s i nto the 1980 s and i ncluded serv ice on the Board of Regents and as 
Cha irman of the Board of Trustees of the Murray State Un iversity Foundati on ; 
and 
vJH EREAS , he set a memo ra bl e exampl e for others by g1v1 ng generousl y of 
his t i me , his prodi gi ous talent and his r esou rces i n such abundance as to have 
immea sura bl e impact on the growth and cont i nuin g success of hi s Al ma Mate r; 
and 
WH EREAS, his vi ew from t he pi nnacl e of success di d not dimi nis h his 
compa ss i on f or the common ma n nor di d i t dis tract him f rom a deep conviction 
that he shoul d use hi s wi sdom, ener gy and eloquenc e to make li fe better fo r 
poster i ty ; and 
13 , 
vJHEREAS , he lived his life-- wcith dignity and a hi gh sense of val ues an d 
used the visi bility and stature he atta i ned t o serve the Un iversity with great 
affect i on and benefit and to refl ect great cred it on all i ts al umni; 
NOW, THE REFORE , BE IT HERE BY RESO LVED that the Board of Regents of Murray 
State University expr esses i t s sadness at t he loss of a loyal and dea r f ri end 
and ad vocate of Murray St ate Un ivers i t y and offe rs i ts sympa t hy to his wi fe 
Lau ra and t heir fam il y; and 
~ BE IT FINAL LY RESO LVED that th is resol ut i on i n memory of Harry Lee 
Wat erf i e ld be spr ead upon th~ mi nutes of t hi s meet i ng of the Boa r d of Regen ts 
and t hat a copy be present ed to hi s wi fe and each of the i r chil dren on beha l f 
of t he Board and the ent ire Univers i ty commun i ty . 
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BOARD OF REGENTS 
AUGUST 26, 1988 
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 
ENROLLMENT AND SUMMER ORIENTATION 
Atta chment #1 
Accor~ ng to Summer 1988 enrollment figures, 2,732 full- and part-time 
students were enrolled during MSU's summer school sessions, compared to 2 ,6 ~ 1 
students enrolled in 1987. The number of credit hours produced during Summer 
1988 (15,335) was also significantly above the 1987 figure (14,220) . Summer 
1988 represents the highest headcount and credit hour product i on since 1981. 
The 1988 Summer Orientation Sessions were the most successful sessions we 
have had since 1981. Our records indicate that over 1,300 incoming freshmen and 
trans f er students attended this year's sessions during June and July. In 
addition, the University hosted the parents of these students for orientation 
programs. For the second consecutive year, the Chamber of Commerce and 
Leadership Murray in a community cooperative effort with the Univers i ty 
sponsored an ice cream social and tours of the city. We have received many 
positive remarks abou t this year's Summer Orienta ti on Programs, and indications 
are that we will see an increase in Fall enrollment figures as a result. 
According to August 23 figures, 6,040 students have been enro l led for the 
Fall 1988 Semes t er, compared to 5,645 students enrolled at the beginning of the 
Fall 1987 Semester. The 1988 figure represents a 7 percent increase i n 
headcoun t enrollment. In addition, the number of new freshmen and new transfer 
student enrollments are up 21 percent and 15 percent, respec t ively. 
Non-traditional students , as defined by the American Association of 
Sou t hern Colleges and Universities, the National Center for Education 
Statistics, and Murray State University, are those student s 25 years of age 
and over. The number of non-traditional students at Murray State has increased 
steadily as enrollment of these students went from 14 percent of our 
undergraduate enrollment during the 1984 Fall term to 20 percent for the 1987 
Fall term. According to national data, the number of older students enrolled in 
institutions of higher education doubled from 1970 to 1983, and this figure is 
expected to increase an additional 13 percent by 1993. Fall 1988 applications 
of non-traditional students at MSU are up approximately 125, and indications are 
that Murray State will have an enrollment that is approximately 25 percent 
non-traditional undergraduate students by the early 1990's. 
NEW FACULTY AND STAFF 
During campus meetings held on August 16 and 19, Deans, Chairs, Directors, 
Vice Presidents, and I discussed a wide variety of topics ranging from planning 
and assessment measures to budgeting and accounting policies, and affirmative 
action and desegregation programs to personnel/student employment policies. 
The Annual Faculty/Staff Luncheon was held on August 19 as well. During 
the luncheon, facul ty and professional staff were reminded of the many 
challenges tha t face the University and were commended for the i r efforts on 
behalf of MSU toward meeting these challenges. Significant achievements have 
been made in the accommodation of non-traditiona l students, improving college 
attending ra t es, and increasing enro ll ment. However, many challenges still 
? 
remain in the areas of student assessment and academic excellence. (See copy of 
Presidents• remarks in your folder.) In addition, the newest faculty and staff 
members were encouraged to become a part of the University Community. Murray 
State University recruits faculty nationwide, with a roster that includes 
individuals from the University of Oregon, University of Michigan, University 
of Iowa, Arizona State University, Rutgers, Rice, and Boston College, to name a 
few. Although we are successful in recruiting faculty from some of the best 
universities in the world, our salaries are not competitive nationally. 
On t~e evening qf August 19, the New Faculty Reception was held to honor 
an especially strong group of new faculty and staff. 
On Monday, August 22, 1988, the Faculty Resource Center sponsored for the 
first time the Graduate Teaching Assistants Orientation which was well attended. 
In conjunction with the orientation session, a workshop for Graduate Teaching 
Assistants will be held on August 27, 1988. The intent of the workshop is to 
train graduate students to be effective classroom teachers. As you know, 
Graduate Teaching Assistants provide much needed support in the University•s 
classrooms. 
CENTER OF EXCELLENCE POST DOCTORAL RESEARCHER 
Our second Post Doctoral Researcher for the Center of Excellence, Dr. Alan 
Groeger, will be on the Murray State campus October 1, 1988. Dr. Groeger•s 
activities will primarily be related to the monitoring program for the Center 
and his interests include Zoology, Biology, and Environmental Sciences. 
Dr. Groeger comes to MSU from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and 
possesses a strong background in research and data analysis. 
BOARD OF REGENTS RECORDS 
In an effort to develop a records management system for the Board of 
Regents files, Patsy Dyer has agreed to work on a part-time basis for the 
purpose of establishing such a system. I am happy to report that she is making 
significant progress. The Minute Books numbered 1-39, through November, 1987, 
have been microfilmed, and the microfilmed copy is stored in Pogue Library. 
This will provide a back-up copy of the official Minute Books and will become 
part of the archives. Patsy has also compiled indexes of the Minute Books 
numbered 18 (1973) through 34 (1984 and a portion of 1985). This system will 
provide easy access to material referenced in the Minutes. 
FUNDING FORMULA HEARING 
Kentucky Revised Statute requires that the Council on Higher Education 
(CHE) 11 devise, establish, and periodically review and revise formulas for use in 
making recommendations ... for use in making appropriations for the 
institutions of higher learning ... In compliance with this Statute and to ensure 
that the present formula is equitable and consistent with other state formulas, 
the CHE has scheduled a public hearing on the state-wide funding formula for 
September 19, 1988 on the Murray State campus. The hearing will be held in 
Wrather Auditorium and is scheduled to begin at 2:00 p.m. (See related 
background material in packet.) 
This formula review process is critical to MSU, because the formula is the 
basis of our request for funding to the CHE, legislators, and the Governor. The 
Board of Regents comprise a principal segment of this institution, and I 
encourage any written or oral testimony you may wish to provide on behalf of 
~1urray State University. 
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ASSOCIATION OF GOVERNING BOARDS LIAISON 
Chairman Bob Carter has been designated as the replacement for Mr. William . 
Beasley as the Board 1 s Public Policy Liaison Trustee. In an effort by the 
Association of Governing Boards (AGB ) to keep members abreast of key national 
and state public policy issues, AGB distributes a quarterly newsletter on public 
policy issues and trends. The Association also alerts the Public Policy Liaison 
Trustee of federal legislation initiatives and other public policy issues that 
may require immediate attention. 
f 
GOVERNOR 1 S SCHOLARS PROGRAMS 
Participants in the 1988 Governor 1 S Scholar Program (GSP) were extremely 
complimentary of MSU facilities and the cooperation they received from faculty 
and staff as evidenced by verbal and written praise. As a result of these 
cooperative efforts, the MSU campus has been selected as the site for the 1989 
Governor 1 S Scholar Program. Murray State will be the only public university 
site selected to host the program three times. Regent Waitman Taylor serves on 
the Governor 1 S Scholars Committee and was very supportive and a good cheerleader 
to have in our corner. The Dean of the Governor 1 s Scholars Program is Dr. Ken 
Wolf, Professor of History. The Governor 1 S Office and participants were very 
complimentary of his leadership. 
In addition, 50 teachers and principals from 15 school systems were 
recently on campus as part of the Governor 1 S Scholars Visiting Teachers 
Institute, comprising the largest group ever. We have received many compliments 
on this year 1 S program. The 1988 Visiting Teachers Institute marks the second 
time MSU has hosted the Institute, the first being in 1985. Dr. Bill Price is 
the Director of this program. MSU is fortunate to have the two Directors of 
these prestigious state-wide programs from our faculty. 
COMMITTEE ON EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES 
At its May, 1988 meeting, the Council on Higher Education appointed 
Mr. Wendell Thomas as Chairperson of the Committee on Equal Opportunities. 
Mr. Thomas will visit the Murray State campus on September 19, 1988, for the 
purpose of collecting information relative to the University 1 s desegregation 
efforts. While here, Mr. Thomas will meet with University administrators, 
regents, faculty and recruitment staff, student personnel officers, and student 
leaders. 
PCC PROGRAMS 
The second meeting of the Committee to Study the Model Center in Paducah 
has been scheduled for September 19, 1988 in the Tennessee Room in the Curris 
Center. The meeting is scheduled to begin at 10:00 a.m. and will include 
Regents Dr. Billy Hurt and Dr. Jim Hammack as well as members of the Committee. 
RECOGNITION OF PROGRAMS 
Funding for MSU 1 s Educational Talent Search (ETS) program has been renewed 
by the U.S. Department of Education in the form of a three-year $86,526 grant. 
According to Kathryn Pasco, Director of the Educational Talent Search Program, 
Murray State 1 s ETS program earned a score of 99.66 out of a possible 100. 
Designed to ensure completion of high school and some form of post-secondary 
training, the ETS program serves approximately 700 participants in the Jackson 
Purchase Area and is considered to be a national model program. 
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The College of Education at Murray State was recently among only eight 
AASCU-member institutions to receive a $5,000 grant from the Hazen Foundation. 
The grant is designed to assist colleges and universities in developing programs 
to recruit service members into the field of teaching and will enable recipient 
institutions to provide counseling and admissions information for that purpose. 
Murray State University was also recognized by the Southern Regional 
Education Board (SREB) as a University working effectively on the relationship 
between Educational quality and economic well being. SREB survey results 
indicat~ that many -universities leave the initiation of sign i ficant efforts to 
improve the education of teachers to teacher educators alone. However, MSU was 
cited as one of few institutions to involve all areas and levels of the Uni-
versity in supporting necessary changes and improvements in teacher education. 
(See the SREB publication in your packet. ) 
ASSESSMENT PROGRAM 
MSU was recently one of only 150 universities across the nation to 
participate in the administration of the first edition of the Collegiate 
Assessment of Academic Proficiency Exam (CAAP). The exam, developed by the 
American College Testing Program (ACT), is designed to evaluate the success of 
general academic programs and the progress of individual students after their 
Sophomore year of college. According to results received from ACT, MSU students 
scored above the national norms in all four areas evaluated by the CAAP, 
including reading, writing, mathematics, and critical thinking. 
In addition, MSU administered the College Outcome Measures Program (COMP) 
examination to entering freshmen for the first time on August 22. The COMP, 
also developed by ACT, is designed to provide universities with data relating to 
students' sk i lls and knowledge in communication and problem solving, their 
ability to distinguish between competing value systems, and their abilities in 
social, scientific, and artistic areas. After reviewing the results of the COMP 
exam, we will be able to determine how effectively MSU is delivering educa t ional 
programs and how the performance of Murray State students compares with the 
performance of students at similar institutions. 
INSTITUTE FOR GERMAN STUDIES 
The 1988 Summer Institute for German Studies was held on the Murray State 
campus June 27 - July 20. The Institute is designed to provide high school 
teachers of German with a forum where their linguistic, cultural and 
professional skills can be improved. Although there were initially 109 
applicants, the Screening Committee accepted 21 teachers from nine states to 
attend the Institute. We have received numerous letters of praise which are 
indicative of the institute's success, and we appreciate the efforts of those 
involved and especially, Dr. Dieter Jedan, Associate Professor, Department of 
Foreign Languages. 
VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT DEVELOPMENT SEARCH 
In August, 1988, members of the Search and Screening Committee for the Vice 
President for Student Development began screening over 100 applicants for the 
position. Search Committee members include: Dr. Lewis Liddell, Assistant to 
the President/Affirmative Action Officer; Mr. Phil Bryan, Dean, Admissions and 
Records Office; Dr. Gary Hunt, Dean, College of Fine Arts and Communication; 
Dr. Roy Helton , Assistant Professor, Department of English; Dr. Willis Johnson, 
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Associate Professor, Department of Elementary and Secondary Education; Dr. Ginny 
Richerson, Assistant Professor, Department of Office Systems and Business 
Education; Ms. Paula Hulick, Director of Housing; Ms. Linda Hartline-Orr, 
Publication Coordinator, Publication and Printing Services; Ms. Molly Donnelly, 
graduate student; Mr. Glyn Jones, Assistant Football Coach; Mr. Mark Waldrop, 
student; Mr. Allen Hill, student; and Mr. Eddie Allen, President, Student 
Government Association. 
EVENTS 
Murray State University will host representatives from Czechoslovakia and 
the Soviet Union on October 14 and 15 for the opening of the 11 Chi l dren for 
Peace 11 traveling art exhibit in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery. The 99-piece art 
exhibit features artwork of elementary and secondary school children from West 
Kentucky, C.S.S.R, and U.S.S.R. 11 Children for Peace 11 opened at the First 
Czechoslovak Museum of Children 1 s Artwork in Plzen, Czechoslovakia in April, and 
in Moscow during July and August. Although more than $4,500 has been awarded to 
MSU through grants awarded by the Kentucky Arts Council and the Kentucky 
Humanities Council, additional fundraising is necessary for the project to raise 
its estimated budget of $28,000. Highlights of the exhibit will include a 
symposium entitled 11 Arts in Education: A Cross-Cultural Exchange. 11 Featured 
speakers will be Dr. Elliot Eisner, author and professor of education and art, 
Stanford University, and President of the International Society for Education 
Through Art and Professor Lumir Topinka, Director of the First Czechoslovak 
Gallery of Children 1 s Artworks in Plzen and noted geographic artist. The art 
exhibit carries with it a great deal of historical significance and reaffirms 
the University 1 s commitment to expanding its outreach to other cultures. 
Activities of President Kala M. Stroup 
in addition to routine meetings and daily operation 
of the University 
May 11, 1988- August 25, 1988 
12 Spoke at Princeton Rotary Club, Princeton 
13 ~let with Committee to Study Node 1 Center in 
Paducah, Curris Center 
Attended ROTC Commissioning Ceremony 
Attended Nursing Pinning Ceremony 
Participated in Honors Day Ceremony 
14 Delivered Con~encement Address 
Reception for graduates and parents 
Hosted luncheon for Retiring Faculty, Outstanding 
Senior Man and Homan, Regents Teaching Award 
Recipients, and Board of Regents ~embers 
16 Met with Governor Wallace Wilkinson, State 
17-20 
24-25 
Tourism Secretary Mary Ray Oaken, Higher 
Education Financial Assistance Authority 
Paul Borden, and State Budget Director 
Kevin Hable on MSU campus for the 
Governor's "Capital to the Counties" tour 
Press Conference--Governor Wilkinson 
Spoke for Lyon County Uigh School Academic 
R~ception, Eddyville 
Attended National Biennial ~leeting of Boy 
Scouts of America, San Diego, CA--
Chairman, Professional Development 
Committee Meeting 
~luseum Trustees Meeting 
Executive Board and Advisory Council Meeting 
Attended Personnel Group Committee Meeting 
Emcee for BSA Theme Dinner 
American Council on Education Meeting, 
Washington, D.C. 




3 Attended announcement of the Van Dresser Corporation's 
plant location in Murray 
3-4 Attended OVC 40th Anniversary Banquet, 










As President of OVC, President Stroup hosted 
the Executive and Business Sessions, 
Stouffer Hotel, Nashville, TN 
Chaired the Education Commission of the States 
Task Force on State Policy and Independent 
Higher Education Regional Forum, Nashville, TN 
Attended Chamber of Commerce Task Force on 
Retirement Meeting, Commerce Centre 
Spoke at Hugh Noffsinger's Retirement "Roast" 
Curris Center Ballroom 
Attended Luncheon and Announcement by 
Governor Wilkinson and Westvaco President 
John A. Luke of $125 million expansion of 
Westvaco, Wickliffe, KY 
Hosted a reception for Governor's Scholars 
faculty and staff at Oakhurst (60) 
Gave ~~elcome at Summer Orientation Sessio!l I 
Hosted a cookout for Summer Orientation participants 
and parents a Oakhurst (900) 
Attended reception and ice cream social at city park 
for parents of new students, sponsored by members of 
the Chamber of Commerce and Leadership Murray 
Attended Hugh Noffsinger's Retirement 
Reception, Curris Center 
Attended MSU Alumni Executive Council meeting 
at Bluegrass Downs, Paducah 
Gave Welcome at opening session of Governor's 
Scholars Program 
Hosted a cookout for Governor's Scholars 
students and parents at Oakhurst (1,200) 
Attended Green River Area Development 





Attended National Small Business Development 
Center Advisory Board Meeting, Reno, NV 
Scouted for hotels for alumni meeting in 
September 
Attended a reception for C. B. Hunt, Interim Dean, 
College of Fine Arts and Commun)cation 
Panelist for ACE National Forum--Office of 
Women in Higher Education of the American 
Council on Education, Washington, D. C. 
7 Addressed the United Methodist Scouters 
Conference, Curris Center 
Selected as a Speaker for Governor's Scholars Program 
9 Visited with Regent Kerry Harvey at Oakhurst 
Visited with Oneida ~1artin, Assistant Professor, 
Department of Elementary & Secondary Education, 
at Oakhurst · 
10 Visited with Regent Dean Akridge in Princeton 
11 Attended Council on Higher Education Meeting and 
Counci 1 of Presidents f.'leeting, 
University of Kentucky 
Met with Jerry Owen, State Director, Kentucky 
Small Business Development Center,' to plan 
the SBDC National Advisory Board meeting 
scheduled for September 11-13 in Lexington, KY 
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12 Conducted Orientation Session for new Board of Regents 
Members 
Hosted reception at Oakhurst for Board of Regents 
members and University representatives (30) 
Hosted a dinner at the Curris Center for Board of 
Regents members and University representatives 
Swearing-in Ceremony for new Board of Regents 
members 
13 Informal breakfast with John Ed Pearce 
Board of Regents meeting 
13 Hosted reception at Oakhurst for Institute 
for German Studi~s participants (60) 









Attended Council of Presidents ~~eting and 
Board of Directors Neeting of the American 
Association of State Colleges and 
Universities, Flagstaff, AZ .. _ 
Spoke at Governor's Scholars Banquet, Curris Center 
Planning Session with Cabinet members 
Attended farewell reception for Joe Ward 
Spoke to History of Education Class 
Guest on 11Tape 30" WNBS Radio Show 
Vacation 
1-8 Vacation 
10 • Attended the Education Commission of the 
States Task Force on State Policy &· 
Independent Education and moderator of 
small group discussion, Baltimore, 1~0 
13 Attended meeting of Rotary International 
Education Awards Committee to select 
scholarship recipients, Elizabethtown 
Community College 
16 Campus meeting with Vice Presidents, Deans, 
Chairs, Directors, Student Government 
Association President, Faculty Senate 
President, and Staff Congress President to 
provide orientation and review of the 
following issues: strategic planning, 
outcomes assessment, SACS Self-Study, and 
budgeting and accounting policies 
17 ~let with Governor Martha Layne Collins to 
discuss development campaign for equipping 
the f•lartha Layne Co 11 ins Center for 
Industry and Technology, University of Louisville 
17 Attended CHE Formula Review Steering 
Committee Meeting, University of Louisville 
18 Gave State of University Address 
Faculty/Professional Staff Luncheon, 




Met with Housing Resident Advisors and Directors 
Campus meeting with Vice Presidents, Deans, 
Chairs, Directors, Student Government Association 
President, Faculty Senate President, and 
Staff Congress President to provide 
orientation and review of the _following 
issues: legal issues, Affirmative Action & 
Desegregation Goals, personnel policies/ 
evaluation of hourly employees, student 
employment policies, and hazardous material 
t·1eeting with city leaders regarding auto sticker tax 
5 
Hosted a Reception at Oakhurst honoring new faculty and 
professional staff (150) 
22 Spoke at Mini Orientation (new students) 
22-23 
23 
Spoke at Graduate Teaching Assistants Orientation 
Registration 
Guest on WSJP Horning Talk Show 
Gave address for 11 Freshman Ueek, 11 Hart Hall 
24 Classes Begin 
UPCOI·HtJG EVENTS 
September 




Stewart Stadium, 7:30p.m. . _ 
MSU vs. Southeast Missouri 
at Cape Girardeau, 7:30 p.m. 
MSU vs. SIU at Carbondale 
1: 30 p.m. 
Committee to Study f!Jodel Center in Paducah f•1eeting, 
Tennessee Room, - Curris Center, 10 a.m. 
Council on Higher Education Formula Funding 
Review Meeting, Wrather Museum, 2 p.m. 
Campus visit by the Council on Higher Education 
Committee on Equal Opportunities 
Wendell Thomas, Chairman 




Reno, Nevada, 3 p.m. 
MSU Foundation Trustees Meeting 
Joint Investments Conrnittee f-1eeting 
Waterfield Memorial Service, 1:00-1:30 p.m. 













- Biology Alumni Get-together 
- Nursing Alumni Banquet 
- College of Business & Public Affairs 
Homecoming Banquet 
- Home Economics Alumni Banquet 
- Agriculture Alumni Banquet 
Events 
- College of Education Breakfast 
- Homecoming Parade 
(9:00 a.m., line up at Bank of Murray 
parking lot, East Main Street) 
- Homecoming Buffet, 
Curris Center Ballroom 










t·1SU vs. Morehead 
at r;'orehead, 12:30 p.m. 
Lt. Governor Brereton Jones visits Murray 
11Children for Peace11 U.S. /Societ/Czech Art 
Exhibition and Symposium, Clara Eagle Gallery 
~lSU vs. Tennessee State 
Stewart Stadium, 1:30 p.m. 
Parents Weekend 
Reception, Curris Center 9:00-11:30 a.m. 
MSU vs. Eastern Kentucky University 
Stewart Stadium, 1:30 p.m. 
Board of Regents ~eeting 
MSU vs. Middle Tennessee State Unive~sity 
Stewart Stadium, 1:30 p.m. 
Hanging of the Green 
Curris Center, 4:30p.m. 
Board of Regents Christmas Dinner 
,. -
Murray State University 
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BOARD OF REGENTS 
August 25, 1988 
Attachment if2A 
i 
Murray State University 
August 25, 1988 
Murray, Ky. 42071 
President Kala M. Stroup and 
Members of the Board of Regents 
Murray State University 
Murray, KY 42071 
Dear President Stroup and Members of the Board: 
Submitted herewith is the Fourth Quarter Financial Report 
for Murray State University for the 1987/88 fiscal year. 
The report covers the period July 1, 1987 through June 30, 
1988 and includes the following financial information: 
1. Summary of Budget Adjustments 
2. Statement of Current Unrestricted Funds 
a. Revenues by Source 
b. Expenditures by Function 
c. Other Changes 
3. Statement of Current Unrestricted Fund Balance 
a. Net Increase in Fund Balance--Current Fiscal 
Year 
b. Fund Balance, June 30, 1987 
c. Preliminary Fund Balance June 30, 1988 
d. Allocated Fund Balance 
e. Unallocated Fund Balance June 30, 1988 
4. Detailed Schedule of Current Unrestricted Revenues 
a. Education and General 
b. Auxiliaries 
5. Statement of Current Restricted Funds 
a. Revenues by Source 
b. Expenditures by Function 
Respectfully submitted, 
·J)~·dtf/J~ 
David R. Whitmire 
Director for Accounting 
and Financial Services 
nch 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
Summary of Budget Adjustments 
For the Period July 1, 1987 through June 30, 1988 
Revenues 
Educational & General 
f 
Kentucky Teacher Retirement System 
Various Account Adjustments 
Prior Year Carryover* 
Total Educational & General 
Auxiliary Enterprises 
Prior Year Carryover* 












$44,133,890 $ 6,566,613 $ 50,700,503 
$ 6,628,568 
$ 346,447 
$ 6,628,568 $ 346,447 $ 6,975,015 
$50,762,458 $ 6,913,060 $ 57,675,518 
Educational & General $44,133,890 
Kentucky Teacher Retirement System $ 1,687,694 
Various Account Adjustments 6,225,546 
Prior Year Carryover* 3,019,775 
Total Educational & General $44,133,890 $10,933,015 $ 55,066,905 
Auxiliary Enterprises $ 6,628,568 
Prior Year Carryover* $ 346,447 
------------ ------------ -------------
Total Auxiliary Enterprises $ 6,628,568 $ 346,447 $ 6,975,015 
------------ ------------ -------------
Total Expenditures $50,762,458 $11,279,462 $ 62,041,920 
* Prior Year Carryover is equal to actual balances brought forward 
to fiscal year 87/88 from 86/87 to date. 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
Statement of Current Unrestricted Funds 
Revenues by Source, Expenditures by Function, and Other Changes 
For the Period July 1, 1987 through June 30, 1988 
Revenues -. 
Educati~nal and General 
Tuition and Fees (Note 1) 
State Appropriation (Note 2) 
Indirect Cost Reimbursement 
Sales and Services of 
Educational Departments 
Other Sources 
Prior Year Carryover (Note 3) 
Unassigned 




Cu rri s Center 
Miscellaneous 
Vending 
Interest Revenue - Auxiliary 
Enterprises 
lntrafund Transfers 
Prior Year Carryover (Note 3) 
Total Auxiliary Enterprises 
Total Revenues 
Expenditures and Transfers 








Operation and Maintenance 
of Plant 
Scholarships (Note 1) 
Unassigned 
Educational and General 
Expenditures 
Mandatory Transfers for: 
Consolidated Educational 
Bond Sinking Fund (Note 4) 
Endowed Funds (Note 5) 
Total Educational and General 
Current Fiscal Year Actual 
Budget Actual \ Bud~et 
------------- ------------
--------
$ 10,803,327 $10,832,837 100\ 
32,575,094 32,575,094 100\ 
95,956 95,956 100\ 
1,035,658 1,035,658 100\ 
2,404,654 2,828,564 118\ 
3,019,775 0 0\ 
600,000 0 0\ 
------------- -------------$ 50,534,464 $47,368,109 94\ 
------------- ------------
$ 3,268,718 $ 3,412,948 104\ 
3,032,141 3,058,584 101\ 
117,300 118,986 101\ 
115,250 111,536 97\ 
69,198 109,591 158\ 
140,000 113,529 81\ 
52,000 0 0\ 
346,447 0 0\ 
------------- ------------$ 7,141,054 $ 6,925,174 97\ 
------------- ------------$ 57,675,518 $54,293,283 94\ 
= 
$ 19,169,404 $18,376,347 96\ 
675,833 453,324 67\ 
2,564,312 2,262,077 88\ 
1 ,655,314 1,563,380 94\ 
3,047,092 2,599,780 85\ 
4,215,003 3,767,145 89\ 
9,510,923 5,746,881 60\ 
7,269,001 5,760,121 79\ 
3,257,262 3,378,461 104\ 
592,500 0 0\ 
------------- ------------
$ 51 ,956,644 $43,907,516 85\ 
2,135,332 2,049,906 96\ 
0 soo,ooo 
-------------
------------$ 54,091,976 $46,457,422 86\ 
------------- ------------
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Stateme~t-o Current~nrestricted Funds 
Revenues by Source, Expenditures by Function, and Other Changes 
For the Period July 1, 1987 through June 30, 1988 
.. 




Expenditures and Transfers (Cont.) 
------------- ------------ --------
Auxiliary Enterprises (Note 6) 
Food Services 
Housing Service 






Mandatory Transfers for: 
Housing and Dining Bond Sinking Fund 
(Note 4) 
Total Auxlilary Enterprises 
Total Expenditures and 
Mandatory Transfers 
Other Transfers and Additions/(Deductions) 
Nonmandatory Transfers: 
Transfers from Consolidated Educational 
Renewal and Replacement Fund 
to Hurray State University Current 
Unrestricted Funds 
Transfers from Unexpended Plant 
Funds to Hurray State University 
Current Unrestricted Funds 
Transfer from Hurray State 
University Housing and Dining Repair 
and Maintenance Fund to Current 
Unrestricted Funds 
Transfers from Hurray State University 
Current Funds to Consolidated 
Educational Renewal and Replacement 
Fund 
$ 3,213,118 $ 3,138,569 98\ 
2,258,282 2,237,616 99\ 
432,647 440,529 102\ 
17,250 15,951 92\ 
169,094 77,142 46\ 
1 ,237,225 176,800 14\ 
23,005 14,269 62\ 
------------- ------------$ 7,350,621 $ 6,100,876 83\ 
599,323 599,323 
$ 7,949,944 $ 6,700,199 
$ 62,041,920 $53,157,621 
= 
$ 0 $ 494,300 N/A 
114,494 123,399 
260,000 260,000 100\ 
0 ( 620,601) N/A 
HURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
Current Unrestricted Fund Balance 
For the Period July 1, 1987 through June 30, 1988 
Current Unrestricted Revenues 
Current Unrestricted Expenditures 
Mandatory Transfers for Debt Service 
Mandatory Transfer to Endowed Chair 
Non-Mandatory Transfers: 
Transfers from Plant Funds (Note 1) 
Transfers to Plant Funds (Note 1) 
Net lncrease/(Decrease) in Fund Balance Current Fiscal Year 
Fund Balance - June 30, 1987 (Per Audit) 
Fund Balance - June 30, 1988 (Preliminary) 
Allocated 
Working Capital 
Reserve for Self Insurance 
Prior Year Account Balances 
Operating Budget of Subsequent Years 
Total Allocated 
Unallocated 





Note 1. The transfers to/from Plant Funds are as follows: 
A. From Consolidated Educational Renewal and 
1. Racer Arena Floor $ 
2. FAS Consultant Work 
3. Payroll Consultant Work 
4. Summer Renovation 1988 
B. From Unexpended Plant 
1 • Hester Ha 11 
2. Elizabeth Ha 11 
3. Items previously capitalized, 

























Current Unrestricted Fund Balance (Cont.) 
For the Period July 1, 1987 through June 30, 1988 
Note 1. (Cont.) 
B. From Unexpended Plant (Cont.) 
4. House at Biology Station 
5. Pogue Library Steps 




C. From Housing and Dining Repair and Maintenance 
1. Summer Renovations 1988 $ 260,000 
D. To Consolidated Educational Renewal 
and Replacement 
1 • Annual Funding $ (620,601) 
E. To Unexpended Plant Funds 







MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
Schedule of Current Unrestricted Revenues 
For the Period July 1, 1987 through June 30, 1988 
Educational and General 




Summer I I 1987 Tuition 
Summer I 1988 Tuition 
Miscellaneous Tuition 
Student Activity Fees 
Other Course Fees 
Total Tuition and Fees 
State Appropriations . 
Murray State University - General 
Kentucky Teacher Retirement System 
Total State Appropriations 
Indirect Cost Reimbursements 









Federal and State Indirect Cost Reimbursements $ 95,956 
Total Indirect Cost Reimbursements 
Sales and Services of Educational Departments 
Animal Health Technical Income 
Art Cash Sales 
Art Workshops 
Biology Station Income 
Chaykin CPA Review 
Chemical Services 
Clinical Services 
Envi ronmenta 1 Education Pre-Servi c·e Workshop 
Foreign Language Services 
Hearing Impaired Services 
High School Journalism Workshop 
Keboard Recruiting 
KIES Consortitn 
KIES Summer 87 
MSU News Advertising 
MSU X-Ray Lab 
Miscellaneous Sales and Services 
Office of Training Services 
Office Systems Service Center 
Psychology Center 
Safety Engineering and Health Workshop 
SAT Activities 
































Schedule of Current Unrestricted Revenues 
For the Period July 1, 1987 through June 30, 1988 
i 
Educational and General (Cont.) 
Sales and Services of Educational Departments (Cont.) 









Archelolgy Services Center 
Art Callery Sales 
Athletics Discretionary 
Athletics Miscellaneous Revenue 
Athletics Non-Discretionary 
Boy Scout Museum 




Conferences and Workshops 
Consolidated Educational Revenue Fund Interest 
Fixed Price Contract Residuals 
Cooperative Education/Placement Income 
Counseling and Testing 
Duplicate Identification Cards 
Environmental Consortium - Hid-America 
Faci 1 i ty Rental 
Faculty Resource Center 
Faculty Resource Center Copier 
Festival of Champions 
Financial Aid Cost Reimbursement 
Fines 
Forensics Team Income 
Fort Camp be 11 
Golf Camps 
Grants Equipment Revolving 
Interlibrary Loan 
lntermurals Income 
Lady Racer Basketball Camps 
Library Census Microfilm 
Library Copy Service 
Library Fines 
Library Other Income 













































Schedule of Current Unrestricted Revenues 
For the Period July 1, 1987 through June 30, 1988 
I; 
Educational and General (Cont.) 
Other Sources (Cont.) 
Locke-r Renta 1 
Miscellaneous Cash Reimbursement 
National Student Exchange 




Post Office Box Rental 




Racer Basketball Camps 
Racer Football Camps 
Rentals 
Residence Hall Activity Fee 
Residence Halls Miscellaneous 
Return Check Charges 
Rodeo Income 
SGA Radio Station 
Sale of Surplus Property 






Operating Fund Interest 
West Kentucky Dance Festival 
West Kentucky Environmental Education Consortium 
WKHS Radio Income 
Wickliffe Hounds Gift Shop 
Wickliffe Hounds Research Center 
Total Other Sources 












































$ 4 7 ,368, 1 09 
Paj e 4 
Schedule of Current Unrestricted Revenues 
For the Period July 1, 1987 through June 30, 1988 
Auxiliary Ente r,prfses (Cont.) 
Miscellaneous Auxiliary Revenue 
Vending Revenue 
Auxiliary Enterprises Interest 
Total Auxiliary Enterprises 






MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
Statement of Current Restricted Funds 
Revenues by Source and Expenditures by Function 






Grants and Contracts 
Total Federal Funds 
State Grants and Contracts 
Other Grants and Contracts 
Total Current Restricted Revenues 
Expenditures 








Operation and Maintenance 
of Plant 
Scholarships and Other 
Financial Aid 


























Total Current Restricted Expenditures $ 6,766,110 


























Note 1. Outstanding encumbrances as of June 30, 1988 for Current 
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BOARD OF REGENTS 
August 25, 1988 
--------------------------------------------------------------
Murray State University Murray, Ky. 42071 
August 25, 1988 
.f 
President Kala M. Stroup and 
Members of the Board of Regents 
Murray State University 
Murray, KY 42071 
Dear President Stroup and Members of the Board: 
Submitted herewith is the Fourth Quarter Investment Report 
for the period July 1, 1987 through June 30, 1988, which 
includes the following financial information: 
1. Summary of Investment Earnings by Fund 
2. Summary of Investment Earnings by Fund 
and Fund Accounts 
3. Schedule of Investment Activity 
a. Current Funds 
b. Endowment Funds 
c. Plant Funds 
d. Loan Funds 
Respectfully submitted, 
JJ~-c~lf. ~~ 
David R. Whitmire 
Director for Accounting 
and Financial Services 
nch 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
Summary of Investment Earnings by Fund 
For the Period July 1, 1987 through June 30, 1988 
Current EndoNnent Plant loan 
Funds Funds Funds Funds 
-------------- -------------- -------------- --------------
Investment Earnings 
to date (Note 1) $838,976 $32,023 $719,225 $5,846 
Note 1: The earnings to date are reported on accrual basts. 
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
Summary of Investment Earnings 
By Fund and Fund Accounts 
For the Period July 1, 1987 through June 30, 1988 
CURRENT FUNDS 
Interest on Local Bank Accounts (Peoples Bank) 
General Investments 
Consolidated Educational Revenue Fund (Frankfort) 
Housing and Dining Revenue Fund (Frankfort) 
Total Current Funds 
ENDOWMENT FUNDS 
Endowed Chair Investments 
Tota1 Endowment Funds 
PLANT FUNDS 
Consolidated Educational Renewal and Replacement 
(Frank fort) 
Unexpended Plant 
Retirement of Indebtedness (Trustee-Citizens Fidelity) 
Consolidated Educational Sinking Fund 
Housing and Dining Sinking Fund 
Housing and Dining Repair and Maintenance Fund 
Total Plant Funds 
LOAN FUNDS 
NDSL Checking (Peoples Bank) 
Total Loan Funds 
Note 1: The earnings to date are reported on accrual basis. 
Earnings 
To Date 
















MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY 
Schedule of Investment Actfvftfes 
For the Period July 1, 1987 through June 30, 1988 
Type of 
Investment 
EDUCATIONAL ANe GENERAL 
Matudty 
Interest on Local Bank Accounts 
aJRRENT FUNDS 
Term Yield Cost 
1987-88 
Earnings 
Peoples Bank continuous Daily rate per overnight 
Peoples Bank balances $ 223,074 
Total Trust and Agency Clearing interest earnings to date 
General Investments 
Certificate of Deposit 


















Total General Investments interest earnings to date 
Consolidated Educational Revenue Fund (Frankfort) 
Repurchase Agreement 09/16/87 239 days 
U.S. Treasury Bills 08/06/87 182 days 
U.S. Treasury Bills 09/03/87 177 days 
Repurchase Agreement 09/22/87 179 days 
U.S. Treasury Bills 10/08/87 183 days 
Repurchase Agreement 07/13/87 91 days 
Repurchase Agreement 08/10/87 60 days 
Repurchase Agreement 09/09/87 90 days 
Repurchase Agreement 11/09/87 91 days 
Repurchase Agreement 12/02/87 90 days 
Repurchase Agreement 11/20/87 59 days 
Repurchase Agreement 02/02/88 124 days 
Repurchase Agreement 11/06/87 30 days 
Repurchase Agreement 12/07/87 61 days 
U.S. Treasury Bills 02/04/88 120 days 
Repurchase Agreement 01/06/88 90 days 
Repurchase Agreement 02/08/88 91 days 
Repurchase Agreement 03/01/88 90 days 



































$ 800,000 $ 10,053 
996,033 5,889 













1 ,575,000 32,878 
1 ,ooo,ooo 18,453 
1,120,000 21,840 
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Schedule of Investment Actfvftfes 
For the ·Perfod July 1, 1987 through June 30, 1988 
CURRENT FUNDS (cont.) 
Type of 1987-88 
Investment i -· Maturity Term Yield Cost Earnings 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL (cont.) 
------------------------------------
Consolidated Educational Revenue Fund (Frankfort) (cont.) 
--------------------------------------------------------------
U.S. Treasury Bills 03/31/88 85 days 6.00\ $ 1,573,007 $ 21,993 
Repurchase Agreement 02/05/88 30 days 6.90\ 500,000 2,875 
Repurchase Agreement 05/05/88 90 days 6.57\ 500,000 8,212 
U.S. Treasury Bills 03/31/88 56 days 5.67\ 1,016,167 8,833 
Repurchase Agreement 05/09/88 90 days 6.67\ 1 ,ooo,ooo 16,675 
Repurchase Agreement 03/14/88 31 days 6.46\ 1,100,000 6,119 
Repurchase Agreement 05/31/88 91 days 6.61\ 1 ,200,000 20,050 
Repurchase Agreement 04/14/88 30 days 6.57\ 1,100,000 6,023 
Repurchase Agreement 04/15/88 30 days 6.61\ 1 ,ooo,ooo 5,508 
Repurchase Agreement 04/20/88 30 days 6.60\ 2,300,000 12,650 
Repurchase Agreement 05/31/88 61 days 6.65\ 1,575,000 17,747 
Repurchase Agreement 04/29/88 29 days 6.61\ 1,070,000 5,697 
Repurchase Agreement 05/18/88 34 days 6.67\ 1,100,000 6,929 
Repurchase Agreement 06/14/88 60 days 6.70\ 1,050,000 11 ,725 
Repurchase Agreement 05/27/88 30 days 6.81\ 2,300,000 13,052 
Repurchase Agreement 06/01/88 33 days 6.86\ 1,075,000 6,760 
Repurchase Agreement 06/03/88 29 days 6.86\ 520,000 2,873 
Repurchase Agreement 06/06/88 31 days 6.91\ 1 ,ooo,ooo 5,950 
Repurchase Agreement 06/17/88 29 days 7.12\ 1,110,000 6,366 
Repurchase Agreement 06/27/88 31 days 7.27\ 1,763,000 11 ,037 
Repurchase Agreement 06/30/88 30 days 7.41\ 1 ,220,000 7,534 
Repurchase Agreement 06/30/88 30 days 7.41\ 1,:;75,000 9,726 
Repurchase Agreement 09/01/88 90 days 7.40\ 250,000 1,439 * 
Repurchase Agreement 07/05/88 32 days 7.21\ 528,000 2,961 * 
Repurchase Agreement 07/06/88 30 days 7.2~ 8-1 ,000 4,258 * 
Repurchase Agreement 07/18/88 28 days 7.39\ 1,620,000 3,658 * 
Repurchase Agreement 07/05/88 8 days 7.05\ 325,000 255 * 
Repurchase Agreement 07/01/88 1 day 7.05\ 1,235,000 242 * 
Repurchase Agreement 07/01/88 1 day 7.05\ 1,550,000 301+ * 
----------
Total Consolidated Educational Revenue Fund interest earnings to date $ 442,860 
Total Current Funds Educational and General interest earnings to date $ 725,447 
* Interest accrued as of June 30, 1988. 
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Schedule of Investment Activities 
For the Period July 1, 1987 through June 30, 1988 






Housing and Dining Revenue Fund (Frankfort) 
------------------------------------------------
U.S. Treasury Bills 09/24/87 181 days 
Repurchase Agreement 11/23/87 60 days 
Repurchase Agreement 11/06/87 30 days 
U.S. Treasury Bills 02/04/88 120 days 
Repurchase Agreement 12/09/87 30 days 
Repurchase Agreement 01/22/88 60 days 
Repurchase Agreement 03/08/88 90 days 
U.S. Treasury Bills 03/31/88 56 days 
Repurchase Agreement 03/14/88 31 days 
Repurchase Agreement 06/06/88 90 days 
Repurchase Agreement 04/15/88 31 days 
Repurchase Agreement 04/15/88 30 days 
Repurchase Agreement 04/29/88 29 days 
Repurchase Agreement 05/18/88 34 days 
Repurchase Agreement 06/14/88 60 days 
Repurchase Agreement 06/01/88 33 days 
Repurchase Agreement 06/17/88 29 days 
Repurchase Agreement 07/01/88 30 days 
Repurchase Agreement 07/06/88 30 days 






















Total Housing and Dining Revenue Fund interest earnings to 
Total Auxiliary Enterprises interest earnings to date 
TOTAL CURRENT FUNDS interest earnings to date (Note 1) 
Note 1: Earnings are reported on accrual basis. 



















































Schedule of Investment Activities 








Certificate of Deposit 
Certificate of Deposit 
Certificate of Deposit 




10/16/87 67 days 
11/09/87 24 days 
05/11/88 182 days 
05/11/88 182 days 
05/11/88 182 days 
11/11/88 184 days 









Total ENDOWED CHAIR interest earnings to date (Note 1) 
PLANT ~OS 
Consoli dated Educational Renewal and Replacement (CERR) 
-----------------------------------------------------------
Repurchase Agreement 08/06/87 120 days 6.30\ 
Repurchase Agreement 08/H/87 60 days 6.85\ 
Repurchase Agreement 10/05/87 60 days 6.71\ 
Repurchase Agreement 11/12/87 90 days 6.8~ 
Repurchase Agreement 02/02/88 124 days 8.10\ 
Repurchase Agreement 03/11/88 120 days 7.1~ 
Repurchase Agreement 05/02/88 90 days 6.80\ 
Repurchase Agreement 05/10/88 60 days 6.50\ 
Repurchase Agreement 07/01/88 59 days 6.50\ 
Repurchase Agreement 08/08/88 90 days 7.15\ 
Total Consolidated Educational Renewal and Replacement 
interest earnings to date 
Unexpended Plant Funds 
-------------------------
Repurchase Agreement 03/01/88 33 days 
Repurchase Agreement 04/01/88 64 days 
Repurchase Agreement 04/15/88 78 days 
Repurchase Agreement 06/01/88 125 days 
Repurchase Agreement 05/04/88 30 days 
Repurchase Agreement 07/15/88 45 days 
Total Unexpended Plant interest earnings to date 
Note 1: Earnings are reported on accrual basis. 
































































Schedule of Investment Actfvftfes 
For the Period July 1, 1987 through June 30, 1988 







Consolidated Educational Sinking Fund 
Term 
-----------------------------------------
u.s. Treasury Bi 11 s 10/29/87 192 days 
u.s. Treasury Bi 11 s 10/29/87 182 days 
u.s. Treasury Note 04/30/89 549 days 
u.s. Treasury Bi 11 s 04/28/88 129 days 
u.s. Treasury Bi 11 s 10/27/88 178 days 
u.s. Treasury Bi 11 s 10/27/88 168 days 

















Total Consolidated Educational Sinking Fund interest earnings to date 
Housing ·and Dining Sinking Fund 
u.s. Treasury Bills 08/06/87 195 days 5.26\ $ 
u.s. Treasury Bi 11 s 08/27/87 178 days 5.30\ 
u.s. Treasury Notes 08/15/89 740 days 7.62\ 
u.s. Treasury Notes 08/15/89 719 days 7.68\ 
u.s. Treasury Bi 11 s 09/01/88 211 days 6.25\ 
Honey Market Securities 06/30/88 366 days Various 
Total Housing and Dining Sinking Fund interest earnings to date 
Housing and Dining Repair and Maintenance Reserve Fund 
U.S. Treasury Bills 
U.S. Treasury Notes 
U.S. Treasury Notes 













Total Housing and Dining Repair and Maintenance Reserve Fund 
interest earnings to date 
TOTAL PLANT FUNDS interest earnings to date (Note 1) 
Note 1: Earnings are reported on accrual basis. 






































Schedule of Investment Actfvftfes 




Checking (Peoples Bank) 
Maturity 
LOAN FUNDS 
Term Yield Cost 




Peoples Bank balances $ 5,846 
Total NDSL interest earnings to date $ 5,846 
TOTAL LOAN FUNDS interest earnings to date (Note 1) $ 5,846 
* Interest accrued as of June 30, 1988. 
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( 
, , MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY SALARY ROSTER 
AS OF 
AUGUST 1, 1988 
Effective Date of Information 
August 8~ l988 
This report includes information on 
regular, full-time and part-time 
employees. It has been prepared from 
Personnel Services' records as of the 
effective date of the report. 
This information is a matter of public 
record, however, to protect the indi-
vidual and the individual's right of 
privacy, it is requested that you do 





EXPLANATION OF CODES 
TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT 

















Number of Months Employed 
in a Fiscal Year 





I' . • 
·.' , ~· 
•.. 
' . 1 . ~ 
>- · . 08(65/SS 
' ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF EMPLOYEES AS OF AUGUST 1, 1988 
, . 
NAME---LAST FIRST t'l.l. POSIT I ON TITLE DEPARTMENT NAME DATE TYPE PERIOD ANNUAL 
EMPLOYED SALARY 
ABELL DEBRA H. CLERK SALES UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 87/08/12 1 12 9418.00 
ADAMS BONNIE F. DEPT SECRETARY II ED LEAD & COUNSELING 78/06/16 1 12 ':'12923. 00 
f 
ADAMS EDDIE R. ASSOC PROFESSOR INDUSTRIAL ED & TECH 68/09/01 1 10 · .,;35100.00 
ADAMS GRISDELDA . w. ADMIN SECRETARY II PHYSICAL PLANT 72/09/21 1 12 12903. 00 
ADAMS JOHN H. ASSOC PROFESSOR ENGLISH 67/09/01 1 10 31329.00 
ADAMS LORI K. CLERK ACCOUNTING SR ACCOUNTING & FINANCE 83/05/01 1 }2 12433.00 
ADAMS LOWELL H. OPERATOR PRINT PRESS PRINTING SERVICES 73/02/05 1 12 ' 14920.00 
ADAMS SUSAN J. LIBRARY ASSISTANT II LIBRARY 83/05/02 1 12 15625.00 
ADELMAN FRANK W. ASSOC PROFESSOR INDUSTRIAL EO & TECH 78/08/01 1 10 33600.00 
ALBERT LARRY D. ENGINEER MSU TV JOURNALISM RADIO/TV 85/10/01 1 12 29036. 00 
ALDERSON CAROLYN J. TECH ASST AGR LAB BREATHITT VET CTR 78/04/10 1 12 18918.00 
ALDRIDGE WENDY s. SECRETARY W KY SM BUS DEV CENT 86/09/30 1 12 10103.00 
ALEXANDER AUDRA C. ASST PROFESSOR LIBRARY 87/08/01 1 12 20600.00 
ALEXANDER BARBARA T. CLERK MAIL POSTAL SERVICES 81/11/30 1 12 11141.00 
ALEXANDER SALLY L. SECRETARY WRATHER WKY MUSEUM 77/08/15 1 12 12923.00 
ALEXANDER · SARA L. ADMIN SECRETARY II PERSONNEL SERVICES 71/07/14 1 12 12982.00 
ALLBRITTEN ELDON R. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 81/05/31 1 12 10649.00 
ALLBRITTEN GLORIA L. CLERK LIBRARY LIBRARY 77/06/06 1 12 11024.00 
ALLBRITTEN WILLIAN L. DIRECTOR ASSOC PROF COUNSELING & TESTING 75/07/01 1 12 34200 . 00 
ANDERSON BUFORD R. PROFESSOR PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 63/05/15 1 10 36525.00 
ANOERSON JEFFREY E. ASST PROFESSOR CHEMISTRY 83/08/01 1 10 28150.00 I 
ANDERSON LARRY D. COORDINATOR SAFETY PHYSICAL PLANT 79/09/24 1 12 20959.00 I , 
ANDERSON THAYLE K. ASSOC PROFESSOR ENGLISH 70/09/01 1 10 28170 . 00 
ARMSTRONG , BARBARA K. BSEP INSTRUCTOR FT CAMPBELL· CENTER 86/02/18 2 12 17978.00 
1.ARMSTRONG. BOBBY 2. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 81/01/05 1 12 10085.00 
ARMSTRONG JACQUELINE P. BAKER FOOD SERVICE 76/08/16 1 12 12689.00 
ARNOLD CHRISTI R. COOK FOOD SERVICE 85/10/26 1 12 10771.00 
ARRIGON JAMES R. MANAGER BARN/VIS LEC AGRICULTURE 85/07/01 1 12 19856.00 
AUER THOMAS B. ACTING DEAN PROF INDUSTRY & TECH 86/01/01 1 12 55500.00 
BADGER ROBERT E. SERVICEMAN B PHYSICAL PLANT 79/11/26 1 12 17497.00 
BAILEY DORTHA A. LIBRARY ASSISTANT II LIBRARY 85/08/19 1 12 15625.00 
BAILEY ERNIE R. ASST PROFESSOR LIBRARY 71/08/16 1 12 24588.00 
BAILEY GENE N. ASST PROFESSOR GRAPHIC ARTS TECH 69/09/01 1 10 28892.00 
BAILEY LAUREL J. CLERK LIBRARY LIBRARY 79/07/01 1 12 11591.00 
BAILEY SHARION A. EXECUTIVE SECRETARY PRESIDENT'S OFFICE 82/03/15 1 12 14998.00 
BAKER JANICE L. DEPT SECRETARY II . INDUSTRIAL ED & TECH 67/06/01 1 12 13060. 00 
BALENTINE NANCY L. BUYER FOOD PURCHASING & GEN SER 65/08/01 1 12 i.· ,. 18447.00 
BALLARD KATHRYN VISITING LECTURER SPEECH COMM THEATRE 88/08/01 1 10 19000. 00 
P ill 7r:O lll\PI='N A l\ c;ST PPiiFF<;<;IiR <;PFFIH lf'IMM THFATPF 81/08/01 10 2:3774 . 00 
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BARRETT MARILYN J. LIBRARY ASSISTANT II LIBRARY 64/07/01 1 12 17270.00 
BARRETT TERRY R. PROFESSOR PSYCHOLOGY 75/08/01 1 10 33756.00 
BARROW DOROTHY A. ADMIN SECRETARY III MSU FOUNDATION 71105/17 1 12 13820.00 t , • • 
' I~ 
BARROW MARY A. CLERK TYPIST II WKMS-FM RADIO 88/05/16 1 12 10045.00 
BARTLETT MARY E. CLERK FISCAL ACCOUNTING & FINANCE 76/07/19 1 12 13393.00 
BARTOLUCCI LUIS A. ASSOC PROFESSOR GEOSCIENCES 86/01/01 1 10 36000.00 
BARTON RUFUS B. ASSOC PROFESSOR MANAGEMENT & MARKET 68/09/01 1 10 34444.00 
BATES KAREN G. ASSOC PROFESSOR MUSIC 78/08/01 1 10 28457.00 
BATTS,JR. ROBERT A. ASSOC PROFESSOR COMPUTER STUDIES 75/08/01 1 10 35951.00 
BAURER JAMES R. DIRECTOR CO-CURRICULAR ED 81/12/14 1 12 26000.00 
BAURER PHYLLIS A. ANALYST PROGRAMMER COMPUTING & INFO SYS 77/01/10 1 12 20688. 00 
BAUST JOSEPH A. ASSOC PROFESSOR ELEMENTARY & SEC ED 78/08/01 1 10 30343. 00 
BAYLESS EVELYN L. DISHROOM WORI<ER FOOD SERVICE 87/08/31 . 1 12 7314.00 
BEAHAN CHARLOTTE L. ASSOC PROFESSOR HISTORY 80/08/01 1 10 27465.00 
BEAL MARK VISITING LECTURER SPEECH COHM THEATRE 88/08/01 1 10 13000.00 
BEANE ALLAN L. PROFESSOR SPECIAL EDUCATION 77/10/31 1 10 32408.00 
BEANE LINDA H. SECRETARY CLINICAL SERVICES 82/10/20 2 12 6567.00 
BEASLEY TROY w. PROFESSOR HISTORY 65/09/01 1 10 33371.00 
BEATTY DURWOOD W. PROFESSOR AGRICULTURE 68/09/01 1 10 37050.00 
BEGLEY THOMAS R. ASSOC PROFESSOR ENGINEERING TECH 76/08/01 1 10 31500. 00 
BELCHER MARTHA S. COOK FOOD SERVICE 78/08/14 1 12 9528. 00 
BELL MARILYN 0. BOOKKEEPER/SECRETARY UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 88/02/29 1 12 10847.00 
BELL WAYNE C. PROFESSOR MATHEMATICS 76/08/01 1 10 32500.00 
BENNETT DEBBIE J. CLERK EXPEDITOR/POOR PURCHASING & GEN SER 86/09/15 1 12 11004.00 
BENNETT DONALD E. CHAIR PROFESSOR MATHEMATICS 70/09/01 1 12 46500.00 
BENNETT GERTRUDE HOUSEKEEPER PHYSICAL PLANT 73/08/30 1 12 11275.00 
BENRITER WILLIAM J. DIRECTOR FOOO SERVICE 88/06/01 1 12 33000.00 
BENTON CLAIRE M. MANAGER TICKET ATHLETIC TICKET OFF 68/09/11 1 12 17485.00 
BENTON TERRI L. MANAGER UNIT FOOD SERVICE 87/08/01 1 12 18000.00 
BERNSEN MARK K. COACH ASSOC BB BASKETBALL 85/05/01 1 12 33063.00 
BEYER LOUIS M. PROFESSOR PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 67/01/15 1 10 41100.00 
BIBY HOWARD E. ASST DIRECTOR RESIDENCE HALLS 88/07/22 1 12 20000.00 
BISHOP STEVE C. ASST PROFESSOR ART 79/08/01 1 10 24800.00 
BLACK FRANKLIN P. MANAGER COMP/TELE COMPUTING & INFO SYS 81102/02 1 12 23658. 00 
BLACK JOETTE S. CASHIER FOOD SERVICE 84/08/23 1 12 8790.00 
BLACK LINDA D. CUSTODIAN RESIDENCE HAUS 79/08/13 1 12 100,85. 00 '' 
BLACK LINDA B. COOK FOOD SERVICE 87/11/01 1 12 ' ' 8266.00 I·' ,. 
BLACK MARY s. . TECHNICIAN BINDERY LIBRARY 81/10/26 1 12 10514.00 
r'\f 1\ •'"'1 1' nMII'\1111 c T MCT DI lf'T('IP Mll~Tt' A~/OR/01 10 22921 . 00· 
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BLACKBLRN DAVID T. ASSISTANT DIRECTOR RESIDENCE HALLS 84/07/16 1 12 20000.00 
BLALOCK RICHARD E. PHYSICIAN TEAM ATHLETIC DIRECTOR 88/08/15 2 11 2500.00 
BlOOG£TT ELIZABETH G. CHAIR INT ASSOC PROF SPECIAL EDUCATION 77/08/01 1 12 35750.00 
' BlYDEN ...R RONALD A. GRAPHIC SIGN DESIGN PHYSICAL PLANT 84/01/09 1 12 12Ji79.00 
BOGAL-ALLBRITTEN ROSEMARIE B. ASSOC PROFESSOR SOCIOLOGY & ANTHRO 77/08/01 10 29614.00 
BOOART BONNIE s. DEPT SECRETARY II ENGINEERING TECH 68/06/01 12 13060.00 
BOGGESS GARY w. DEAN & PROFESSOR COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 66/09/01 12 57832.00 
BOOGESS JAMES T. SERVICEMAN A PHYSICAL PLANT 80/06/02 12 ; 19q22.00 
BOHNERT CRAIG M. DIRECTOR SPORTS INFORMATION 84/08/15 12 23026.00 
BOLEN JIMMIE L FOREMAN PAINTER PHYSICAL PLANT 84/07/02 12 20452.00 
BOLTZ CONNIE J. COUNSELOR INSTRUCTOR COUNSELING & TESTING 79/09/01 10 21900.00 
BOMAR CAROLYN G. CHEF SPECIAL EVENTS FOOD SERVICE 79/08/13 12 11103.00 
BOHBA PATRICIA E. MANAGER SYS/PROG HARC 87/07/01 1 12 17940.00 
B(N)S BILLY D. CUSTODIAN RESIDENCE HALLS 87/09/14 1 12 9250.00 
BOOTH JAMES L. VICE PRES PROFESSOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 76/08/01 1 12 64872.00 
BOSSING LEWIS L CHAIR INT PROFESSOR ELEMENTARY & SEC ED 75/08/01 1 12 42935.00 
BOWliNG CHARLES w. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 85/05/20 1 12 9730.00 
BOYD KAREN w. PROFESSOR ART 67/09/01 1 10 34800.00 
BOYD <, HARK A. HERDSMAN DAIRY FARM 85/05/15 1 12 18059.00 
BRADEN ANITA s. AIDE LABORATORY BREATHITT VET CTR 88/04/01 1 12 9242.00 
BRAit. Ell ROBERT w. SERVICEMAN A PHYSICAL PLANT 74/08/16 1 12 10796.00 
BRJW>OO DANNY R. GROUNDSKEEPER PHYSICAL PLANT 77/06/06 1 12 12194.00 
BRASFIELD DAVID · w. ASST PROFESSOR ECONOMICS & FINANCE 86/08/01 1 10 29273.00 
BREEDING BRUCE E. ASST PROFESSOR COMPUTER STUDIES 88/08/01 1 10 47000.00 
:· ., .. BRITT,~. GEORGE N. ASST PROFESSOR MATHEMATICS 64/09/01 1 10 29325.00 
BROCK HARK A. GROUNDSKEEPER PHYSICAL PLANT 86/08/01 l 12 10670.00 
BROCK HAN ..OON F. COUNSELOR ADMISSIONS ADMISSIONS & RECORDS 87/09/01 1 12 14000.00 
BROCKWAY GARY R. ASSOC PROFESSOR MANAGEMENT & MARKET 76/08/01 1 10 39916.00 
BROWN MARTHA S. ASST PROFESSOR ENGLISH 63/09/01 2 10 11270.00 
BROWN MARY F. SPECIALIST LIB DATA LIBRARY 61/06/12 1 12 17580.00 
BROWN STEPHEN B. PROFESSOR MUSIC 82/08/01 1 10 30850.00 
BRYAN PATRICIA A. SECRETARY SPECIAL ED CRANT 88/07/25 1 12 10045.00 
BRYAN ROBERT T. PROD JAZZ OPER ASST WKMS-FH RADIO 80/10/01 1 12 19286.00 
BRYAN, JR. PHILLIP DEAN ADMISSIONS ADMISSIONS & RECORDS 74/05/01 1 12 39300.00 
BUCHANAN BILLY G. GROUNDSKEEPER PHYSICAL PLANT 82/09/08 1 12 11463.00 
BUCY MICHAEL A. COORD MATERIALS CONT PHYSICAL PLANT 86/02/17 1 12 16453.00 
BUGG ANITA J. NEWS ANNOUNCER/PROO WKMS-FM RADIO CPB 88/07/11 1 12 
.. 
15000.00 
BURCH EUGENE CARPENTER A PHYSICAL PLANT 73/04/02 1 12 .. :'t' 17790.00 
















































ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF EMPLOYEES 
AS OF AUGUST 1, 1988 
FIRST M.L POSITION TITLE DEPARTMENT NAME DATE TYPE PERIOD 
DEBORAH E. SERVING LINE WORKER 
ELAINE CUSTODIAN 
EUEL D. CUSTODIAN 
OLETA E. ASSOC PROFESSOR 
BILLY E. ASST PROFESSOR 
JAMES E. CUSTODIAN 
MITZI M. CLERK TYPIST II 
GORDON J. FOREMAN CUSTODIAL 
BILLIE H. COORD ADULT OUTREACH 
RONALD J. CUSTODIAN 
JEFFREY A. ASST PROFESSOR 
ROBIN A. INSTRUCTOR 
SHIRLEY A. CASHIER 
FAYE M. ASST LAB SR 
MARGARET 0. PARAPRCHSSIONAL 
JULIA F. CLERK CON= PlR ~ER 
WILLIAH L. ASST ~E~ 
BYRON V. DIRECT~ hEWS/POO Pf 
MARLENE L. ASST PR(H~ 
RICHARD L. HAINTENANCE ~RII 
TERRY 0. ASST ~/DIR AHT 
6AADY L. ~E~ 
~ E. CUSTOOIAN 
~A H. ~IER 
JAt£5 0. CUSTOO IAN 
REESE H. ASST PR(f'[~ 
JAf£8 B. ~E~ 
.KlVCE A. CUSTOOIAN 
OM.ES 0. COAOI ASSISTANT FB 
FLOYD N. ASSOC PR(H~ 
ANt 0. ASSOC PR(H~ 
D0W.D N. El£CTRICI AN B 
kEM£TH: J C. , ASSOC PRCfE~ 
~ .. t" C. · ;~f. ,' CUSTOOIAN 
IRENE ·; .. ·· E. ,. '_,.): CUSTOOIAN 
.w£8 ~.~:6,.: • F. ~,;ii\: r DIRECT~ . "1/'UM!I··;..~f,i:· ~j o ·q~~~;~ ·: ~· TANT ttGT ~,.,.~f~) • ,~1 , ~I 
..osEPtf I !J ,~•:, · H. ~~ ' { ~' OtAIR PRCfE~ 
'· ,,." .· 
,.,.,.,.. r ' · r · : l"lletH Cl) 
EMPLOYED 
FOOD SERVICE 86/08/25 
RESIDENCE HALLS 87/05/18 
RESIDENCE HALLS 75/03/10 
NURSING 77/08/01 
PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 65/09/01 
PHYSICAL PLANT 8~/08/18 
ACCOUNTING & FINANCE 87/12/07 
PHYSICAL PLANT 83/09/12 
CENTER FOR CONT ED 79/08/01 
PHYSICAL PLANT 88/05/16 
ECONOMICS & FINANCE 85/08/01 
LIBRARY 85/07/15 
FOOD SERVICE 82/08/16 
BREATHITT VET CTR 79/11/05 
ADULT BASIC EO 87/09/29 
PURCHASING & GEN SER 87/10/05 
ENGINEERING TECH 69/07/01 
WKMS-FH RADIO 88/04/11 
COMPUTER STUDIES 84/08/01 
BREATHITT VET CTR 86/10/15 
BREATHITT VET CTR 84/08/01 
HATHEHATICS 69/07/01 
FOOD SERVICE 86/03/31 
FOOD SERVICE 81/01/05 
PHYSICAL PLANT 88/06/06 
ENGLISH 86/08/01 
ELEMENTARY & SEC ED 69/09/01 
PHYSICAL PLANT · 80/02/06 
FOOTBALL ./ 87/01112 
ACCO..NTIN& ·.,.: ,, 87/08/01 
to£ W»>tiCS 66/"/01 
PHYSICAL PlMT ~,:~ •. · ... , "'· ~ ' "'''£'· 88101/0-\ ·· 
SOC ICl.OOY I 
PHYSICIL PlMT 
PHYSICIL PlMT .·., 
Ct.RRIS CENTER 1111111.~ 
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~ .. AS OF AUGUST 1, 1988 
' NAf£---LAST FIRST ttl.,. POSIT I ON TITLE DEPARTMENT NAME DATE TYPE PERIOD ANNUAL I ·· ~ ' 
. ~ : 
' ·- ~  . ' l 
. '· .I 
Et1PLOYED SALARY 
CASSIDY DAVID A. MANAGER UNIT FOOD SERVICE 81/01/05 1 12 17450.00 
CELLA CHARLES R. CHAIR PROFESSOR ENGLISH 68/09/01 1 12 43057.00 
CEllA DORIS B. SPECIALIST WRITING LEARNING CENTER 78/07/01 2 ~.0 10900.00 
OW«RLAIN BRUCE B. ASSOC PROFESSOR MUSIC 85/08/01 1 -'10 33811.00 
CHA/'tBERLA IN DARNLEY , H. ASST PROFESSOR ACCOUNTING 77/12/15 1 t o 35850.00 
OW£Y JOSEPH G. VISITING LECTURER POL SCI & LEGAL STUD 87/08/01 1 5 11556.00 
CHANEY LYNDA P. CLERK ACCOUNTING II ACCOUNTING & FINANCE 87/02/09 1 12 11082.00 
CHAPPELL PATRICIA G. VISITING INSTRUCTOR NURSING 86/01/IH 1 10 21500.00 
CHARETTE RAYMOND J. PHYSICAL TEAM ATHLETIC DIRECTOR 88/08/15 2 \ 11 2500.00 
CHILDERS BILLY D. COACH WOMEN'S BB WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 84/07/01 1 12 27448.00 
CHILDERS NICHOLAS M. SPECIALIST MEDIA FAC RESOURCE CENTER 85/07/29 1 12 18444.00 
CHOATE ALVIN B. ACCOUNTING MANAGER ACCOUNTING & FINANCE 83/03/07 1 12 28380.00 
CHRISTOPHEL ROBERT T. COACH ASSISTANT FB FOOTBALL 86/02/01 1 12 18035.00 
CLAIBORNE DANIEL 1'1. ASST PROFESSOR LWOP ; INDUSTRIAL ED & TECH 85/08/01 1 10 0.00 
CLAIBORNE KATHEE T. COUNSELOR ADMISSIONS ADMISSIONS & RECORDS 84/07/18 1 12 14600.00 
CLARK ARHIN L. PROFESSOR GEOSCIENCES 61/08/01 1 10 31575.00 
a. ARK DORIS L. LEARNING SPECIALIST UPWARD BOUND 88/01/22 1 12 16800.00 
CLARK LAURA B. TECH AGR LAB BREATHITT VET CTR 79/08/01 1 12 16373.00 
a.ARK l'tiCHAEL A. ASST PROFESSOR LWOP LIBRARY 77/08/01 1 12 0.00 
CLARK PAtELA B. AOHIN SECRETARY I ADMISSIONS & RECORDS 80/06/30 1 12 12707.00 
CLARK SANDRA B. ASST PROFESSOR ELEMENTARY & SEC ED 87/08/01 1 10 26378. 00 
CLARKSON ERIC w. ASST PROFESSOR MATHEMATICS .86/08/01 1 10 26700.00 
a.EMENT PATRICIA A. COORDINATOR MEDIA FAC RESOURCE CENTER 83/08/01 2 11 9565.00 
CLEMENT RONALD w. PROFESSOR MANAGEMENT & MARKET 82/08/01 1 10 50245.00 
CLOYS ADRIAN 8. CARPENTER UTILITY A PHYSICAL PLANT 67/12/01 1 12 19210. 00 
.CLOYS · . MARGARET A. DEPT SECRETARY II HISTORY 74/08/23 1 12 13021.00 
COATES BEVERLY K. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 88/02/29 1 12 9292.00 
. COBB DONNA G. BAKER FOOD SERVICE 80/10/23 1 12 9971.00 
COBB STEPHEN H. ASST PROFESSOR PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 88/08/01 1 10 26000.00 
COCHRAN CARLA S. DEPT SECRETARY II ART 67/10/26 1 12 13197.00 
COHEN MICHAEL H. PROFESSOR ENGLISH 76/08/01 1 10 33326.00 
COHOON JOHN E. TRUCK DRIVER GROUNDS PHYSICAL PLANT 81/09/28 1 12 11588.00 
COHOON JUANITA A. CLERK GRAD ADMISSION ADMISSIONS & RECORDS 69/11/14 1 12 14920.00 
COLE LIZZIE A. OPERATOR COPY CENTER PRINTING SERVICES 82/07/26 1 12 11493.00 
COLE MARGARET SALAD WORKER FOOD SERVICE 81/01/05 1 12 11179.00 
COLEMAN CELIA J. ADMIN SECRETARY II COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 77/08/17 1 12 13784.00 
COLLINS BETTY J. CLERK TYPIST 11 LIBRARY 78/05/08 1 12 11474.00 
COLLINS IRMA H. ASST DEAN PROFESSOR FINE ARTS COHH 76/08/01 1 12 : 45554.00 ':: 
COLSON TERRY L. D ISHROOH WORKER FOOD SERVICE 87/09/14 1 12 7314.00 
· Page ~ ... 6 ~ 
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COMEAUX PATRICIA A. ASSOC PROFESSOR SPEECH COMM THEATRE 87/08/01 1 10 27405. 00 
CONDON MARILYN T. ASSOC PROFESSOR SPECIAL EDUCATION 77/08/01 1 10 29296.00 
CONKLIN RAYMOND L. ASSOC PROFESSOR MUSIC 73/08/01 1 10 30175.00 
CONLEY HARRY PROFESSOR CHEMISTRY 68/08/15 1 "'-10 34550. 00 'I ' r L. ' '~ 
' CONOVER MARY E. ASST PROFESSOR HOME ECONOMICS 78/08/01 1 10 27675.00 
CONZETT DAVID c. CURATOR COLLECTIONS BOY SCOUT MUSEUM 82/09/01 1 12 22243.00 
COOK PHAYREE v. COORDINATOR GRADUATE ADMISSIONS 8 RECOROS 67/01/05 1 12 21200.00 
COOKSEY TIMOTHY R. PLUMBER B PHYSICAL PLANT 84/07/16 1 12 14532.00 
COOPER BENNIE L. LECTURER SAFETY ENG 8 HEALTH 79/08/01 1 12 30038.00 
COOPER GENEVA L. ASST PROFESSOR NURSING 71/08/01 1 10 25400.00 
COOPER JOAN CLERK MATERIALS &SUP PHYSICAL PLANT 81/06/29 1 12 11924.00 
COOPER JOHN D. OPERATOR A PHYSICAL PLANT 73/01/08 1 12 20880.00 
COOPER LOYD A. OPERATOR A PHYSICAL PLANT 80/11110 1 12 18374.00 
COOPER RONALD L. COACH ASST FB/INST FOOTBALL 87/01/12 1 12 23451.00 
COPE SHELLY R. CLERK RECOROS ADMISSIONS 8 RECORDS 86/09/29 1 12 10417.00 
CORNELIUS FRED H. ASSOC PROFESSOR ENGLISH 76/08/01 1 10 26566.00 
CORNELL WILLIAM D. MICROBIO IV 8 INST BREATHITT VET CTR 68/02/16 1 12 34203. 00 
COSTELLO STANLEY J. INSTRUCTOR ART 85/08/01 1 10 21785.00 
COURTER JOAN L. DEPT SECRETARY I SPEECH COHH TI£ATRE 86/10/06 1 09 7850.00 
CRAFT JUDITH A. ASST LAB SR BREATHITT VET CTR 77/05/10 1 12 14274.00 
CRAFTON ARVIN D. ASSOC PROFESSOR OFF OF FIELD SERVICE 66/09/01 1 10 30451.00 
CRASS HOMER D. CUSTODIAN FOOD SERVICE 82/08/31 1 12 10118.00 
CRASS .x:lNATHAN 0. CUSTODIAN FOOD SERVICE 84/04/28 1 12 9976. 00 
CAAhfORD MARY A. ADMIN SECRETARY I FAC RESOURCE CENTER 86/11/17 1 12 10965.00 
CRICK · ~WEL L. GROUND SI<EEPER PHYSICAL PLANT 83/07/30 1 12 10983.00 
CRIFASI St-ELLA c. ViSITING LECTURER JOURNALISM RADIO/TV 86/08/01 1 10 23868. 00 
CRITT~ BETTY J. SUPERVISOR FOOD SERVICE 84/08/18 1 12 13892. 00 
CRITTOO~ tlJREL E. PLUMBER MASTER PHYSICAL PLANT 69/10/13 1 12 20755.00 
CRU1 HARY D. DEPT SECRETARY I I POL SCI 8 LEGAL STUO 86/01113 1 11 10704.00 
CRlN( ...WY A. ADMIN SECRETARY I BREATHITT VET CTR 80/03/03 1 12 12433.00 
ct.l.BERT BARBARA K. ASsoc PROFESSOR LWOP NURSING 68/09/01 1 10 0.00 
CW.IIJER ro«TTA c. ASST PROFESSOR POL SCI 8 LEGAl. STUD 87/08/01 1 10 27571.00 
CllPEPfER ~TTA c. ASSOC PROFESSOR LIBRARY 69/02/01 1 12 27404.00 
Ctl.VER HFREY s. . WORKER STOCKROOH FOOD SERVICE 82/08/16 1 12 11934.00 
Ctl.IJER RITA D. ADMIN SECRETARY I PERSONNEL SERVICES 77/08/22 2 12 I 6546.00 
~ItGWt Atf4A H. OPERATOR COMPOSER OFF OF PUBLICATIONS 68/10/01 1 12 13882.00 
'· 
r , ~Itawt RUTH F. SlffRVISOR FOOO SERVICE 68/02/15 1 12 ' 15769. 00 
.. _\;~_· \:~- ~ D(H)OEAU TAI'W..A J . CLERK CENTRAL STORE PURCHASING 8 GEN SER 87/03/16 2 12 1:,' 5533.00 
1'\ti.,TFl HARTHA W. ADMIN SECRETARY I UNIVERSITY INFO SER 87/03/26 1 12 11063.00 
08tu;)l~ 
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DANIEL ROBERT E. ASSOC ~ESSOR BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 64/09/01 1 10 31500.00 
DARNALL JOHN J. SERVICEMAN B PHYSICAL PLANT 86/10/13 1 12 13468.00 
DARNALL LARRY G. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 84/08/18 1 12 10127.00 
DARNELL BARBARA . G. CLERK TYPIST I COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 86/11/17 1 10 8404.00 
DARNELL CLAUOENE CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 88/08/01 1 12 9166.00 
DARNELL LULA (LOU) A. ACCOUNTANT ACCOUNTING & FINANCE 86/06/09 1 12 ~· 16524.00 
DAUGHAOAY CHARLES H. PROFESSOR ENGLISH 68/07/01 1 10 31459.00 
DALGIAOAY LILLIAN L. ASST PROFESSOR SOCIOLOGY & ANTHRO 81/08/01 1 10 22366.00 
DAVIS BARBARA A. ASST PROFESSOR NURSING 82/08/01 1 10 25775.00 
DAVIS DAVID c. VISITING LECTURER ENGLISH 87/08/31 1 10 21557.00 
DAVIS EDWARD A. VISITING LECTURER ECONOMICS & FINANCE 81/08/01 > 1 10 '· 23712.00 
DAVIS JAMES D. CHAIR ASSOC PROF AGRICULTURE 84/08/01 1 12 44290.00 
DAVIS ..OE L. DISHROOM WORKER FOOD SERVICE 84/08/18 1 12 7905.00 
DAVIS ROY B. DIRECTOR/VIST ASTPRO I ART 87/07/22 1 12 28560.00 
DAWSON GERTROOE G. ADMIN SECRETARY II I FINE ARTS COHH 78/01/10 1 12 161n.oo 
DEBOER JAMES K. DIRECTOR & ASST PROF COMPUTING & INFO SYS 84/12/01 1 12 44655.00 
DE CLERK ttARGARET D. GRAPHIC DESIGNER OFF OF PUBLICATIONS 84/08/22 1 12 14548.00 
DEEM JOOELLE F. ASST PROFESSOR SPECIAL EDUCATION 86/08/01 1 10 24500.00 
DEITZ I<RISTINA J. CLERK UNGRD ADMISS ADMISSIONS & RECORDS 84/07/02 1 12 12649.00 
DELANCEY TERESA H. COUNSELOR ADMISSIONS EO TALENT SEARCH 87/08/01 1 12 12916.00 
DELANEY SARAH l. BOOKKEEPER I I ·ACCOUNTING & FINANCE 85/07/29 1 12 13295.00 
DERINGTON WILLIAM l. LEADER CUSTODIAL CRE RESIDENCE HALLS 86/09/15 1 12 10064.00 
DEVINE JOHN w. PROFESSOR ACCOUNTING 63/09/01 1 10 348'~5. 00 
DEVOSS DAVID v. PATROL SERGEANT CAMPUS SAFETY 79/02/10 1 12 17811.00 
~' DIAL LORI A. CLERK RECORDS RElENT ADMISSIONS & RECORDS 88/02/25 2 12 5356.00 
DICK WANDA l. ADMIN SECRETARY III CENTER FOR CONT ED 79/10/03 1 12 12668.00 I . 
DILLMAN MATTHEW A. ASST PROFESSOR ENGINEERING TECH 85/01/01 1 10 30500.00 
DILLON JOHN F. INSTRUCTOR LWOP JOURNALISM RADIO/TV 84/08/01 1 10 0.00 
DILLON MICHAEL L. DEL/WAREHOUSE LABOR PURCHASING & GEN SER 87/06/11 1 12 9516.00 
DILLS STEVE A. COACH ASST WOMEN'SBB WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 87/09/01 2 10 9000.00 
DINH CONG G. MANAGER EQUIP RM HEALTH/PE/REC 75/10/20 1 11 9981.00 
DODSON JANELLE S. ASST PROFESSOR ELEMENTARY & SEC ED 88/08/01 1 10 24800.00 
DOWNEY JERRY M. SERVICEMAN A PHYSICAL PLANT 82/08/25 1 12 16788.00 
DOYLE CAROL J. COORDINATOR KY INSTITUTE E STU 82/11/08 1 12 13325.00 
ORENNER DAVID A. OPERATOR COMPUTER COMPUTING & INFO SYS 79/01/15 1 12 16075.00 
DRENNER JUDY A. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 87/07/27 1 12 9292.00 
DREYER JEFFRE l. COORO EMP WAGE ANAL Y PERSONNEL SERVICES 81/05/26 1 12 21630.00 ' 
DRISKILL CHARLES D. ASST PROFESSOR AGRICULTURE 84/08/01 1 10 ; 29900.00 
':' 
DRIVER BETTY A. VISITING LECTURER ECONOMICS & FINANCE 83/08/01 1 10 21161.00 
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DUDLEY JACKLYN K. ACCOUNTING MANAGER ACCOUNTING & FINANCE 85/10/14 1 12 30960. 00 
DUFORD SALLY A. ASST PROFESSOR HOME ECONOMICS 77/08/01 1 10 27790.00 
DUGGER DONALD w. REPAIRMAN WINDOW PHYSICAL PLANT 75/07/10 1 12 15827.00 
DUGGER DWAIN R. LEADER CUSTODIAN RESIDENCE HALLS 75/07/07 1 12 11380.00 ' ' : ,., 
DUNCAN CHARLES R. MECHANIC BOWLING CURRIS CENTER OPER 82/08/02 ':'l 10 12853.00 
' DUNCAN DON D. ASSOC PROFESSOR PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 67/09/01 10 32025. 00 
DUNCAN JUDITH K. CASHIER FOOD SERVICE 84/08/18 1 12 8938.00 
DUNCAN PAMELA s. DEPT SECRETARY II BUS & PUBLIC AFFAIRS 78/04/17 1 12 13119.00 
DUNCAN STEVEN L. MANAGER EQUIP RM HEALTH/PE/REC 79/02/15 1 11 9981.00 
DUNMAN SUSAN K. ASST PROFESSOR LIBRARY 83/08/15 \ 1 12 22039.00 
DUNN BOBBY L. FOREMAN OPERATIONS CURRIS CENTER OPER 80/12/16 1 12 13217. 00 
DUNN SHIRLEY J. DEPT SECRETARY II OFF OF FIELD SERVICE 78/00/17 1 11 11565.00 
OYER GARY L. COOK FOOD SERVICE 85/10/30 1 12 10424.00 
DYER JOE R. DIRECTOR FOOD SERVICE 66/08/15 1 12 34500.00 
EARNEST JAMES D. PROFESSOR ENGLISH 76/08/01 1 10 34985.00 
EDMONDS WILMA L. CLERK LIBRARY LIBRARY 87/07/27 1 12 9888.00 
EDWARDS GELA w. ADMIN SECRETARY III INDUSTRY & TECH 68/08/16 1 12 14156.00 
EDWARDS GLEN D. BUTCHER FOOD SERVICE 84/06/25 1 12 12505.00 
EDWARDS LEON c. ASST PROFESSOR MANAGEMENT & MARKET 83/08/01 1 10 31125.00 
EO WARDS SAUNDRA S. ADMIN SECRETARY I ATHLETIC DIRECTOR 74/02/01 1 12 13354.00 
ELAH JO C. SNACK BAR WORKER FOOD SERVICE 86/10/19 1 12 8118.00 
UDER HARVEY L. PRU=ESSOR t1A THEMA TICS 57/02/01 1 10 36800.00 
ELDER SCOTT T. HELPER BIN>ERY PRINTING SERVICES 85/08/05 1 12 11004.00 
ELDREDGE DAVID L. P~ESSOR COMPUTER STUDIES 76/08/01 1 10 50500.00 
ELDRED~ ..l.JO ITH A. ~SE STAFF HEALTH SERVICES 82/04/05 2 09 8017.00 
ELKINS· MARION H. DEPT SECRETARY I I ECONOMICS & FINANCE 74/08/12 1 12 13119.00 
ELLIS CHARLETTER It EXECUTIVE ASSIST MARC 77/07/01 1 12 16400.00 
ELLIS GEORGETTE DEPT SECRETARYIILWOP GEOSCia.tES 87/08/31 1 12 10965.00 
ELIELL FRANK w. ~I R ASSOC PRu= SOCIOLOGY & ANTHRO 79/08/01 1 12 33167.00 
~ ALICE F. OPERATOR PRINT PRESS PRINTING SERVICES 76/10/11 1 12 15018. 00 
ERIO<~ SCOTT L. INSTROCTOR MUSIC 85/08/01 1 10 22817.00 
ERWIN MARILYN L. CASHIER FOOO SERVICE 81/08/17 1 12 11567.00 
ERWIN MARTHA 0. ASSOC PRU=ESSOR LIJ(F MJRSING 70/09/01 1 10 0.00 
ERWIN Pru.Y E. ~ BANQL{T FOOO SERVICE 73/08/27 '1 12 12689.00 
ESTEP CARRIE L. CUSTOOIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 86/09/02 1 12 9626.00 
ETf£RTCW ROOERT c. CHAIR PRcw=ESSOR PHYSICS & ASTRONOKY 67/09/01 1 12 48750.00 
:' #~~. ~ ~ ·· . ~~· ; .~~~ EVANS SARAH L. 
COACH ASST l«lMEN 'sea ~' S BASKETBALL 87/07/01 1 12 .17000.00 
EVERSI£VER . HARW) . E. PR<J=ESSOR BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 64/09/01 ... 10 ' :1 ' 37525.00 
...• 
' '.! ' ( ' ~"; 
.'? ~ = ·.~\ l.f.~ FAIRfWt<S I<DfETH 8. ASSOC PRtHSSOR t1A THEMA TICS . ,11 79/08/01 1 10 32100.00 ~ . ~ . 
' 
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FARLEY JACK w. ASST PROFESSOR SPECIAL EDUCATION 85/08/01 1 10 25300.00 
FARLEY LINDA K. ACCOUNTANT GRANTS ACCOUNTING & FINANCE 69/08/11 1 12 23124.00 
FARRELL TECKLA M. CLERK TYPIST II STUDENT DEVELOPMENT 78/11/09 2 ""· 12 6109.00 FARRIS THEDA M. BOOKKEEPER FOOD SERVICE 70/10/06 1 ' 12 12786.00 
FAUGHN JOHN H. INSTRUCTOR D IR CJP POL SCI & LEGAL STUD 83/08/01 1 10 29232. 00 
FAZI FRANK MAINTENANCE & FILM PRINTING SERVICES 65/08/16 2 12 8000.00 
FELTS RHONDA K. OPERATOR eLK/CENTREX TELECOMMUNICATIONS 80/10/20 2 12 7555.00 
FERGUSON JOHN w. PROFESSOR FOREIGN LANGUAGES 65/09/01 1 10 37730.00 
FERGUSON LURAE H. BOOKKEEPER/SECRETARY BOY SCOUT MUSEUM 86/05/19 1. 12 12173.00 
FERGUSON RICHARD D. CARPENTER UTILITY A PHYSICAL PLANT 80/11/01 1 12 17832. 00 
FIELDS SHARON G. VISITING INSTRUCTOR SOCIOLOGY & ANTHRO 86/08/01 10 20959.00 
FINLEY JOHN M. BUYER PURCHASING & GEN SER 78/02/02 12 18447. 00 
FINNEY OTIS G. ELECTRICIAN A PHYSICAL PLANT 65/11/01 12 20755.00 
FISHER CATHLEEN H. EDITOR NEWS UNIVERSITY INFO SER 86/03/10 1 12 17750.00 
FITZGIBBON JOHN R. DIRECTOR PURCHASING & GEN SER 87/09/14 1 12 33897.00 
FITZPATRICK BEVERLY J. VISITING LECTURER POL SCI & LEGAL STUD 86/08/01 1 5 11556.00 
FLEMING KATHLEEN D. ADMIN SECRETARY I COOP ED & PLACEMENT 77/10/10 1 11 11852. 00 
FLETCHER ANNELLE CLERK TYPIST I MUSIC 85/11/18 2 10 4622. 00 
FLETD£R JAMES M. ASST PROFESSOR PSYCHOLOGY 85/09/01 1 10 2n25.00 
FLORA FAY N. ASST REGISTRAR ADMISSIONS & RECORDS 66/06/13 1 12 27600.00 
FOLSOM BURTON w. PROFESSOR HISTORY 76/08/01 1 10 30908.00 
F~ TERRY H. CHAIR ASSOC PROF PHILOSOPHY & REL STU 75/08/01 1 10 34411.00 
FORRESTER KENT A. PROFESSOR ENGLISH 71/08/01 1 10 31429.00 
FOX HELEN J. CLERK BILLING ACCOUNTING & FINANCE 81/11/03 1 12 13119.00 
FOY CLEVELAND F. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 69/09/19 1 12 11066.00 
;· ... FRAOC£ NANCEY E. ASST PROFESSOR NURSING 82/11/01 1 10 24500.00 
FRANK JAMES H. PROFESSOR HEALTH/PE/REC 64/09/01 1 10 37685.00 
FRAZIER,~. NORMAN L. MECHANIC AUTO B MOTOR POOL 88/03/21 1 12 13050. 00 
FRIEBEL ELDORA 1'1. CLERK PAYROLL SR ACCOUNTING & FINANCE 80/02/18 1 12 14900.00 
FRIEl{) MARK A. ASSOC PROFESSOR SAFETY ENG & HEALTH 87/08/01 1 10 34655.00 
F~ -XlSEPH T. PROFESSOR HISTORY 78/08/01 1 10 31162.00 
FULLER MARIAN J. PROFESSOR BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 67/09/01 1 10 34250.00 
F~S .£ANETTE P. ASST PROFESSOR NURSING 74/08/01 1 10 28025. 00 
Fl.RCHES WILLIAM H. ASSOC PROFESSOR ART 63/06/15 1 10 25504.00 
FURGERSON WILLIAM w. DIR VET & COORD PLAC STUDENT DEVELOPMENT 56/06/01 1 12 36000.00 
FUTRELL JMET L. CLERK TYPIST II ATHLETIC DIRECTOR 87/05/28 1 12 10593.00 
GADDIS CHRISTINA L. PROG OEV & RECRUIT HONORS PROGRAM 88/06/01 1 12 13000.00 
GALLOWAY BOBBY D. OPERATOR B PHYSICAL PLANT 85/06/11 1 12 15096.00 
GANTT VERNON w. PROFESSOR SPEECH COHH THEATRE 73/08/01 1 10 36560 . 00 
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GARDNER SHAWN R. SERVICEMAN B PHYSICAL PLANT 87/09/08 1 12 13175.00 
GARFIELD GENE J. CHAIR ASSOC PROF POL SCI & LEGAL STUD 70/09/01 1 12 IJ4509.00 
GARFIELD ROBERTA M. ADM CLINIC & ARNP HEALTH SERVICES 77/09/06 1 12 26500.00 
GARGUS JULIE A. CLERK FINANCIAL AID STUDENT FIN AID 87/05/06 1 12 11552.00 . . • l~ 
GARLANO CARMEN S. ASST DIR SCHOOL REL ADMISSIONS & RECORDS 80/11/10 1 "' 12 24300.00 
' GARLAND GREG L. MECHANIC HEAD MSU FOUNDATION GOLF 87/08/07 1 12 14261.00 
GARLAND JENNA C. CLERK APPLICATION STUDENT FIN AID 79/07/02 1 12 12179.00 
GARLAND JUANITA P. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 84/01/09 1 12 10252.00 
GAY PHILLIS R. CUSTODIAN RESIDENCE HALLS 87/10/26 1 12 9250.00 
GIBSON CHARLES T. CARETAKER LAB ANIMAL BREATHITT VET CTR 83/06/20 1 12 9575.00 
GIBSON DAVID B. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 87/10/19 1 12 9292.00 
GIBSON KENNETH A. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 87/03/16 1 12 9626.00 
GIBSON SHERR I L. SECRETARY ED TALENT SEARCH 88/07/01 1 12 10045.00 
GILES HOWARD C. PROFESSOR ECONOMICS & FINANCE 64/09/01 1 10 40027.00 
GILLS CYNTHIA C. CLERK FISCAL ACCOUNTING & FINANCE 88/07/25 1 12 10652.00 
GLOVER JOHN w. OPERATOR B PHYSICAL PLANT 86/02/03 1 12 14804.00 
GOAO JOHN T. CHEMIST SENIOR BREATHITT VET CTR 71/02/16 1 12 24926.00 
GOODMAN JOHN S. MANAGER EQUIP RM HEALTH/PE/REC 80/02/25 1 11 9828.00 
GORDON JOYCE A. ASST DIR STUD EMP STUDENT FIN AID 70/06/01 1 12 22750.00 
GORE ERNEST B. ASSOC PROFESSOR HEALTH/PE/REC 60/07/01 1 10 31827.00 
GRABARCZYK MARIE K. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 86/07/14 1 12 9688.00 
GRADISHER MYRA S. INSTRUCTOR AHES 85/08/16 1 12 23717.00 
GRAHAM JIMMY 0. AGENT REC INVENTROY UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 70/07/01 1 12 15899.00 
GRAHAM SHARON R. SPECIALIST PRE-AUDIT PURCHASING & GEN SER 67/07/03 1 12 15919.00 
GRAMBIHLER KENNETH L. VISITING LECTURER POL SCI & LEGAL STUO 87/08~01 1 10 20000.00 
GRAY THOMAS E. CHAIR PROFESSOR GRAPHIC ARTS TECH 75/08/01 1 12 48500.00 
GREEN ELVIS R. COORD INVENTORY PROP PURCHASING & GEN SER 85/10/01 1 12 17242. 00 
GREEN JOSEPH E. ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR CAMPUS SAFETY 66/03/15 1 12 25281.00 
GREENE TERRY R. ASST PROFESSOR PSYCHOLOGY 87/01101 1 10 23337.00 
GREER LALITA L. CUSTODIAN RESIDENCE HALLS 87/01/19 1 12 9563.00 
GREER MARLIN E. ASSOC PROFESSOR ENGINEERING TECH 79/08/01 1 10 34435.00 
GREER SHARON C. MICROBIO I BREATHITT VET CTR 76/08/16 1 12 20611.00 
GRELl.E ALAN L. INST DIR TV STUDIO JOURNALISM RADIO/TV 83/08/01 1 10 23634.00 
GRIFFIN ..()HN B. ASST PROFESSOR LIBRARY 77/07/01 1 12 24637.00 
GRit£S JAHES 11. CHAIR ASSOC PROF FOREIGN LANGUAGES 72/08/01 1 12 39374.00 
GROPP a CAA1X.. D. WRITER CURR I Cll.UI1 OFF TRAINING SERVICE 85/10/01 1 12 26780.00 
~r . ~ STIW..EY L. ASST PR~ESSOR INOUSTRIAL ED 8 TECH 82/08/01 1 10 26750.00 
. .' • ' GRLOOS ROSE M. RECEPTIONIST IW..l RESIDENCE .W..LS 85/08119 .2. 09 5621.00 ·~· 
·'· ·..- ( ' 
~, 1 ; • , &liE FRM< N. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL ~~T 80/10/06 l 12 10482.00 .. , 
' 
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GUIN LARRY D. ASSOC PROFESSOR ECONOMICS & FINANCE 78/08/01 1 10 44298.00 
GLPTA IWIESH c. VET TOXICOLOGIST BREATHITT VET CTR 87/03/23 1 12 36310. 00 
GlPTON ANN H. ANALYST PROGRAMMER COMPUTING & INFO SYS 82/05/03 1 12 20208. 00 
GUTHRIE CHARLES K. DEVELOPER/DEHONSTRAT ADULT BASIC ED 73/07/01 1 12 39828.00 
(DJXK) 
GUYTON JOHN w. ASST PROFESSOR ELEMENTARY & SEC ED 87/08/01 1 ' 10 27231.00 
HAINSQTH JEROME c. PROFESSOR ELEMENTARY & SEC ED 67/09/01 1 10 35911.00 
HALE BONITA G. DEPT SECRETARY II SPECIAL EDUCATION 80/07/21 1 11 11906. 00 
HALE DAN 1'1 . CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 81101/05 1 12 10273.00 
HALE JUDY A. SALAD WORKER FOOD SERVICE 80/08/27 1 12 9086.00 
HALE ROGER G. GROUNDSKEEPER PHYSICAL PLANT 87/07/01 1 \ 12 10503.00 
HALEY JANNA L. CLERK ACCOUNTING II ACCOUNTING & FINANCE 86/10/06 1 12 11004.00 
HALL JANE P. INSTRUCTOR ACCOUNTING 75/08/01 1 10 25685. 00 
HAMILTON THOMAS A. CUSTODIAN RESIDENCE HALLS 81/09/08 1 12 10503.00 
HAMM NORMA T. ASSISTANT DIRECTOR ACCOUNT! NG & FINANCE 86/03/01 1 12 33540.00 
HAMMACK, JR. JAMES w. PROFESSOR HISTORY 68/09/01 1 10 35108. 00 
HAMRA ARMEL J. ASSISTANT DIRECTOR PURCHASING & GEN SER 68/09/01 1 12 21831.00 .. .. . 
HANEY ROGER D. ASSOC PROFESSOR ,JOURNALISM RADIO/TV 77/08/01 1 10 32715.00 
. . ..~ 
HANNAH JAMES 23645.00 
·'.'I ' ' 
R. ASST PROFESSOR ENGLISH 87/08/01 1 10 
HANSEN JANET L. INST/COORD/DEV HATH LEARNING CENTER 85/07/19 1 10 16700.00 
HARCOURT JULES v. CHAIR PROFESSOR OFF SYS & BUS EO 68/09/01 1 12 51402.00 
HARDIN MICHAEL E. COUNSELOR MIN ADMIN ADMISSIONS & RECORDS 87/07/20 1 12 14300.00 
HARMON COY L. DEAN ASSOC PROFESSOR LIBRARY 84/07/01 1 12 52744.00 
HARMON JULIA K. CLERK BSEP ADMIN FT CAMPBELL CENTER 87/08/12 1 12 12100.00 
HARPER . WAYNE T. ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR PHYSICAL PLANT 84/09/01 1 12 25401.00 
,'' ... HARRELL ELLEN w. ADMIN SECRETARY III COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 71/09/01 1 12 15860.00 
HARRELL JAMIE G. PAINTER UTILITY A PHYSICAL PLANT 82/09/13 1 12 13906. 00 
HARRELL KENNETH E. DEAN & PROFESSOR HUMANISTIC STUDIES 61/09/01 1 12 57500.00 
HARRINGTON CALVIN T. DIRECTOR ASSOC. PROF FAC RESOURCE CENTER 80/08/01 1 12 39915.00 
HARRIS EARNEST R. DISHROOM WORKER FOOD SERVICE 86/09/03 1 12 9364.00 
HARRIS GARY w. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 86/06/19 1 12 9542.00 
HARRIS GLENNA F. SNACK BAR WORKER FOOD SERVICE 84/08/18 1 12 8216.00 
HARRISON DANNIE E. ASST DEAN ASSOC PROF BUS & PU8LIC AFFAIRS 69/09/01 1 12 46085.00 
HART BRENDA S. DEPT SECRETARY II COMPUTER STI.X>IES 87/01/14 1 12 12355.00 
HART JOHN P. SPECIALIST/RADIO/TV LtHVERSITY INFO SER 86/08/11 1 12 21320. 00 
HARVEY DANA A. COORD STUD SOR ADV CO-CURRICULAR EO 84/07/30 2 12 7450.00 
HARVEY YOLANDA J. CLERK LIBRARY LIBRARY 85/01102 1 12 10710.00 
HATTON ROY 0. PROFESSOR HISTORY 66/09/01 1 10 31896.00 
HAWORTH JAMES 0. CUSTODIAN RESIDENCE HALLS 86/10/13 1 12 9563.00 
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HAWS GARY L. PROFESSOR FOREIGN LANGUAGES 67/09/01 1 10 28509.00 
HAY JAMI J. TECH ANIMAL HEALTH ANIMAL HEALTH 86/08/01 1 12 17100.00 
HAZLER RICHARD J. ASSOC PROFESSOR EO LEAD & COUNSELING 79/08/01 1 10 28239.00 
HEAD ROBERT w. PROFESSOR ART 65/09/01 1 ' 10 36400.00 ' I, l':' 
HEATHCOTT ELDON E. PROFESSOR AGRICll..TURE 68/07/01 1 12 40700.00 
HElM KEITH H. PROFESSOR LIBRARY 74/09/01 1 12 35481.00 
HELTON JAMIE R. DEPT SECRETARY II SPEECH COitt TI£ATRE . . 82/03/15 ',. 1 ' 10 12317.00 
I£LTON, JR. ROY A. ASST PROFESSOR ENGLISH ' '67/09/01 ' -t 1 .·>. 10 26639.00 
HENDERSON DWAYNE R. MAINTENANCE WORKERII EXPO CENTER 
... .- .. . ·' ,\~ .. 
11150.00 .-··': "~-11 .~ < . 86/04/0L,.· 1 ,,,; l" 12 
., t . .' I, t~ !,! ., • em.oo r-..:·~·..;' HENDERSON REBECCA L. CLERK FOOD SERVICES FOOD SERVICE 82/08/23 .. ; 1 {; : ( . 12 
HENDREN MARCIA C. SUPERVISOR LAB HEALTH SERVICES 79/09/06 ;-J:1 2 ~ ~ "}J . 12 ·' ··. ' 12614.00 ~?vi 
HENLEY MELVIN B. CHAIR ASSOC PROF CHEMISTRY i ~ ~~ . " '' l ' ~f 64/09/01 ,, 1 ,.1_ .J ,. 12 . ·•: ·, .;4:5000.00 ,: ; 
HENRY WANDA J. BAKER FOOO SERVICE . ; 4~-- ~ .1 •• '- ., ,.;1;1· ... f~· · .. 76/08/01 ;· 1 ·, .·" 12 .' l. :t'\f~V 12505.00 •., 
HENSON LOUIE F. REPAIRMAN WINDOW : PHYSICAL PLANT n/05/23 ' 1 ' 1 ' 12 -,. ~~·· ~tr · 1~.00 ( 
HERt{)ON DONNA R. DIRECTOR ALUMNI AFFAIRS 81107/01 . 1 12 .... (};·:· 31050.00 : ;~i/' ·• <-' 
HERNDON ELTON E. CUSTODIAN CURRIS CENTER OPER 80/12/16 · 1 12 · .. e .. 1069t.oo ·~~- .. ,·:;;~ .. ~·i~~?.{ 
HERNOON JERRY A. PROFESSOR ENGLISH 69/09/01 1 10 "' _ ... J. 36451.00 'J '.\ .~~::~l ?·:.t :.: ~/: 
t£RI«>ON XIHNNY w. COORD TRANSPORATION MOTOR POOL 73/05/28 1 12 ' . 24401.00 r. · .· ~~ ·: 'r ,:· •· 
HERNDON KENNETH w. WELDER/GEN MAINTMECH PHYSICAL PLANT 88/06/01 1 12 15201.00 I· 
t£RREN CHARLES E. VET SER & ASST PROF BREATHITT VET CTR 78/07/21 1 12 43730.00 
HESTER BILLY HELPER MASONRY PHYSICAL PLANT 72/06/26 1 12 10983.00 
1£STER PAUL PAINTER A PHYSICAL PLANT 76/02/23 1 12 15430.00 
!£WITT RAYI'()N() T. COACH MEN 'S GOLF HEN'S GOLF 59/06/01 2 10 16285.00 
HICKS CLAUDE WRITER CURRICULUM OFF TRAINING SERVICE 86/07/01 1 12 26780.00 
HICKS SHERRILL R. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 81/08/22 1 12 10586.00 
HIGGINS JO A. SERVING LINE WORKER FOOD SERVICE 86/08/27 1 12 10098.00 
HIGGINS KATHRYN J. TECH AGR LAB BREATHITT VET CTR 77/11/23 1 12 14844.00 
HIGGINSON BONNIE S. COORD ASST PROFESSOR LEARNING CENTER 79/08/01 1 10 24500.00 
HILL INER L. COOK FOOD SERVICE 65/09/01 1 12 11689.00 
HILL ROBERT D. MAINTENANCE WORKERII EXPO CENTER 87/10/05 1 12 10983.00 
HOOGE JESSE B. TECH EQUIP/TECHNOLO INDUSTRY & TECH 88/05/01 1 12 22000.00 
HOOGE MILDRED L. CLERK ADMIN II PHYSICAL PLANT 60/01/18 1 12 15135.00 
HOKE PAMELA CLERK FISCAL ACCOUNTING & FINANCE 87/02/18 1 12 11102.00 
tnCOMB THOMAS F. PROFESSOR ED LEAD & COUNSELING 71/08/01 1 10 32666.00 
HOLLOWAY BILLY 0. PATROL SERGEANT CAMPUS SAFETY 77/06/18 1 12 17811.00 
HOLT WILLIAM J. DIRECTOR & ASST PROF EXPO CENTER 60/09/01 1 12 37601.00 
HOMRA CHARLES A. PROFESSOR PSYCHOLOGY 61/09/01 2 10 16048.00 
HOOKS JANICE ASSOC PROFESSOR ELEMENTARY & SEC EO 65/06/14 1 10 .·.· ,, 30763.00 
HOPKINS DALE J. INSTRUMENT HAKER COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 84/08/27 1 12 30000.00 
I ' 
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HOPKINS GRACIE L. CASHIER I UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 83/05/23 1 12 10456.00 
HOPKINS ICHHEL N. GROUNDSKEEPER PHYSICAL PLANT 82/05/01 1 12 11338.00 
HORN MILDRED R. ADMIN SECRETARY III HUMANISTIC STUDIES 63/09/09 1 12 15037.00 
HORNBACK MARILYN C. SUPERVISOR CLINICAL SPECIAL ED GRANT 88/01/01 2 12 20600. 00 
HORNBUCKLE DEBRA · r. CLERK ORDER LIBRARY 85/07/15 1 12 10182.00 
HORNER-CAIN LINDA A. CURATOR INTERPRET MSU FOUND BOY SCOUT 86/11/01 1 12 19005.00 
HORNSBY BETTY A. LIBRARY ASSISTANT I LIBRARY 68/01/16 1 12 13706.00 
HORWOOD STEPHEN E. ASST PROFESSOR GRAPHIC ARTS TECH 76/08/01 1 10 28670.00 
HOSFORD JOE M. FOREMAN ELECTRICIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 68/09/16 1 12 23700.00 
HOSFORD MARK S. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 82/10/01 1 12 10732.00 
HOSFORD PATRICIA M. ADMIN SECRETARY II HEALTH SERVICES 78/02/13 1 12 12805.00 
HOSFORD VICKI E. COOK FOOD SERVICE 82/08/16 1 12 8446. 00 
HOUGH ALDEAN L. ASSOC PROFESSOR ENGLISH 62/09/01 2 10 12691.00 
fOJNSHELL BONNIE L. CLERK LIBRARY , LIBRARY 87/07/01 1 12 9888.00 
tOIARD JULIA R. VISITING LECTURER COMPUTER STUDIES 88/08/01 1 10 24500 . 00 
IOIELL DAVID L. CURATOR CHEMISTRY COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 68/06/10 1 12 27800.00 
!{)WE$ LINDA F. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 86/10/13 1 12 9626.00 
tu>DLESTON FRIEDA N . COORDINATOR ADMIN FT CAMPBELL CENTER 86/01/01 1 12 14853.00 
....:>~ PATRICIA C. SEC/MGT INFO SPEC W. KY SM DEV CENT 88/07/18 1 12 10045.00 
K.GES VICKI D . VISITING LECTURER MATHEMATICS 81/08/01 1 10 17500.00 
.UIE CHARLES P . MOVER PHYSICAL PLANT 71/09/07 1 12 11693.00 
.U.ICK PAULA J. DIRECTOR RESIDENCE HALLS 76/08/09 1 12 31100.00 
.U.IO<, III CHARLES H. ASST PROFESSOR ELEMENTARY & SEC ED 76/07/01 1 10 26797.00 
tl~YS WILLIAM B. PROFESSOR ED LEAD & COUNSELING 62/09/01 1 10 39504.00 
IWT GARY T. DEAN PROFESSOR FINE ARTS COMM 88/07/01 1 12 56000.00 
:· IWT MARGARET 1'1 . PRODUCER CLASSICAL WKMS-FM RADIO 84/07/01 1 12 17040. 00 
IUH MARY F . SERVING LINE WORKER FOOD SERVICE 73/09/07 1 12 11567.00 
. lt.JSSI.Nl KARL F. PROFESSOR CHEMISTRY 57/09/01 1 10 40550.00 
.ursoo DONALD J. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 85/05/28 1 12 10085.00 
.ur~ HARO..D B. CLERK SHIPPING & REC LIBRARY 81/09/28 1 12 10240. 00 
t«.JT~ LISA L. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 86/02/24 1 12 9730.00 
WT~ 1'\ARY E. DISHROOI'I WORKER LWOP FOOD SERVICE 87/08/31 1 12 0.00 
..JA(')«* I CZ PATRICIA L. COORD TUTORIAL PROG LEARNING CENTER 85/08/01 10 17300 . 00 
JACK~ CLARA L. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 69/07/01 12 11192.00 
JACKSON 011\t£ s. VISITING LECTURER MATHEMATICS 82/08/01 10 17500. 00 
JACKSON 0~ L. ASSOC PROFESSOR PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 87/08/01 10 29800.00 
JACKSON ..ooEPH N. ENGINEER CHIEF WKMS-FH RADIO 79/10/01 12 24157.00 
JACKSON ROBERT 0. LEADER CUSTODIAL CRE RESIDENCE HALLS 86/09/15 12 ·.· 10064. 00 
JED AN DIETER ASSOC PROFESSOR FOREIGN LANGUAGES 85/08/01 10 29965. 00 
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JED AN NANCY J. VISITING LECTURER MANAGEMENT S MARKET 87/09/01 2 10 9135.00 
JEFFREY JAMES R. AGENT CENT RECEIVING PURCHASING & GEN SER 76/06/07 1 12 14744.00 
JEFFREY LISA C. CASHIER FOOD SERVICE 86/08/25 1 12 8774.00 
JENKINS JOAN S. RECEPTIONIST TYPIST BREATHITT VET CTR 86/04/07 1 12 10123.00 I I , I~ 
JETTON RAYMOND U. GROUNDSKEEPER PHYSICAL PLANT 80/12/01 1 12 12173.00 
JEWELL HOWARD R. OIR OPERATIONS CCEN CURRIS CENTER ADMIN 80/12/01 1 12 23350.00 
JOHNSON DENNIS L. ASST PROF & DIR BAND MUSIC 85/08/01 1 10 28859.00 
JOHNSON MICHAEL E. ASSOC PROFESSOR ART 73/08/01 1 10 27059.00 
JOHNSON MICKEY C. CONSULTANT MGT W KY SM BUS DEV CENT 83/01/03 1 12 27324.00 
JOHNSON RICHARD B. PHOTOGRAPHER UNIVERSITY INFO SER 75/01/16 1 12 25975.00 
JOHNSON WILLIS N. ASSOC PROFESSOR ELEMENTARY & SEC ED 77/08/01 1 10 35343.00 
JOHNSTON KARLA L. TECHNICIAN RESEARCH CENTER OF EXCELLENCE 87/01/15 1 12 17500.00 
JOHNSTON PAT I. ·SUPERVISOR CUSTODIAL FOOD SERVICE 81/08/31 1 12 14872.00 
.J)HNSTON . TIMOTHY c. ASST P~OFESSOR BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 86/08/01 1 10 27000. 00 
JOINER LISA S. ADMIN SECRETARY III BREATHITT VET CTR 80/o7n.8 1 12 13647.00 
..KlNES BARTON L. SERVICEMAN B PHYSICAL PLANT 80/05/27 1 12 17685.00 
JONES BETTYE J. RECEPTIONIST HALL RESIDENCE HALLS 86/03/17 2 09 5786.00 
..oNES GARY D. PROFESSOR MATHEMATICS 69/09/01 1 10 38300.00 
JONES GLYNN COACH ASSISTANT FB FOOTBALL 87/01/12 1 12 21218.00 
..OOES HELEN H. CLERK ADMIN I OFF OF PUBLICATIONS 71/06/09 1 12 13119.00 
JONES LYDIA H. COORDINATOR MINORITY STUO AFFAIR 88/07/25 1 12 20500 . 00 
mES PENNY J. CLERK TYPIST I BREATHITT VET CTR 84/07/01 1 12 10573.00 
-.ONES STEVEN H. ASST PROFESSOR SOC I OI..OGY & ANTHRO 77/08/01 1 10 25414.00 
..ot:S TAMMY SNACK BAR WORKER FOOD SERVICE 86/01/13 1 12 10098. 00 
..o£S THOMAS C . PAINTER UTILITY A PHYSICAL PLANT 81/05/02 1 12 14345.00 
.x>YC£ SHIRLEY L. DISHROOM WORKER FOOD SERVICE 79/01/08 1 12 10608.00 
..U.IAN CAROL L. COORO DEVELOPMENT OFF OF DEVELOPMENT 84/07/01 1 12 24000.00 
..U.IAN FRANK H . ASSOC PROFESSOR POL SCI & LEGAL STOO 74/07/01 1 10 37000.00 
~y DONNA J. SECRETARY SECONDARY HOOERATE 87/08/10 2 10 4700.00 
KAOa WADE L. DIRECTOR & PROF BREATHITT VET CTR 67/08/01 1 12 54600.00 
KARHAVAS TERRY L. RECEPTIONIST HALL RESIDENCE HALLS 87/08/17 2 09 5445.00 
KARt£S BARBARA c. SALAD WORKER FOOD SERVICE 81/10/03 1 12 8840.00 
KEEL BARBARA s. DIRECTOR UPWARD BOUND 85/02/11 1 12 31236.00 
KEEL GEORGIA A. OISHROOH WORKER FOOD SERVICE 87/10/10 1 12 7314.00 
KERI~ SHELDA D. COOK FOOD SERVICE 85/09/11 1 12 10424.00 
KEESLAR SU2Atf£ 11. ASST PROFESSOR FOREIGN LANGUAGES 66/09/01 1 10 26937.00 
t· i·t KELLEY L\W A. ClERK FISCAL 
ACCOUNTING & FINAta 86/04/28 1 12 . p102.00 
mLIE AtllREW c. ASSOC PROFESSOR ENGINEERING TECH 82/08/01 1 10 } ~· . . I .31517. 00 ~· ~ ~;· t~; KELLY D~ c. DIRECTOR LWOPAY 11SU FOONOATION 80/11/15 2 12 0.00 ,:· ~::r . '; 
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KELSEY DARWIN P. DIRECTOR BOY SCOUT MUSEUM 82/03/01 12 44120.00 
KENDALL LARRY C. TECHNICIAN EMS PHYSICAL PLANT 85/10/14 12 16955.00 
KENNEDY KENNETH w. DRAFTSMAN PHYSICAL PLANT 85/06/24 12 16646.00 
KENNEY JANET R. MANAGER STATION WKMS-FM RADIO 84/07/16 12 30927.00 
KERN ELLWOOD J. 9JPER UTIL MAINT BREATHITT VET CTR 83/01/25 1· 12 19845.00 
KERR JACKIE L. OPERATOR COMPUTER COMPUTING & INFO SYS 81/04/06 1 12 15449.00 
KERR KATHERINE B. CLERK TRANSCRIPT EVA ADMISSIONS & RECORDS 81/06/24 1 12 14313.00 
KEY DEBBIE A. CLERK TYPIST STUDENT FIN AID 88/07/05 2 12 6486.00 
KEY LOWELL E. MANAGER EQUIPMENT FOOTBALL 83/07/26 1 12 13314.00 
KEY STAN R. DIRECTOR CONF CENTER FOR CONT ED 75/07/01 1 12 31350.00 
KIMBRO EUEL L. UPHOLSTERER UPHOLSTERY SHOP 85/01/02 1 12 12688. 00 
KIMBRO TOMMY CARPENTER A PHYSICAL PLANT · 83/05/02 1 12 15034.00 
KINO THOMAS c. PROFESSOR GEOSCIENCES 76/08/01 1 10 34600.00 
KING BRENDA Y. SECRETARY HAZARDOUS WASTE WKRS 88/01/18 2 09 3597.00 
KING CLARENCE H. MEDICAL TRANSCRIBER BREATHITT VET CTR 83/11/28 1 12 11102.00 
KING EVA F. DEPT SECRETARY II SOCIOLOGY & ANTHRO 78/08/28 1 12 12257.00 
KING JOE M. CHAIR PROFESSOR BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 78/08/01 1 12 48750.00 
KING KATHRYN P. DEPT SECRETARY II MATHEMATICS 82/08/16 1 12 13040.00 
KIRKS BETTY L. CUSTODIAN RESIDENCE HALLS 87/08/24 1 12 9250.00 
KIRKS MARY K. SECRETARY EXPO CENTER 74/06/24 1 12 12179.00 
KLINE GREGORY L. GROUNDSKEEPER PHYSICAL PLANT 85/08/21 1 12 10670.00 
KLINE LINDA M. ASST PROFESSOR PSYCHOLOGY 85/08/01 1 10 23939.00 
KOBRAEI HAMID R. ASST PROFESSOR PHYSICS & ASTR(H)HY 85/08/01 1 10 2'~500 . 00 
KOZAK DORIS D. ADMIN SECRETARY III GRANTS DEVELOPt1ENT 83/01/04 1 12 13275.00 
KRAEMER DAVID G. ASST PROFESSOR SAFETY ENG & HEALTH 86/08/01 1 10 29396.00 
·. ·KRIZAN ADOLPH C. ASSOC PROFESSOR OFF SYS & BUS ED 78/08/01 1 10 39688.00 
KRtG:R JOHN M. CHAIR PROFESSOR INDUSTRIAL EO & TEOi 82/08/01 1 12 44350.00 
KIJ<SAVE RANDALL H. PLASTER£R PHYSICAL PLANT 85/10/14 1 12 17727.00 
LAKE HERR ITT M. INSTRUCTOR SAFETY ENG & I£AL TH 80/08/01 1 10 28960.00 
LALICKER WILLIAM B. ASST PROFESSOR ENGLISH 86/08/01 1 10 21418.00 
LAI'IB LARRY G. SUPERVISOR COPY CENT PRINTING SERVICES 66/08/16 1 12 13863.00 
LAMB MICHELE CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 88/07/11 1 12 9166.00 
.'• LAI'IB PERRY LEADER CUSTOOIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 69/07/01 1 12 11755.00 
'. ' LAHB RHONOA F. BAKER FOOO SERVICE 80/09/24 1 12 11934.00 
LAI'(IRE ROBERT B. PATROL ~FICER CAMPUS SAFETY 81/09/14 1 12 15430.00 
LANCASTER CHARLES T. CUSTODIAN LEADER ~IS CENTER CPER 88/07/01 1 12 9918.00 
LANCASTER FRED A. CHEMIST BREATHITT VET CTR 88/01/01 1 12 19786.00 
LANDINI ANN L. INST MSU NEW ADVISOR ..xu<NAL I stl RAO I 0/ TV 85/08/01 1 10 i;.' 25272.00 
LANE CAROL A. COORD FIELD/TRAINER AOUL T BASIC EO 75/12/01 1 12 21520. 00 
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LANE NORMAN 0. DIRECTOR GRANTS DEVELOPMENT 61/09/01 1 12 37238.00 
LANGSTON MARY A. DISHROOM WORKER FOOD SERVICE 86/09/23 1 12 7528.00 
LANNING ADAN B. ASSOC PROFESSOR SOCIOLOGY & ANTHRO 71/08/01 1 10 30323.00 
LAROCK RUTH H. CLERK COMPLIANCE STUDENT FIN AID 87/09/01 1 12 10554.00 
• I; 
LARSON ROBERT K. COACH ASST FB/INST FOOTBALL 87/01/12 1 12 29705. 00 
LASSITER PAUL A. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 76/08/01 1 12 10837.00 
LASSITER WANDA F. CLERK LIBRARY II LIBRARY 88/07/18 1 12 9731 . 00 
LATTO LOWELL D. ASSOC PROFESSOR ED LEAD & COUNSELING 76/08/01 1 10 28918.00 
LATTO SUSAN w. VISITING INSTRUCTOR NURSING 88/08/01 1 10 24000.00 
LAWRENCE DAN ITA J . BOOKKEEPER I ACCOUNTING & FINANCE 87/04/27 1 12 11591.00 
LAWSON ANITA S. PROFESSOR ENGLISH 70/09/01 1 10 32899.00 
LAWSON HUGHIE G. ASSOC PROFESSOR HISTORY 69/09/01 1 10 32349.00 
LAWSON ~ELLY J. ASSISTANT DIRECTOR WICKLIFFE MOUNDS 88/06/01 1 12 16000.00 
LAX BOBBY C. FOREHAN GROUNDS PHYSICAL PLANT 77/02/14 1 12 18604.00 
LAX JOHN E. PLUI'tBER A PHYSICAL PLANT 68/11/16 1 12 18312.00 
LEE FRED T. LEADER SAN DISPOSAL PHYSICAL PLANT 68/07/01 1 12 12946.00 
LEE KENNETH w. CUSTOOIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 87/01/26 1 12 9375.00 
LEE LYNN F. DI~ QKER FOOD SERVICE 87/09/14 1 12 7314.00 
LESLIE RUBY J. CASHIER II UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 60/09/19 1 12 12100.'00 
LEYS DALE D. ASSOC PROfE~ ART 77/08/01 1 10 26450. 00 
LIBASSI HARlE RECEPTI~IST W!lL RESIDENCE HALLS 88/04/21 2 09 5339.00 
LIDDELL LILLIE F. ASSOC PROfE~ OFF SYS & BUS ED 87/08/01 1 10 33895.00 
LIDDELL,SR LEWIS ASST TO PRES & DIR HINORITY FACULTY AFF 87/09/21 1 12 42960.00 
LITCHFIELD HOLLIS E. TE~ICIAN SR t£0 BREATHITT VET CTR 68/03/16 1 12 22035.00 
LITTLEFIELD HARI G. IHRAT<R OA TA ENTRY C(WUTING & INFO SYS 88/07/01 2 12 5356.00 
LOBERGER GOROOO J. ASSOC PR(H~ Eta. ISH 64/09/01 1 10 28394.00 
LOCHTE ROB£RT H. ASST f'R(f'E~ ~ISH RADIO/TV 88/08/01 1 10 28000.00 
LOCKHART RENITA c. DEPT SECRETARY II :<: I£Al TH/REC/PE 85/06/03 1 12 11317.00 
LONG Etn.A H. SI.F£RVISM FOO> SERVICE 65/09/01 1 12 16708.00 
LONG ..w£S T. PR(fi~ A6RICtl. TlRE 81/07/01 1 10 38250.00 
LORRAH ..EAN I. PROfESS(R EJG.ISH 68/09/01 1 10 35117.00 
LOVERIDGE HELVA J. DEPT SECRETARY II EJG.ISH 77/06/15 1 12 13021.00 
LOVERIDGE TERESA C •. DEPT SECRETARY I EJG.JSH 81/08/10 . 1 12 11748.00 
LOVETT CARttEH H. ASST PROfESS<R €FF CF FJELD SERVICE 59/09/01 1 10 26100. 00 
LOVETT DOOPLO W. CABit£T HAKER eov ecrur PUlElJt 80/03/31 1 12 18033.00 
LOVINS .AI. IE H . ASSOC PROfESSM SOCUl.OGY & ~ ·-~·~ ·~·~ 71/02/01 1 10 32368. 00 
LOWERY ~THA B. COil< FOO> SERVICE ~·· ·.; ~ ~~ , 82110/02 1. 12 ' 8987.00 ·:t 
LUSI< to£R L. LOCKSHITH PHYSICIIL PUtNTi~~~ ~~{ 72110/18 1 12 I~ 17748.00 
I IITT~~MAN ~ H. AOHIN SECRETARY I INTERNATf!JW.; ,iPROI• ;:~t .. .- 88/03/10 l 12 10652. 00 
i\: 
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LYLE JUDITH R. NURSE STAFF HEALTH SERVICES 86/02/17 1 09 11745.00 
LYLE, III WILLIAM F. ASST PROFESSOR COMPUTER STUDIES 82/08/01 1 10 38345. 00 
LYNCH ELLINA J. DEPT SECRETARY II BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 79/11/05 1 12 12472.00 
LYONS PAUL DIRECTOR OFF TRAINING SERVICE 66/09/01 2 12 13925.00 
MACDONALD GAYNELLE L. SUPERVISOR LAB HEALTH SERVICES 88/07/18 1 12 15000.00 
MACHA ROGER L. ASSOC PROFESSOR AGRICULTURE 66/09/01 1 10 32400.00 
MADDOX WILLIAM E. PROFESSOR PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 67/09/01 1 10 39200.00 
MADDUX ROXANNA L. TECHNICIAN SR MED BREATHITT VET CTR 68/03/01 1 12 26700.00 
MAGLINGER CYNTHIA B. SECRETARY COORD SPEV FOOD SERVICE 82/08/09 1 12 15618.00 
MAHFOUD WADI E. PROFESSOR MATHEMATICS 68/09/01 1 10 34600.00 
MAHONEY MICHAEL P. COACH HEAD FB/ASTPRO FOOTBALL 87/01112 1 12 42436. 00 
MALINAUSKAS BARBARA K. COORD/TRAINER W KY SM BUS ENTREPRE 87/07/01 1 12 19570.00 
MALINAUSKAS MARK J. PROF & DIR THEATRE SPEECH CONN THEATRE 78/08/01 1 10 36270 . 00 
HAL KIN MARJORIE J. VISITING ASST PROF HEALTH/RECIPE 88/08/01 2 10 11500.00 
MALONE BOBBY G. PROF DIR SCHOOL SERV COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 70/09/01 1 12 44482.00 
MALONE SUE E. ANALYST SYSTEMS COMPUTING & INFO SYS 76/05/10 1 12 24931.00 
MANSFIELD ANITA R. ADMIN SECRETARY III LIBRARY 63/04/01 1 12 14372.00 
MANSFIELD BRENDA A. DEPT SECRETARY I ART 78/06/22 1 12 12394.00 
MANSFIELD NORMAN J. COORDINATOR PROGRAM HAZARDOUS WASTE WKRS 88/01/15 1 09 21250.00 
MARINE DONNA F. DEPT SECRETARY II OFF SYS & BUS ED 82/08/16 1 11 11350.00 
MARINE ROBBIE J. SPECIALIST BENEFITS PERSONNEL SERVICES 71/08/01 1 12 18108. 00 
MARSHALL OLIVIA B. SUPERVISOR REG RECDS ADMISSIONS & RECORDS 68/09/03 1 12 20500.00 
MARSHALL WILLIAM R. FOREMAN CARPENTER PHYSICAL PLANT 78/07/03 1 12 23700 .00 
HARTIN CARL 0. DETECTIVE CAPTAIN CAMPUS SAFETY 85/08/03 1 12 19236. 00 
HARTIN HARRIET E. DISHROOM WORKER FOOD SERVICE 86/09/02 1 12 7528. 00 
!• •. HARTIN ONEIDA L. ASST PROFESSOR ELEMENTARY & SEC ED 87/08/01 1 10 30634.00 
. MARZOLF G. R. ENDOWED CHR DIS PROF ECOSYSTEMS STUDIES 88/06/01 1 12 75000 . 00 
MASON KENNETH VISITING ASST PROF HISTORY 88/08/01 1 10 25500 . 00 
HASTERA NELL R. OPERATOR DATA ENTRY ADMISSIONS & RECORDS 64/06/01 1 12 12140.00 
MATHENY LISA F. RECEPTIONIST HALL RESIDENCE HALLS 88/01/19 2 09 5445.00 
MATHIS GILBERT L. CHAIR PROFESSOR ECONOMICS & FINANCE 67/07/01 1 12 50522. 00 
HAXI~ELL CHARLES E. ASSOC PROFESSOR ECONOMICS & FINANCE 87/12/01 1 10 49949.00 
HAYES JERRY W. CHAIR ASSOC PROF SPEECH COMM THEATRE 72/09/01 1 12 43283.00 
MAYFIELD LINDA J. DEPT SECRETARY II JOURNALISM RADIO/TV 76/08/23 1 12 13099.00 
MAYNARD ~IERRY D. OPERATOR A PHYSICAL PLANT 75/05/27 1 12 18959.00 
MAYO ROBBIE J. CUSTODIAN LWOPAY PHYSICAL PLANT 86/09/22 1 12 0.00 
MCCABE DEBORA K. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 85/08/26 1 12 10273.00 
MCCANN DOROTHY L. ADMIN SECRETARY I STUDENT DEVELOPMENT 67/09/01 12 '.• 13000. 00 
MCCARTY LARRY G. COOK FOOD SERVICE 86/08/04 12 10424. 00 
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' MCCLAIN SHERRY J. EXECUTIVE SECRETARY UNIV RELATIONS & OEV 78/05/01 1 12 14274.00 
MCCLURE SANDRA K. CLERK RECEIVING LIBRARY 82/0B/23 1 12 10534.00 
MCCOY JAMES P. ASST PROFESSOR ECONOMICS & FINANCE 85/08/01 1 10 33472.00 . 
MCCREARY TERRY ASST PROFESSOR CHEMISTRY 88/08/01 1 10 25000.00 
MCCUISTON LILA A. PHOTOLITHOGRAPHER OFF OF PUBLICATIONS 68/01/01 1 12 16584.00 
MCCUISTON MARILYN A. ADMIN SECRETARY I CENTER FOR CONT EO 76/08/02 1 12 12022.00 
MCCUISTON RITA 0. ADMIN SECRETARY II STUDENT FIN AID 78/08/16 1 12 13628.00 
MCDANIEL JACKIE F. SUPERVISOR FOOD SERVICE 83/08/22 1 12 14198.00 
MCDANIEL RALPH M. ELECTRICIAN B PHYSICAL PLANT 81/02/07 1 12 15827.00 
MCDONALD JOHN w. DIRECTOR PRINTING SERVICES 79/06/01 1 12 36000.00 , 
MCDOUGAL CHARLOTTE D. EXECUTIVE SECRETARY FINANCE & ADM SER 82/03/24 1 12 15429.00 
MCDOUGAL JOHNNY 0. DIRECTOR STUDENT FIN AID 65/06/14 1 12 35200.00 
HCOOWELL BOBBY 0. MANAGER UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 62/01101 1 12 32500.00 
MCFADDEN RUTH M. ASSOC PROFESSOR LIBRARY 63/09/01 1 12 31034.00 
MCGAHA CONSTANCE J. ASST LAB SR ' BREATHITT VET CTR 78/03/13 1 12 14998.00 
MCGAUGHEY ROBERT H. CHAIR PROFESSOR JOURNALISM RADIO/TV 69/02/01 1 12 44938.00 
MCGINNIS ALEEAH H. CLERK TYPIST I LIBRARY 84/06/18 1 12 10358.00 
HCGINNIS MAX 0. COOK FOOD SERVICE 86/03/17 1 12 8725.00 
HCGREGOR JOHN D. CHAIR PROFESSOR COMPUTER STUDIES 83/08/01 1 12 58321.00 
MCINTOSH FRANK D. DIRECTOR & ASST PROF UNIVERSITY INFO SER 68/03/16 1 12 37360.00 
MCKINNEY RHONDA A. PROGRAMMER COMPUTING a INFO SYS 86/08/18 1 12 15914.00 
MCLAREN CINOY L. CLERK DATA ENTRY COMPUTING a INFO SYS 80/07/14 1 12 13001.00 
MCLAREN JOHN D. ASST PROFESSOR ENGINEERING TECH 78/08/01 1 10 29000.00 
MCLAUGHLIN BRUCE G. HEAD PATH ASST PROF BREATHITT VET CTR 83/04/15 1 12 49008.00 
MCLAUGHLI~ PAMELA S. TECHNICIAN SR MEO BREATHITT VET CTR 79/10/08 1 12 19100.00 
MCMANAMY MELANIE S. SUPERVISOR FOOD SERVICE 82/10/25 1 12 14872.00 
MCNEAL JOYCE A. CLERK PRICE CONTRACT PURCHASING a GEN SER 87/06/01 1 12 11533.00 
MCNEARY PAUL R. ASSOC PROFESSOR LWOP INDUSTRIAL ED & TECH 78/08/01 1 10 0.00 
MCNEELY BONNIE B. ASST PROFESSOR MANAGEMENT a MARKET 87/08/01 1 10 35525.00 
MCNEELY MICHAEL A. WORKER BEVERAGE LINE FOOD SERVICE 86/10/03 1 12 9690.00 
MCNEELY SAMUEL E. ASST PROFESSOR MANAGEMENT & MARKET 87/08/01 1 10 37555.00 
MCVEY PEGGY S. CLERK LIBRARY II LIBRARY 88/08/01 1 12 . 9731.00 
MCWHERTER THOMAS D. COORDINATOR RESIDENCE HALLS 87/08/01 1 12 15600.00 
HE LOAN ROSS B. ADMINISTRATIVE ASST STUDENT DEVELOPMENT 77/05/16 1 12 22700.00 
MIKULCIK .JOHN D. PROFESSOR AGRICllTURE 63/09/01 1 10 36000.00 
HILES ZANA D. SECRETARY/ADMIN ASST W KY SM BUS DEV CENT 84/04/02 1 12 11924.00 
HILJ(MAN MARTIN I. ASST PROFESSOR ECONOMICS & FINANCE 88/08/01 1 10 29500.00 
HILLER DONNA C. DEPT SECRETARY II ACCOUNTING 77/08/17 1 11 11995.00 
FOOD SERVICE 68/11/01 1 12 '.• 17450.00 HILLER DOROTHY S. MANAGER UN IT 
rt: . 
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MILLER FRED L ASSOC PROFESSOR MANAGEMENT & MARKET 84/08/01 1 10 371~.00 
HILLER IRVIN L. OPERATOR A PHYSICAL PLANT 81/02/09 1 12 18500.00 
HILLER JAMIE D. PLUMBER B PHYSICAL PLANT 87/05/11 1 12 13321.00 
MILLER JOHN M. FOREMAN HEATING PHYSICAL PLANT 75/03/03 1 12 24687.00 
MILLER MICHAEL . G. PROFESSOR · ENGLISH 68/09/01 1 10 30600.00 
HILLER NORMA D. SEAMSTRESS UPHOLSTERY SHOP 83/03/23 1 12 10201.00 
MILLER ROSEMARY T. COORDINATOR TRAINING W KY SM BUS DEV CENT 82/01/06 1 12 16260.00 
HILLER THOMAS I. CHAIR PROFESSOR ACCOUNTING 67/09/01 1 12 60819.00 
MILLER TINA A. CLERK TYPIST II RESIDENCE HALLS 84/08/22 1 12 10495.00 
MILLER VIOLA P. DEAN ASSOC PROFESSOR CENTER FOR CONT ED 76/08/01 1 12 49000.00 
MILTON HARRY w. ENGINEER CHIEF PHYSICAL PLANT 81/07/01 1 12 35474.00 
MINOR ANN G. INSTRUCTOR CLINIC NURSING 82/01/04 1 10 17800.00 
t'(IFIELD WILLIAN R. PROFESSOR JOURNALISM RADIO/TV 64/07/16 1 10 37431.00 
HOLLAUN BETTY E. DEPT SECRETARY I AGRICULTURE 85/04/09 1 10 9107.00 
MONTGOMERY THOMAS L ASSISTANT TRAINER W KY SM BUS ENTREPRE 88/07/01 2 12 15818.00 
MOORE LINDA J. ADMIN SECRETARY II ALUMNI AFFAIRS 83/09/01 1 12 12903. 00 
rt:>RGAN DELIA G. SUPERVISOR FOOD SERVICE 83/08/22 1 12 13892.00 
HORGAN GLORIA J. ADMIN SECRETARY I CURRIS CENTER ADMIN 76/08/26 1 12 12453.00 
MORGAN .JANICE M . ASST PROFESSOR FOREIGN LANGUAGES 86/08/01 1 10 22026. 00 
HORGAN JUDITH A. MANAGER BUS OPER PHYSICAL PLANT 81/07/20 1 12 25772.00 
MORRIS DARLENE J. ADMIN SECRETARY I HONORS PROGRAM 88/03/07 1 12 10926.00 
MORRIS JAMES M. FOREMAN CUSTODIAL PHYSICAL PLANT 69/07/01 1 12 17351.00 
MORRIS KATHLEEN P. INSTRUCTOR EO COORD BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 83/07/01 1 12 22000.00 
MORRISON JOHN R. ELECTRICIAN A PHYSICAL PLANT N0/01/01 1 12 20817.00 
t10SS JESSE CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 88/07/05 1 12 9166.00 
,, ·l't.IEHLEI1AN JACOB T. PROFESSOR PSYCHOLOGY 71/08/01 1 10 33184.00 
tu.LINAX DAVID E. REPAIR FLR & CARPET PHYSICAL PLANT 76/08123 1 12 19063.00 
ttJRPHY BARRY A. BUYER CONSTRUCTION PURCHASING & GEN SER 83/10/03 1 12 18447.00 
ttURRELL HEIDI M. CLERK TYPIST II CAMPUS SAFETY 86/10/27 1 12 10554.00 
ltiSCIO FUGEN PROGRAMMER I COMPUTING & INFO SYS 83/06/06 1 12 14392.00 
"'-JSCIO,JR. OLIVER J. ASSOC PROFESSOR CHEMISTRY 76/08/01 1 10 31250.00 
HYATT SHARON u. VISITING ASST PROF NURSING 83/08/01 1 10 24025.00 
MYHILL LINDA J. ADMIN SECRETARY I OFF OF OEVEL()>I'IENT 86/04/28 1 12 11141.00 
NABEREZNY PAUL M. COUNSELOR INSTRUCTOR COUNSELING & TESTING 75/08/01 1 12 25800.00 
NANCE RUTH F. FOREMAN BINDERY PRINTING SERVICES 80/01/16 1 12 14274.00 
NANNY BETTY J. CLERK III ADMISSIONS & RECORDS 80/07/07 1 12 12668.00 
NAREWSI<I STANLEY S. INSTRUCTOR/IRK COACH HEALTH/PE/REC 88/01/04 1 10 25125.00 
NAUGLE BURL L ASST PROFESSOR GEOSCIENCES 81/08/01 1 10 ',• 31000.00 
NERNEY GAYNE R. ASSOC PROFESSOR PHILOSOPHY & REL STU 82/08/01 1 10 25028.00 
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NESBIT DOUGLAS 11. CONSULTANT INSTRUCT FAC RESOURCE CENTER 85/08/01 1 10 18067.00 
NEU SUZANNE 11. PATHOLOGIST VET BREATHITT VET CENTER 88/07/01 1 12 42000.00 
NEWMAN PAUL A. TRAINER ASST ATHLETIC TRAINER 86/10/01 1 12 16671.00 . 
NEWPORT CLARETTA C. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 71/05/03 1 12 11046.00 ' '1 'I';" 
NEWSOME AUDREY L. OPERATOR B PHYSICAL PLANT 81/05/04 1 12 15660. 00 
NEWSOME DEBORAH L. SNACK BAR WORKER FOOD SERVICE 80/08/11 1 12 11302.00 
NEWSOME HOWARD L. FOREMAN ENVIR CONT PHYSICAL PLANT 73/06/03 1 12 23700.00 
NEWSOME KENNETH B. MECH SM ENG LWOPAY MOTOR POOL 78/11/20 1 12 0.00 
NEWSOME SHELl A J. CLERK FOREIGN STUD ADMISSIONS & RECORDS 86/01/23 1 12 10945.00 
NEWTON STEVE J. COACH HEAD BB/ASTPRO BASKETBALL 78/03/01 1 12 48000.00 
NICHOLS GEORGE V. CHAIR PROFESSOR SAFETY ENG & HEALTH 69/09/01 1 12 44360.00 
NICHOLS MILDRED S. ASST LAB TEAC/COORO ADULT BASIC EO 74/09/25 1 12 11908.00 
NICHOLS PATSY A. ASSOC PROFESSOR OFF SYS & BUS EO 78/01/01 1 10 34115.00 
NIFFENEGGER PHILLIP B. PROFESSOR MANAGEMENT & MARKET 75/08/01 1 10 43302.00 
NOEL PEGGY S. CLERK TYPIST I RESIDENCE HALLS 88/04/21 2 09 5845.00 
NOLIN ROBERT R. REPAIR OFFICE MACH OFF MACHINE REPAIR 73/05/01 1 12 17544.00 
NORSWORTHY MARTHA N. DEPT SECRETARY I PSYCHOLOGY 80/01/02 1 11 10381.00 
NYGAARD NANCY L. CHAIR ASST PROF NURSING 84/01/01 1 12 46750.00 
OAKLEY JAMES A. MANAGER CEN STORES PURCHASING & GEN SER 73/01/01 1 12 16134.00 
OBRIEN DIANNE E. ASST PROFESSOR HEALTH/PE/REC 78/08/01 1 10 28862.00 
OEDING RANDALL L. COOK FOOD SERVICE 80/09/16 1 12 9004.00 
OLOHAM MARGARET A. WORKER GLASSROOM BREATHITT VET CTR 84/02/06 1 12 9575.00 
OLIVER WILLIAM A. VISIT LECTURER SFIL COMPUTER STUDIES 86/08/01 1 10 1000.00 
ORR EVA G. COOK FOOD SERVICE 78/01/06 1 12 9414.00 
ORR LINDA L. COORD PUBLICATIONS OFF OF PUBLICATIONS 86/01/27 1 12 15077.00 
OSBORN MARGARETTE B. SALAD WORKER FOOD SERVICE 66/03/01 1 12 9233.00 
OSBORNE MARTHA J. SUPER PROO CONTROL COMPUTING & INFO SYS 77/08/25 1 12 16075.00 
OUTLAND CHARLES D. DIRECTOR PHYSICAL PLANT 59/02/01 1 12 41313.00 
OUTLAND MARY E. EXECUTIVE SECRETARY ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 68/02/08 1 12 14783.00 
OUTLAND SHERI K. RECEPTIONIST HALL RESIDENCE HALLS 88/01/25 2 09 5445.00 
OVERBEY JACQUELYN 0. SPECIALIST ·BID MG PURCHASING & GEN SER 83/10/03 1 12 13647.00 
OVERBY JAMES 0. ATTORNEY UNIV & PROF LEGAL SERVICES 67/09/01 1 12 47741.00 
OWEN BRENDA J. ADMIN SECRETARY II FINANCE & ADM SER 70/09/14 1 12 14352.00 
OWEN DAVID A. ASSOC PROFESSOR CHEMISTRY 78/08/01 1 10 31750. 00 
OWENS LORI L. ADMIN SECRETARY II ACCOUNTING & FINANCE 83/10/03 1 12 12590.00 
OWENS MARY D. CLERK SALES UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 81/01/05 1 12 10886.00 
PACE GARY w. GROUNOSKEEPER PHYSICAL PLANT 78/07/10 1 12 1,1171. 00 
PACE LANNY w. VET PATH ASST PROF BREATHITT VET CTR 86/07/18 l . 12 '•' 45688.00 .• 
PACE PATRICIA E. ASST LAB SR BREATHITT VET,1,CTR 87/09/24 1 12 12394.00 
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PADGETT MAMIE S. DEPT SECRETARY I <FF <F FIELD SERVICE 87/08/10 1 12 10358.00 
PALORMO ANN M. OIR OF PROM & OEVE WKHS SELF GENERATING 83/12/05 1 12 19000.00 
PARADISE DORIS A. MANAGER POST OFFICE POSTAL SERVICES 85/01/14 1 12 20964. 00 
PARK HELEN L. ADVISOR FOREIGN STUD INTERNATIONAL PROG 86/01/06 1 12 19335.00 
PARKER CAROLYN ' L. CASHIER HEAO&ASSTMGR HSU FOUNDATION GOLF 84/07/01 1 12 13363.00 
PARM JANICE G. CLERK DEGREE ADMISSIONS & RECORDS 76/02/02 1 12 13647.00 
PARRISH JERRY H. LOCKSMITH PHYSICAL PLANT 65/05/01 1 12 17748.00 
PARTEE JIMMY L. LABORER FARM FARM 78/07/01 1 12 13530.00 
PASCHALL DIAN CASHIER FOOD SERVICE 85/08/17 1 12 8790.00 
PASCHALL HELEN R. CUSTODIAN RESIDENCE HALLS 78/05/01 1 12 10920.00 
PASCO KATHRYN M. COORDINATOR EO TAlENT SEARCH 84/08/20 1 12 18298.00 
PASSINO ROBERT W. CLERK/CARRIER MAIL POSTAL SERVICES 87/06/24 1 12 10711.00 
PATTERSON HIRAM N. ANALYST SR SYSTEMS COMPUTING & INFO SYS 79/06/25 1 12 33418.00 
PATTERSON TOMMY H. TRUCK DRIVER WARE PURCHASING & GEN SER 69/07/21 1 12 11591.00 
PAYNE JUDITH S. VISITING ASST PROF HOME ECONOMICS 78/08/01 1 10 26546.00 
PAYNE LALISHA M. COUNSELOR MINORITIES EO TALENT SEARCH 85/09/01 1 12 12916.00 
PAYNE WILLIAM F. CORD GRO STUD ASSOCP ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 76/08/01 1 12 46102.00 
PEARCE ROBERT L. FOREMAN PRESSMAN PRINTING SERVICES 69/08/01 12 19835.00 
PENNINGTON CATHY A. CASHIER FOOD SERVICE 81/10/03 12 9217.00 
PEREZ KELLY E. CUSTODIAN RESIDENCE HALLS 87/10/19 12 9250.00 
PERKINS LLOYD S. OPERATOR WEB PRESS PRINTING SERVICES 75/09/09 1 12 16036.00 
PERKINS RUTH H. DEPT SECRETARY II GRAPHIC ARTS TECH 78/07/26 1 12 12570.00 
PERLOW MICHAEL B. ASST PROFESSOR NURSING 84/08/01 1 10 28150.00 
PERRIN DAVID w. VICE PRES PROFESSOR UNIV RELATIONS & OEV 84/07/01 1 12 62712.00 
PERRY ADELL K. CUSTODIAN RESIDENCE HALLS 80/09/22 1 12 10670.00 
;· PERVINE ROBERT H. ASST PROFESSOR MATHEMATICS 85/08/01 1 10 28900 . 00 
PETRIE GARTH F. ASSOC PROFESSOR EO LEAD & COUNSELING 74/08/01 1 10 32198.00 
PHILLIPS EARL D. GROUNOSKEEPER II MSU FOUNDATION GOLF 86/08/01 1 12 9897.00 
PHILLIPS JOHN T. PATROL OFFICER CAMPUS SAFETY 88/07/30 1 12 13050.00 
PHILLIPS VERNA M. DEPT SECRETARY II PSYCHOLOGY 80/03/03 1 12 12747.00 
PHILPOT TIMOTHY A. ASST PROFESSOR ENGINEERING TECH 86/08/01 1 10 27150.00 
PIERCE CHERYL 0. DISHROOM WORKER FOOD SERVICE 79/09/05 1 12 8413.00 
PIERCE JEFFERY 0. CUSTODIAN CURRIS CENTER OPER 82/10/02 1 12 10356. 00 
PIERCE LINDA M. SUPERVISOR GRAPHICS OFF OF PUBLICATIONS 78/06/28 1 12 20263.00 
PIERCEALL RICHARD M. LEADER CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 84/06/11 1 12 10711.00 
PIERCEALL SHARON G. ADMIN SECRETARY II RESIDENCE HALLS 85/10/14 1 12 11807.00 
PITMAN HARTHA L. ADMIN SECRETARY II COOP EO & PLACEMENT 80/06/16 1 12 13354. 00 
PITMAN w. J. ASSOC PROFESSOR BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 61/09/01 1 10 J:l 33750.00 
POGUE EURIE G. MASON PHYSICAL PLANT 72/08/07 1 12 20713.00 
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POPLIN DENNIS E. PROFESSOR SOCIOLOGY & ANTHRO 71/08/01 1 10 37776.00 
PORTER SHIRLEY D. WORKER GLASSROOM BREATHITT VET CTR 87/10/01 2 12 4120.00 
PORTNER EILEEN M. COUNSELOR/ADJ INST COUNSELING & TESTING 87/08/01 1 10 . 18000.00 
POSEY MARIAN M. CONSULTANT INSTRUCT FAC RESOURCE CENTER 79/09/10 1 10 19519.00 ' . ' 
··i 
POSEY THOMAS B. CHAIR PROFESSOR PSYCHOLOGY 69/09/01 1 12 45654.00 
POTTS JIMMY G. PAINTER FURN REFIN PHYSICAL PLANT 87/06/22 1 12 12528.00 
POWELL ELIZABETH c. ASST PROFESSOR NURSING 81/08/01 1 10 . ' 26075.00 
PMLL KELLI S. SPEC TRANS PROCESS FT CAMPBELL CENTER 87/07/01 1 12 11905.00 
POWELL LORETTA L. DEPT SECRETARY II SAFETY ENG & HEALTH 82/08/30 1 12 · 11709.00 
POWELL SUSAN S. AUDITOR INTERNAL FINANCE & ADMIN SER 87/10/15 1 12 24259.00 
POYNOR ANITA M. ACCOUNTS RECEIVE MGR ACCOUNTING & FINANCE 81/08/17 1 12 25284.00 
PRATER GREG A. ASSOC PROFESSOR SPECIAL EDUCATION 83/10/24 1 10 25944.00 
PRATT WILLIAM J. SUPT FOR CUST SERV RESIDENCE HALLS 70/07/16 1 12 22000.00 
PRESCOTT JAMES H. CARPENTER UTILITY A PHYSICAL PLANT 72/09/18 1 12 19606.00 
PRICE KATHLEEN C. NURSE HEAD HEALTH SERVICES nto7t3o 1 12 18000.00 
PRICE LORA J. DEPT SECRETARY I ED LEAD & COUNSELING 88/01/04 1 12 10358.00 
PRICE,JR WILLIAM 0. ASST DEAN PROFESSOR COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 62/09/01 1 12 47808.00 
PRINCE ANTONIO M. PATROL OFFICER CAMPUS SAFETY 86/10/01 1 12 14324.00 
PRINCE JANIS M. DEPT SECRETARY I ART 87/06/01 1 11 10038.00 
PRITCHARD CAROL A. LIBRARY ASSISTANT I LIBRARY 81/01/05 1 12 13706.00 
PURCELL BENNIE A. ASST PROF/TEN COACH HEALTH/PE/REC 63/07/01 1 10 31213.00 
P,URCELL JOHN K. ASSOC PROFESSOR HEALTH/PE/REC 74/08/01 1 10 29411.00 
RADKE PAUL B. DIRECTOR SCHOOL REL ADMISSIONS & RECORDS 86/03/20 1 12 31500.00 
RAGSDALE RONNIE v. ANALYST SR PROGRAM COMPUTING & INFO SYS 82/06/01 1 12 24517.00 
RAMSEY BARBARA N. MANAGER SC/INFO CURRIS CENTER ADMIN 75/01/10 1 10 10760. 00 
RAMSEY EDDIE 0. CARPENTER B PHYSICAL PLANT 82/09/13 1 12 12799.00 
RAMSEY EMMA J. CLERK LIBRARY LIBRARY 78/08/14 1 12 11219.00 
RAMSEY JAMES M. PAINTER A PHYSICAL PLANT 83/07/01 1 12 12883.00 
RAMSEY KENNETH D. SUPER OFF MACH REP OFF MACHINE REPAIR 77/09/06 1 12 20539.00 
RANEY JEAN I. DISHROOM WORKER FOOO SERVICE 77/08/22 1 12 10608. 00 
RASPBERRY RITA G. DEPT SE~RETARY I BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 84/01/01 1 10 8469.00 
RATHKE MICHAEL J. ANNOUNCER/PRODUCER WKHS CPB GRANT 86/11/03 1 12 15935.00 
REAGAN CAROLYN C. DEPT SECRETARY II MANAGEMENT & MARKET 63/06/01 1 11 11995.00 
REAGAN JOHNNY L. COACH HEAD BASEBALL BASEBALL 57/09/01 . 2 12 20600.00 
REAMER SHIRLEY H. ADMIN SECRETARY I FOOTBALL 79/03/22 1 12 13334.00 
REED MICHAEL A. HELPER PLASTERER PHYSICAL PLANT 76/07/06 1 12 11213.00 
REED THOMAS F. CUSTODIAN RESIDENCE HALLS 85/08/21 1 12 9918.00 . 
REICHMUTH ROGER E. CHAIR ASSOC PROF MUSIC 70/09/01 1 ·. 12 ; ' 43403.00 ·=• 1;: 
RESIG CLAIRE M. OEPT SECRETARY II FOREIGN LANGUAGES ~! 83/08/15 1 09 8m.oo 
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REYNQ.DS SUSAN E. TECHNICAL ASSISTANT ELEMENTARY & SEC ED . 87/08/01 2 10 14420.00 
REYNOLDS, SR. KENNETH R. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 88/07/05 1 12 9166.00 
RHALY HENRY c. ASSOC PROFESSOR MATHEMATICS 85/08/01 1 10 29700. 00 
RICE PAMELA L. ASSOC PROFESSOR HEALTH/PE/REC 82/08/01 1 10 26163.00 
RICE SAMUEL M. PROGRAMMER II COMPUTING & INFO SYS 84/01/30 1 12 16975.00 
RICHARD ROBERT L. DIRECTOR COOP ED & PLACEMENT 81/01/28 1 12 31000.00 
RICHARDSON CHERIE M. COORDINATOR PROJECT SPEC ED MIN RECRUIT 86/08/01 1 12 23300.00 
RICHARDSON STEPHEN G. ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR PHYSICAL PLANT 87/05/01 1 12 32199.00 
RICHERSON NORMA J. CLERK Ll BRARY LIBRARY 70/04/27 1 12 11513.00 
RICHERSON VIRGINIA L. ASST PROFESSOR OFF SYS & BUS ED 85/08/01 1 10 31448.00 
RICHMOND WILLIAI1 L. ASSOC PROFESSOR MANAGEMENT & MARKET 88/01/01 1 10 37584.00 
RIGSBY JOSEPH v. ASST PROFESSOR ART 77/08/01 1 10 30000.00 
RILEY GLENDA F. DEPT SECRETARY I ELEMENTARY & SEC ED 88/03/14 1 12 10240.00 
ROBERSON TERRY L. MECHANIC SH ENGINE MOTOR POOL 88/07/01 1 12 13050.00 
ROBERTS JOHN D. CUSTODIAN FOOD SERVICE 83/10/07 1 12 9976.00 
ROBERTS NATHAN D. CUSTODIAN CURRIS CENTER OPER 81/07/28 1 12 10524.00 
ROBERTSON HAROLD G. PROFESSOR HAT.eti\TICS 66/09/01 1 10 34200.00 
ROBERTSON NORMA L. DEPT SECRETARY II NURSING 74/11/01 1 12 13589.00 
ROBERTSON PAUL L. OPERATOR 8 PHYSICAL PLANT 82/09/20 1 12 15785.00 
ROBINSON FRANKLIN E. PROFESSOR PHILOSOPHY & REL STU 68/09/01 1 10 31211.00 
ROBINSON RONALD L. MECH MAINT SERVICE PHYSICAL PLANT 72/07/03 1 12 18416.00 
ROCKMORE BENJAMIN w. ASST PROFESSOR MANAGEMENT & MARKET 88/07/01 1 10 37000 . 00 
RODGERS WILLA D. ADMIN SECRETARY I LIBRARY 72/09/01 1 12 12081.00 
ROO RICK RICHARD VISIT ASST PROFESSOR SPEECH 001111 THEATRE 88/D8/01 t 10 24500.00 
ROGERS CARL s. ASSOC PROFESSOR MUSIC 61/09/01 1 10 31173.00 
.;' ROOERS LINDA S. RECEPTIONIST HALL RESIDENCE HALLS 81/08/20 2 09 6150.00 
ROGERS MARY A. SNACK BAR WORKER FOOD SERVICE 87/10/10 1 12 9833.00 
ROGERS RHONDA F. DEPT SECRETARY 11 PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 81/09/08 1 12 12296.00 
ROGERS SANDRA M. EXE SECRETARY TO PRE PRESIDENT'S OFFICE 62/09/01 1 12 22000.00 
ROGGEMAN, II THOMAS J. COACH ASSISTANT FB FOOTBALL 87/01/12 1 12 16974.00 
ROSE BARBARA A. ADMINISTRATIVE ASST ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 71/08/23 1 12 18220.00 
ROSE JOSPEH L. ASSOC PROF 1/DIR MPA POL SCI & LEGAL STUD 66/09/01 1 10 32002.00 
ROSE WINFIELD H. PROFESSOR POL SCI & LEGAL STUD 79/07/01 1 10 37985.00 
ROSS MOLLY F. ADMIN ASST SECRETARY COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 78/07/01 1 12 22550.00 
ROllS TON CHARLES R. PROFESSOR ENGLISH 64/09/01 2 10 15440. 00 
ROULSTON HELEN H. ASST PROFESSOR ENGLISH 64/09/15 1 10 25636.00 
ROUSE SHERRYL A. COACH HEAD WOHEN'S TENNIS 86/03/31 1 10 14400.00 
ROWLAND BRENDA C. SM SYS PLAN&CONT ANA COMPUTING & INFO SYS 79/11/26 1 12 ',• 21664.00 
ROYALTY JOEL L. ASST PROFESSOR PSYCHOLOGY 85/08/01 1 10 24'~91 . 00 
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RUDOLPH HOLLY S. INSTRUCTOR SFIL ACCOUNTING 81/01/12 1 10 12522. 00 
RUDOLPH JAMES A. ASSOC PROFESSOR LWP AGRICULTURE 73/08/01 1 12 38900.00 
RUDOLPH MARY L. CASHIER II UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 78/12/11 1 12 10945.00 
RUSSELL SHARON E. ADMIN SECRETARY I WOMEN'S TRACK 80/07/01 1 12 12610.00 ; ' . '~ 
RUSSELL z. B. FOREMAN CONSTRUCTION PHYSICAL PLANT 71/07/16 1 12 19899.00 
SALMON ELIZABETH A. VISITING INSTRUCTOR LIBRARY 87/08/24 1 12 16730.00 
SAMMONS EDNA S. SEC/GRAPHIC ARTIST OFF TRAINING SERVICE 78/08/22 2 12 ' 10007.00 
SANDERS BARBARA J. SUPERVISOR FOOD SERVICE 85/03/30 1 12 13892.00 
SASSO PAUL M. ASSOC PROFESSOR ART 81/08/01 1 10 25600.00 
SAWICKI LINDA J. SECRETARY FACULTY SENATE 80/08/01 2 10 5415.00 
SCARBOROUGH ROBERT W. FOREMAN PLUMBING PHYSICAL PLANT 68/09/01 1 12 23700 . 00 
SCARBROUGH DORIS EQUIP OPERATOR LIGHT PHYSICAL PLANT 75/09/29 1 12 12946.00 
SCHANBACHER EUGENE M. PROFESSOR INDUSTRIAL EO & TECH 61/09/01 1 10 37600.00 
SCHECTER MARC W. ELECTRICIAN A . PHYSICAL PLANT 76/11/22 1 12 20254.00 
SCHEMPP JAMES I. ASSOC PROFESSOR SPEECH COMM THEATRE 70/09/01 1 10 29206.00 
SCHENIAN PAMELA A. ARCHAEOLOGIST STAFF ARCHEOLOGY SER CEN 86/02/01 2 12 11124.00 
SCf-l.ABACH CHRISTINE A. ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR MUSIC 86/08/01 2 10 4310.00 
SCHLABACH JOHN C. ASST PROFESSOR MUSIC 83/08/01 1 10 23337.00 
SCHNAUTZ EDWARD w. WORKER UTIL MAINT COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 79/07/02 1 12 16412.00 
SCHOENFELDT ROGER c. ASSOC PROFESSOR MANAGEMENT & MARKET 68/09/01 1 10 41785. 00 
SCHRAM MARK 0. POST DOCTORAL RES. CENTER OF EXCELLENCE 88/07/15 1 12 19000.00 
SCHROEDER GARY G. ASST PROF DIRECTOR OFF OF FIELD SERVICE 76/02/01 1 12 33572.00 
SCHROEDER OWEN R. MANAGER BUSINESS BREATHITT VET CTR 87/03123 1 12 29886.00 
SCHUlENBURG URSULA S. VISITING LECTURER HISTORY 87/08/01 1 10 19500.00 
SCHULTZ MARY l. DEPT SECRETARY I LEARNING CENTER 85/01/14 . 2 12 8832.00 
SCHUMER LINDA E. COORDINATOR RESIDENCE HALLS 87/08/01 1 10 13400.00 
SCOTT CAROLYN R. SERVING LINE WORKER FOOD SERVICE !31/01/05 1 12 10853.00 
SCOTT FRANK W. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 79/11/26 1 12 10732.00 
SCOTT JOHNNY w. GROUNDSKEEPER I MSU FOUNDATION GOLF 86/08/01 1 12 9500 . 00 
SCOTT RICHARD ~~- ASSOC PROFESSOR MUSIC 83/08/01 1 10 26382.00 
SCOTT SHARON M. SNACK BAR WORKER FOOD SERVICE 85/03/30 1 12 10139.00 
SEAFORD MARY A. DEPT SECRETARY II MUSIC 81/08/31 1 12 12492.00 
SEALE WILLIAM B. CHAIR PROFESSOR MANAGEMENT & MARKET 65/09/01 1 12 52365.00 
SEAVERS MARY J. SECRETARY LEGAL LEGAL SERVICES 80/01/17 1 12 16173. 00 
SEAY ROBERT A. ASST PROFESSOR AC~TING 85/08/01 1 10 41975.00 
SEGOVIA, JR OSCAR COACH HEAD WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL 87/07/01 1 12 16937.00 
SERRE CAMILLE H. ASST PROFESSOR ART 85/08/01 1 10 24600.00 
SHEEKS RUSSELL w. PROFESSOR PHILOSOPHY & REL STU 65/09/01 1 10 •,, 33378.00 
SHELBY VERNEDA l. VISITING INSTRUCTOR GEOSCIENCES 85/01/01 1 10 17100.00 
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SHELLEY JOHNNY D. AGENT ASST RECEIVING PURCHASING & GEN SER 86/08/18 12 12727.00 
SHELTON FRED A. GROUNDSKEEPER PHYSICAL PLANT 80/04/28 12 11860. 00 
SHELTON RITA M. OPERATOR SEC SYSTEMS OFF TRAINING SERVICE 87/01/05 1 12 11787. 00 
SHEPARD FREDERICK w. PROFESSOR ART 63/09/01 1 10 35900.00 
SHERIDAN TONY L. · CLERK MASS MAIL POSTAL SERVICES 87/02/02 1 12 10456.00 
SHIPLEY GINA L. DEPT SECRETARY I INDUSTRY & TECH 87/08/10 1 10 8600.00 
SHUPE RICKMAN 0. LABORER UTILI TV PHYSICAL PLANT 86/08/01 1 12 10002.00 
SICKEL JAMES B. ASSOC PROFESSOR BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 75/08/01 1 10 28150.00 
SIEBOLD BERT A. ASSOC PROFESSOR INDUSTRIAL ED & TECH 82/08/01 1 10 27294.00 
SIMMONS BARRY 0. MANAGER FARM AGRICULTURE 84/09/10 1 12 21450.00 
SIMMONS MARGARET P. ASST PROF/TRK COACH HEALTH/PE/REC 76/08/01 1 10 30924.00 
SIMMONS THOMAS E. ASST PROF/ATH TRAIN HEALTH/RECIPE 65/09/01 1 10 30268.00 
SIP1?SON MILDRED H. SUPER MEOlA SUP BREATHITT VET CTR 68/08/19 1 12 14763.00 
SIMS ANNIE M. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 79/05/21 12 10962.00 
SIMS FRANKIE D. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 77/07/11 12 11108.00 
SKINNER CHERYL J. SNACK BAR WORKER FOOD SERVICE 82/08/28 12 8840.00 
SKINNER KEITH L. SUPERVISOR FOOD SERVICE 74/08/20 12 13415. 00 
SL11111ER VIRGINIA M. CHAIR PROFESSOR HOME ECONOMICS 82/08/01 12 42450.00 
SMITH CHARLES G. PROFESSOR BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 69/0W01 1 10 37025.00 
SMITH DANIEL w. SUPER AUDIO VISUAL MSU FOUND BOY SCOUT 86/11/01 1 12 17140.00 
SMITH HAFFORD W. CUSTODIAN FOOD SERVICE 83/11114 1 12 9976.00 
SMITH LARRY w. ASST LAB SR BREATHITT VET CTR 83/12/01 1 12 14254.00 
SI1ITH MARY E. COORD ADM SYSTEMS ADMISSIONS & RECORDS 71107/19 1 12 21200.00 
SHITH WILLIAM F. PROFESSOR COMPUTER STUDIES 76/01/01 1 10 38925.00 
SNELL SUSAN J. AUDIOLOGIST CLINIC SPECIAL EDUCATION 83/07/01 1 12 24095.00 
SNYDER CARL G. NECROPSY PROSECTOR BREATHITT VET CTR 74/08/05 1 12 13158.00 
SNYDER MARLYN L. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 81/01/27 1 12 10503.00 
SOLMON CAROL ADM ASST TO DIRECTOR STUDENT SUPPORT SERV 79/02/01 1 12 15566. 00 
SPANN BETTIE A. CASHIER SEN lOR ACCOUNTING & FINANCE 68/10/28 1 12 15233.00 
SPEIGHT JERRY B. ASSOC PROFESSOR ART 75/08/01 1 10 26450.00 
SPINOLEHAN DONALD A. GROUNDSKEEPER PHYSICAL PLANT 86/09/23 1 12 10503.00 
STACY HELEN OPERATOR CLK/CENTREX TELECOMMUNICATIONS 87/06/01 2 12 5251.00 
STAMBAUGH CLYDE T. ASSOC PROFESSOR ACCOUNTING 86/08/01 1 10 53750.00 
STARKS CATHERINE R. DISHROOM WORKER FOOD SERVICE 87/11/01 1 12 7314. 00 
STEELE ROY T. EQUIP OPERATOR HVY PHYSICAL PLANT 81110/31 1 12 14950.00 
STEELY LELAND w. WORKER BEEF/SWINE FARM 87/07/20 1 12 11025.00 
STEEN JEFF J. TRAINER HAZARDOUS WASTE WKRS 88/01125 1 09 20625.00 
STEFF A JOHN A. ASST PROFESSOR MUSIC 88/08/01 1 10 ; 24000.00 1:: 
STEFFEN CHARLES G. ASSOC PROFESSOR HISTORY 77/08/01 1 10 27064. 00 
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STEIGER RICHARD PROFESSOR ENGLISH 76/08/01 1 10 30000.00 
STEP TO ESTELLA K. DEPT SECRETARY II HOME ECONOMICS 78/09/18 1 12 12982.00 
STEPURA ELLEN M. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 87/10/19 1 12 9292.00 '.I.' ~ ~ 
STEVENS, JR. LLOYD L. GROUNOSKEEPER LWOPAY PHYSICAL PLANT 83/01/03 1 12 0.00 
STEWART CHAD L. CHAIR PROFESSOR HEALTH/PE/REC 62/06/20 1 12 49669.00 
STEWART MICHAEL E. VISITING LECTURER MATHEMATICS 84/08/07 1 10 19000.00 
STOCKTON GEORGE L. DIRECTOR & ASST PROF PERSONNEL SERVICES 65/09/01 1 12 '33307.00 
STONE CHARLES R. TECH INSTRUMENT MUSIC 70/01/05 1 12 27484.00 
STONE REX L. TRUCK DRIVER SANT PHYSICAL PLANT 78/08/28 1 12 11943.00 
STORY DONALD L. ASSOC PROFESSOR MUSIC 67/08/01 1 10 29829.00 
STORY DONNA L. ADMIN SECRETARY I UNIVERSITY. INFO SER 88/07/05 1 12 10652.00 
STORY PHYLLIS J. BOOKKEEPER LIBRARY 85/09/16 1 12 11826.00 
STRICKLAND MICHAEL D. DIRECTOR & ASST PROF ATHLETIC DIRECTOR 87/09/01 1 12 51900.00 
STRIETER TERRY w. ASSOC PROFESSOR · HISTORY 77/08/01 1 10 28395.00 
STRODE RUTH A. CUSTODIAN RESIDENCE HALLS 86/02/03 1 12 9939.00 
STROllO MARY C. CLERK PAYROLL JR ACCOUNTING & FINANCE 87/02/09 1 12 11082.00 
STROUP KALA M. PRESIDENT & PROF PRESIDENT'S OFFICE 83/07/01 1 12 80900.00 
STUART BRIDGET K. NURSE STAFF HEALTH SERVICES 79/08/20 1 09 12804.00 
STUART JAMES G. ASSOC PROFESSOR BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 77/08/01 1 10 28125.00 
STUART LOUIS A. TECHNICIAN SR MED BREATHITT VET CTR 68/02/01 1 12 24179.00 
STUBBLEFIELD CONDA L. CASHIER ACCOUNTING & FINANCE 88/06/01 1 12 10652.00 
SUITER TERESA G. ADMIN SECRETARY I ALUMNI AFFAIRS 86/09/02 1 12 10965.00 
SUMMERS MARGUERITE K. ASSOC PROFESSOR COMPUTER STUDIES 87/08/01 1 10 466'~0. 00 
SUMMERVILLE CLIFTON J. SYSTEMS PROGRAM SR COMPUTING & INFO SYS 81/07/15 1 12 41906.00 
SUMMERVILLE JAMIE L. OPERATOR COMPUTER COMPUTING & INFO SYS 88/05/07 . 1 12 13177.00 
SUTRICK KENNETH H. ASST PROFESSOR COMPUTER STUDIES 84/08/01 1 10 38655.00 
SWAN RANDALL R. ASST PROFESSOR ENGINEERING TECH 80/08/01 1 12 34787.00 
SWAN WALLACE J . ASSOC PROFESSOR ENGLISH 67/09/01 1 10 30507.00 
SWIFT DEBORAH L. CLERK CONTRACT PURCHASING & GEN SER 86/03/27 1 12 10808.00 
SWIFT DONALD C. LABORER PHYSICAL PLANT 76/08/30 1 12 10398.00 
TALIAFERRO DONNA H. ASST PROFESSOR NURSING 85/09/16 1 10 24000.00 
TANNER SANDRA M. COOK FOOD SERVICE 85/03/30 1 12 8790.00 
TARVIN JOHN T. ASSOC PROFESSOR PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 85/08/01 .1 10 33650.00 
TARVIN SUSAN E. ADMIN SECRETARY II COMPUTING & INFO SYS 85/08/19 1 12 13177.00 
TAYLOR JIMMIE A. MOVER PHYSICAL PLANT 80/05/24 1 12 11066.00 
TAYLOR JOHN G. PROFESSOR ELEMENTARY & SEC ED 68/09/01 1 10 36690.00 
TAYLOR MARIE H. A.SSOC PROFESSOR MUSIC 69/09/01 1 10 29836.00 .,.. 
TAYLOR PATSY J. BOOKKEEPER/SECRETARY ACCOUNTING & FINANCE 87/09/14 1 12 '•' 10933.00 
TEAGUE FRANK E. TECH MICROCOM REPAIR COMPUTING & INFO sys 83/09/19 1 12 20370.00 
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TtU1AS CARLA L. DEPT SECRETARY II ELEMENTARY & SEC ED 84/08/22 1 12 11787.00 
THOMAS PAULA B. ASST PROFESSOR ACCOUNTING 88/07/01 1 10 46000 . 00 
THOMAS ROY E. ASSOC PROFESSOR ED LEAD & COUNSELING 83/08/01 1 10 32000 . 00 
THOMAS SYLVIA L. RECEPTIONIST HALL RESIDENCE HALLS 79/08/16 2 09 6256.00 
THOMPSON JAMES F. PROFESSOR ECONOMICS & FINANCE 67/09/01 1 10 45015. 00 
THOMPSON JAMES c. ASST PROFESSOR MUSIC 82/08/01 1 10 22981.00 
THOMPSON JOHN A. DEAN & PROFESSOR BUS & PUBLIC AFFAIRS 66/09/01 1 12 61768.00 
THOMPSON STANLEY G. PATROL OFFICER CAMPUS SAFETY 87/08/01 1 12 14052.00 
THURMAN LANETTE H. ASST TO PRES&DIRLWOP PRESIDENT 'S OFFICE 66/08/22 1 12 0.00 
THWEATT KATHERINE H. CLERK TYPIST I UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 81/12/10 1 12 11082.00 
THWEATT ROBERT S. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 86/06/23 1 12 9542.00 
THWEATT TRACI R. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 86/10/27 1 12 9626.00 
TIBBETTS, JR GROVER w. ASSOC PROFESSOR AGRICULTURE 87/08/01 1 10 32300.00 
TIBBS PHILLIP PROFESSOR · ACCOUNTING 60/09/01 1 10 35835.00 
TIMMERMAN MARY J. ASST PROFESSOR ART 70/0'3/0 1 1 10 26900.00 
TIMMONS KATHRYN H. INSTRUCTOR HOME ECONOMICS 83/08/01 2 10 15992.00 
TIMMONS THOMAS J. ASSOC PROFESSOR BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 32/08/01 1 10 29150.00 
TOBEY WINNIE J. CASHIER FOOD SERVICE 74/09/03 1 12 9955.00 
TORIAN OOELSIA COORDINATOR GOV MIN COL PREP 87/10/01 2 12 18200.00 
TOTH BARTHOLMEW J. PATROL OFFICER CAMPUS SAFETY 82/11/06 1 12 15368.00 
TOOCHTON MAX E. REPAIRMAN ELECTRONIC OFF MACHINE REPAIR 78/01/23 1 12 20011.00 
TRAVIS ELIZABETH F. CLERK TYPIST I UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 77/08/15 1 12 11728.00 
TUCKER KENNETH P. PROFESSOR ENGLISH 70/09/01 1 10 31211.00 
TURNER DEAN E. ASST PROFESSOR CHEMISTRY 88/08/01 1 10 24000. 00 
TURNER MERLE J. SNACK BAR WORKER FOOD SERVICE 86/02/03 1 12 8102.00 
TURSKA TONI J. EXECUTIVE SECRETARY PRESIDENT'S OFFICE 87/03/23 1 12 13373.00 
TUTT BARBARA 0. DEPT SECRETARY II AGRICULTURE 61106/12 1 12 14254.00 
TYLER JOYCE K. CASHIER I UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 77/04/25 1 12 10926.00 
TYLER TERRY D. TRUCK DRIVER SANT PHYSICAL PLANT 74/03/25 1 12 12194.00 
TYNES LESLIE M. UPHOLSTERER UPHOLSTERY SHOP 86/02/03 1 12 12414.00 
TYRA BONNIE S. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 85/01/14 1 12 10189.00 
l.t1AR DEE A. CLERK INQUIRY ADMISSIONS & RECORDS 79/04/24 1 12 12766.00 
UMAR FAROIJK F. PROFESSOR POL SCI & LEGAL STUD 70/09/01 1 10 38202.00 
UNDERHILL ALBERTA H. LEADER CUSTODIANTEAM RESIDENCE HALLS 82/08/13 1 12 10753.00 
USDANSKY STEVEN L. ASSOC PROFESSOR GEOSCIENCES 85/07/01 1 10 29475.00 
USHER DICK H. PROFESSOR ELEMENTARY & SEC ED 77/08/01 1 10 37992.00 
USREY JOHN D. CARPENTER UTILITY B PHYSICAL PLANT 72/07/17 1 12 17038.00 
VALENTINE ROBERT A. VISITING LECTURER ·SPEECH COMM THEATRE 88/08/01 2 10 ·.· 10000.00 
VANARSDEL TOMMY R. ASST PROFESSOR MUSIC 77/08/01 10 25830.00 
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VANCE JERRY H. WORKER STOCKROOM FOOD SERVICE 82/11/01 1 12 9332.00 
VANDEGRIFT VAUGHN CHAIR PROFESSOR LWOP CHEMISTRY 76/01/01 1 12 0.00 
VANDERMOLEN JUNE E. JTPA TEACHER ADULT BASIC ED 87/08/24 1 10 10925. 00 
VAUGHN EDNA L. ADMIN SECRETARY III BUS & PUBLIC AFFAIRS 66/09/01 1 12 15233.00 I 1 I 1 ~ 
VAUGHN JACK L A-SST MANAGER UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 68/07/01 1 12 30919.00 
VAUGHN LINDA F. ASST PROFESSOR HOME ECONOMICS 86/01/01 1 10 23145.00 
VIDMER MARY F. SECRETARY FT CAMPBELL CENTER 80/08/18 2 12 .. 7144.00 
VINSON ANNE s. EXECUTIVE SECRETARY STUDENT DEVELOPMENT 70/01/05 1 12 16271.00 
VINSON CHARLES B. ASST DIR LOAN&GRTPRG STUDENT FIN AID 71110/01 1 12 23000 . 00 
VINSON GALE J. BOOKKEEPER CURRIS CENTER ADMIN 80/01/05 12 12805. 00 . 
VOLP ROBERT F. ASST PROFESSOR CHEMISTRY 83/08/01 10 27550.00 
VOLPINTESTA ANTHONY v. ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR PHYSICAL PLANT 79/01/08 12 32817.00 
WAAG CARL H. ASST PROFESSOR FOREIGN LANGUAGES 86/08/01 10 22913.00 
WADDELL CAROLYN J. ASST MANAGER POSTAL SERVICES 79/07/01 12 14528.00 
WAGNER LINDA D. CLERK MEDIA RESOURCE FAC RESOURCE CENTER 77/06/13 09 8828.00 
WAGNER TOMMY L ASSOC PROFESSOR ED LEAD & COUNSELING 76/08/01 10 32703.00 
WAGONER BILLY R. SUPER GOLF COURSE M~J FOUNDATION GOLF 86/08/01 7 25000.00 
WAGONER DEBORAH S. ACCOUNTANT PAYROLL ACCOUNTING & FINANCE 87/04/01 12 20370.00 
WI\LKER BILLY G. HECH MAINT SERVICE PHYSICAL PLANT 82/03/01 1 12 16788.00 
WALKER FRANKLIN D. ELECTRICIAN B PHYSICAL PLANT 84/11/26 1 12 14407.00 
WALKER WILLODEAN COOK FOOD SERVICE 80/08/05 1 12 9381.00 
WALL CELIA J. ASSOC PROFESSOR LIBRARY 80/08/01 1 12 28400.00 
WALLACE JUDY G. DEPT SECRETARY I SPECIAL EDUCATION 82/08/09 1 12 11631.00 
WALTERS RHONDA s. CLERK LIBRARY LIBRARY 87/07/13 1 12 9888.00 
WALTERS TERYL A. VISITING ASST PROF HOME ECONOMICS 88/08/01 1 10 22500. 00 
WARD CHARLES w. DIRECTOR OFF OF DEVELOPMENT 87/10/05 . 1 12 47900.00 
WARD JOE D. COORDINATOR DEV/ATHL OFF OF DEVELOPMENT 76/05/03 12 33218.00 
WARD MAUREEN E. EDITOR PUBLICATIONS OFF OF PUBLICATIONS 86/07/01 12 15963.00 
WARNER BETTY L. BOOKKEEPER ALUMNI AFFAIRS 88/04/04 1 12 11493.00 
WASHER JANN L. VISITING INSTRUCTOR JOURNALISM RADIO/TV 88/08/01 1 10 18000.00 
WASHER SHIRLEY S. DEPT SECRETARY II PHILOSOPHY & REL STU 72/01119 2 09 5041.00 
WATKINS AVA H. OPERATOR COMPOSER OFF OF PUBLICATIONS 77/09/13 1 12 13040.00 
WATKINS YANCEY L. PROFESSOR SPECIAL EDUCATION 66/09/01 1 10 36901.00 
WATSON LA VAUGHN A. ASST PROFESSOR LWOP NURSING 86/01/01 1 10 0.00 
WATTIER MARK J. ASSOC PROFESSOR POL SCI & LEGAL STUD 80/08/01 1 10 27743.00 
NAYL~ RICHARD F. ASST PROFESSOR MATHEMATICS 88/08/01 1 10 26000.00 
W£AH£R1.Y JAMES G. ASSOC PROFESSOR ENGINEERING TECH 75/06/01 1 10 35200.00 
lEAVER JANICE F. DEAN & PROFESSOR COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 85/07/01 1 12 : 5906Loo t.~ 
WEBB GEORGE T. ASST PROFESSOR ENGINEERING TECH 87/08/01 1 10 26200.00 
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WEBER JOAN H. MULTI-AGE PRE-SCHOOL CLINICAL SERVICES 87/08/01 2 10 10350.00 
WEBER NEIL v. CHAIR PROFESSOR GEOSCIENCES 80/01/01 1 12 47250.00 
WEILER MELODY M. CHAIR ASSOC PROF ART 75/08/01 1 12 43105.00 
WELLS JAMES M. PATROL OFFICER CAMPUS SAFETY 87/08/01 1 12 14052.00 
WELLS JANE F. DIRECTOR ASSOC PROF OWENSBORO MBA 80/07/01 1 12 41524.00 
WELTER MARILYN J. CLERK STUD EMPLOY STUDENT FIN AID 76/06/22 1 12 13882.00 
WESLER KIT w. DIRECTOR & ASST PROF SOCIOLOGY & ANTHRO 83/07/01 1 12 25903.00 
WEST DONNA J. DEPT SECRETARY II HEALTH/RECIPE 86/08/18 1 12 10652.00 
WEST EDWARD E. DIRECTOR PHYSICAL PLANT 82/09/01 12 42333.00 
WEST SARAH K. MEDICAL TRANSCRIBER BREATHITT VET CTR 85/04/08 12 11004.00 
WHALEY PETER W. PROFESSOR GEOSCIENCES 68/08/15 10 36500.00 
WHAYNE HARRY U. PHYSICIAN HEALTH SERVICES 81/07/01 1 10 46200.00 
WHITAKER CHERYL A. ADMIN SECRETARY I BASKETBALL 85/09/11 1 12 11865.00 
WHITAKER HARRY K. MICROBIO IV&ASSTPROF BREATHITT VET CTR 73/10/15 1 12 34052.00 
WHITAKER WILLIAM J. ASSOC PROFESSOR ENGINEERING TECH 75/08/01 10 34200 . 00 
WHITE DAVID S. ASSOC PROFESSOR BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 88/09/01 12 34000.00 
WHITE STEPHEN B. ASST PROFESSOR BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 81/08/01 10 26450.00 
WHITFIELD TRUMAN D. ASSOC PROFESSOR ELEMENTARY & SEC ED 77/08/01 10 36820.00 
WHITMIRE DAVID R. DIRECTOR ACCOUNTINt1 & FINANCE 85/08/01 12 49500 . 00 
WHITTAKER NANCY H. ACCOUNTANT ACCOUNT! NG & FINANCE 86/01/02 1 12 22272.00 
WILDER CLEO D. ASSOC PROFESSOR BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 69/09/01 1 10 30000.00 
WILFORD JAMES E. CUSTODIAN BREATHITT VET CTR 87/07/01 1 12 8713.00 
WILKERSON PATRICIA A. SERVING LINE WORKER FOOD SERVICE 78/10/31 1 12 9250.00 
WILKINS THOMAS H. SPECIALIST ACAD SYS COMPUTING & INFO SYS 66/09/01 1 12 26713.00 
WILLIAMS EARlE L. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 85/05/20 1 12 10002. 00 
WILLIAMS . JAMES W. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 79/11126 1 12 10834.00 
WILLIAMS MARILYN D. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 88/01118 1 12 9292 . 00 
WILLIS JAMES w. CHAIR ASSOC PROF ED LEAD & COUNSELING 77/08/01 1 12 45145. 00 
WILLOUGHBY HENRY B. OISHROOM WORKER FOOD SERVICE 81101105 1 12 8413.00 
WILSON HELEN w. WRITER CURRICULUM OFF OF TRAINING SER 88/03/01 1 12 23500.00 
WILSON JACK D. ASSOC PROFESSOR MATHEMATICS 59/09/01 1 10 32850.00 
WILSON JAMES Q. FOREMAN UPHOLSTERY UPHOLSTERY SHOP 81/01/26 1 12 16111.00 
WILSON LINDA L. COOK . FOOD SERVICE 85/10/26 1 12 8725. 00 
WILSON MARY A. CLERK CERTIFICATION ADMISSIONS & RECORDS 76/09/20 1 12 14920.00 
WILSON RANDAL D. COORDINATOR UPWARD BOUND 79/10/01 1 12 22593. 00 
WILSON ROSE I. CLERK LIBRARY LIBRARY 68/01/16 1 12 11474.00 
WILSON SHIRLEY N. CASE INITIATOR BREATHITT VET CTR 78/03/13 1 12 16682.00 
WILSON TERRY L. INSTRUCTOR ELEMENTARY & SEC ED 78/07/01 1 10 
'·· 
26399.00 
WILSON VELVET J. COUNSELOR STUDENT SUPPORT S£RV 85/09/01 1 12 17000.00 
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WINCHESTER LEONARD c. HOVER LEAD PHYSICAL PLANT 73/06/19 12 12549.00 
WINDSOR MARTHA N. SALAD WORKER FOOD SERVICE 81/08/17 12 8954.00 
WINSTEAD DENISE K. ADMIN SECRETARY I COOP ED & PLACEMENT 84/08/06 12 12433.00 
WISEHART DENA J. CLERK STUDENT LOAN STUDENT FIN AID 81/02/16 12 12707.00 
WOLF KENNETH H. ACT CHAIR ASSOC PROF HISTORY 69/09/01 1 10 33961.00 
WOOD JAY C. VISITING LECTURER INDUSTRIAL ED & TECH 88/08/01 1 10 22500.00 
WOODS MARIA B. DEPT SECRETARY II CHEMISTRY 77/12/01 1 12 13589.00 
WOODS PAUL E. MECHANIC AUTO A MOTOR POOL 82/11/08 1 12 17832.00 
WRIGHT JAMES A. VISITING ASST PROF MUSIC 87/07/01 1 10 24480.00 
WRIGHT WANDA G. SPECIALIST ACCT COLL ACCOUNTING & FINANCE 81/03/02 1 12 14196. 00 
WURTH JOHN L. COACH ASST BASEBALL BASEBALL 83/07/01 1 12 17510.00 
WYATT CATHERN S. CUSTODIAN RESIDENCE HALLS 82/01/04 1 12 10503.00 
WYATT JAMES E. WORKER STOCKROOM FOOD SERVICE 82/08/16 1 12 10934.00 
WYATT ROSE J. ADMIN SECRETARY II · PRESIDENT'S OFFICE 86/10/28 1 12 11807.00 
WYLDER DELBERT E. PROFESSOR ENGLISH 77/07/01 1 10 40575.00 
YATES CAROL A. ADMIN SECRETARY I COUNSELING & TESTING 77/04/25 1 12 12238.00 
YATES JOHN M. DIRECTOR FT CAMPBELL CENTER 77/05/09 1 12 35750.00 
YOO YUSHIN E. PROFESSOR LIBRARY 69/07/01 1 12 34068.00 
YOUNG JENNIFER K. RECEPTIONIST ADMISSIONS & RECORDS 88/07/05 1 12 9731.00 
YOUNG KELLY R. ADMIN SECRETARY II PURCHASING & GEN SER 80/08/04 1 12 13079.00 
YOUNG MICHAEL E. COORD STUDENT ACT CO-CURRICULAR EO 85/07/01 1 12 16500. 00 
YUILL MARGARET E. MANAGER LOAN/ACCT ACCOUNTING & FINANCE 80/01/02 1 12 23736.00 
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TERMINATION SALARY TERMINATION 
· ANGELES EA DISHROOM WORKER FOOO SERVICE 88/05/30 8630.00 RESIGNED 
ANIGBOGU vc ASST PROFESSOR CHEMISTRY 88/05/31 24800.00 RESIGNED 
ARMSTRONG PK RECEPTIONIST HALL RESIDENCE HALLS 2 4 38/03/15 5468. 00 RESIGNED 
AUSTIN FB ASST PROFESSOR LWOP NURSING 1 5 88/03/07 26000.00 RESIGNED 
BEALE c CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 1 1 88/07/08 9166. 00 RESIGNED 
BINDER EK VISITING LECTURER INDUSTRIAL ED & TECH 1 88/05/31 25750. 00 RESIGNHI 
BRAMLEY JL CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 1 88/06/20 9942.00 RETIRED 
BYRD EI ASSISTANT DIRECTOR COOP ED & PLACEMENT 88/06/17 20400.00 RESIGNED 
CALDWELL GO ASSISTANT DIRECTOR RESIDENCE HALLS 88/06/30 21372.00 TERMIN OF 
CONTRACT 
CALDWELL JH LECTURER & DIR FOREN SPEECH COMM THEATRE 88/05/31 20803.00 TERMIN OF 
CONTRACT 
CARRAWAY PW RECEPTIONIST HALL RESIDENCE HALLS 2 4 88/04/11 5647. 00 RESIGNED 
CHENGAPPA MM MICROBIOLOGIST ASSOP BREATHITT VET CTR 1 1 88/06/02 46650.00 RESIGNED 
CHILIKAS TN ASSOC PROFESSOR JOURNALISM RADIO/TV 1 1 88/06/30 31415.00 RETIRED 
CHRISTOPHER RM ASSOC PROFESSOR LIBRARY 1 1 88/06/30 24442.00 RETIRED 
COLLEY ws BOOKKEEPER ALUMNI AFFAIRS 1 88/03/28 11298.00 RESIGNED 
COOK DG CLERK TYPIST I INTERNATIONAL PROG 1 88/03/21 9986. 00 RESIGNED 
COOKSEY CR ELECTRICIAN A LWOPAY PHYSICAL PLANT 1 83/05/ 20402.00 DECEASED 
CRUM GL PROGRAM DIRECTOR ENERGY CONSORTIUM 2 88/06/30 9996.00 TERMIN OF 
CONTRACT 
CUNNINGHAM CE COACH ASST BB BASKETBALL 83/06/23 25750.00 RESIGNED 
CUNNINGHAM JK ASST PROFESSOR MATHEMATICS 88/06/30 26000 . 00 RESIGNED 
DARNELL c CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 88/02/12 8520.00 RESIGNED 
DEY DE BOOKKEEPER/SECRETARY UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 88/02/29 12277. 00 RESIGNED 
DOLBERRY w CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 88/04/01 8333.00 RESIGNED 
DOLSON .DA ASST PROFESSOR CHEMISTRY 1 88/06/30 26000 . 00 RESIGNED 
DOLSON SA DEPT SECRETARY I ~IOURNALISM RADIO/TV 2 88/07/01 4587.00 RESIGNED 
DOUGHTY PH CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 88/05/03 8519.00 RESIGNED 
DYER PR EXEC SEC TO PRES PRES WENT ' S OFFICE 88/06/30 29000.00 RETIRED 
EDWARDS WF PROFESSOR LWOP ECONOMICS & FINANCE 88/07/01 0. 00 TERMIN OF 
LEAVE 
FITZPATRICK BJ VISITING LECTURER POL SCI & LEGAL STUD 88/05/31 11330.00 TERMIN OF 
CONTRACT 
GOINS vs SECRETARY/SM BUS ADV W KY SM BUS DEV CENT 88/05/05 10103.00 RESIGNED 
GOODYKE SL CLERK II ACCOUNTING ACCOUNTING & FINANCE 88/05/13 10965.00 RESIGNED 
GRAY VM CASHIER LWOPAY FOOD SERVICE 88/02/17 9742.00 RETIRED 
GREENLEE CA VISITING INSTRUCTOR NURSING 88/05/31 10000.00 TERMIN OF 
CONTRACT 
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.GUIER ML DIRECTOR WRATHER WKY MUSEUM 1 88/06/30 33150.00 RETIRED 
GWALTNEY w ASST PROFESSOR SPECIAL EDUCATION 1 88/07/28 24539.00 RESIGNED 
HARDISON CR CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 1 88/02/26 9417.00 RESIGNED 
HARRIS DC ASST TO VP FOR BUD FINANCE & ADM SER 1 88/06/30 26750.00 RESIGNED ' \ ~ 
· HASSELL MD PROFESSOR BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 5 88/02/06 34900.00 DECEASED 
HENDREN GR ASSOC PROFESSOR ED LEAD & COUNSELl NG 1 88/05/31 31367.00 RESIGNED 
HENN JM AIDE LABORATORY BREATHITT VET CENTER 1 88/01/29 8831.00 RESIGNED 
HICKS ML WELOER PHYSICAL PLANT 88/03/04 20338. 00 RETIRED 
HOOVER JH ASST PROFESSOR SPECIAL EDUCATION 88/05/31 23197.00 TERMIN OF 
CONTRACT 
HORTON RL RECEPTIONIST ADMISSIONS & RECORDS 88/05/13 9418. 00 RESIGNED 
HULSLANDER LR CLERK PRO SHOP MSU FOUNDATION GOLF 
" 
88/06/10 6504.00 RESIGNED ... 
HUNT CB DEAN PROF INTERIM FINE ARTS COMM 88/06/30 50510.00 TERMIN OF 
CONTRACT 
JACKS LP PROFESSOR AGRICULTURE ED 89/06/30 39200.00 RETIRED 
JARRETT GL RESEARCH ASSOCIATE CENTER OF EXCELLENCE 1 88/05/31 16000. 00 RESIGNED 
JENKINS KA DIRECTOR NEW PAFFAIR WKMS-FM RADIO 1 88/02/15 16019.00 RESIGNED 
JOHNSON RL OPERATOR DATA ENTRY COMPUTING & INFO SYS 2 88/01/1.8 5283.00 RESIGNED 
KENT PL INSTRUCTOR NURSING 1 88/05/31 18610. 00 RESIGNED 
KOCH MS ASST TO VP & PROF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 5 88/01/29 21826.00 RETIRED 
KOENECKE AJ PROFESSOR HOME ECONOMICS 1 83/06/30 34532.00 RETIRED 
KONRAD MS COUNSELOR ADMISSIONS ADMISSIONS & RECORDS 1 88/03/07 14000.00 RESIGNED 
LANE SJ CLERK TYPIST II ADMISSIONS & RECORDS 88/06/30 11902.00 TERMIN Of 
CONTRACT 
LANIER c COORDINATOR MINORITY STUD AFFAIR 88/06/30 22600.00 RESIGNED 
LYONS GG ASST PROFESSOR HEALTH/RECIPE 88/05/31 23713.00 RESIGNED 
MCCAIN EL ASSOC PROFESSOR MUSIC 88/06/30 29704.00 RETIRED 
MEACHAM ME COORDINATOR PROJECT GAERF MOTION ANALYSI 88/06/30 16800.00 TERMIN OF 
CONTRACT 
HILLS MD PROFESSOR SAFETY ENG & HEALTH 88/06/30 36951.00 RESIGNED 
1100RE LH COORD SPECIAL PROG CENTER FOR CONT ED 88/06/30 31134.00 RESIGNED 
HORRIS E COORD OF INTRAMURALS CO-CURRICULAR ED 88/07/10 15400.00 RESIGNED 
HUN SON BS CLERK TYPIST I NURSING 1 88/05/31 7799.00 DISCHARGED 
MURPHY J INSTRUCTOR MLT BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE 2 88/06/27 9850.00 RESIGNED 
NIFFENEGGER JP VISITING LECTURER ELEMENTARY & SEC ED 1 88/05/31 23000.00 TERMIN OF 
CONTRACT 
NOFFSINGER HA PROFESSOR ED LEAD & COUNSELING 1 88/06/30 39385.00 RETIRED 
OWEN WR LABORER FARM FARM 1 88/05/17 12528.00 RESIGNED 
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PERRY KL COORDINATOR MATERIAL PHYSICAL PLANT 88/07/06 17435.00 RESIGNED 
RAGLE, SR NE ENGINEER CHIEF WKMS-FM RADIO 88/06/30 24157. 00 TERMIN OF 
CONTRACT 
RAMSEY RR VICE PRES INTERIM FINANCE & ADM SERVIC 88/06/15 55000.00 RESIGNED 
RAY PJ CLERK TYPIST I INTERNATIONAL PROG 88/05/02 9340.00 RESIGNED 
READ WG PROFESSOR PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 88/06/30 38075. 00 RETIRED 
RINGELSTEIN H LECTURER ENGINEERING TECH 88/05/31 33259.00 RETIRED 
ROPER SE BOOKKEEPER ALUMNI AFFAIRS 88/01/12 11533.00 RESIGNED 
SCHROADER JC LEADER CUSTODIAN CURRIS CENTER OPER 88/06/30 10649.00 RETIRED 
SELIN MI ASST PROF/OIRCHESELA CHEMISTRY 88/05/31 25250.00 TERMIN OF 
CONTRACT 
SHAHAN PW ASST DEAN PROFESSOR FINE ARTS COMM 88/06/30 40293.00 RETIRED 
SHOFFNER J LEADER CUSTODIAN CURRIS CENTER OPER 88/07/28 11568.00 QUIT W/OUT 
NOTICE 
SHOOP WL ASST PROFESSOR LWP BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 5 88/01/22 26000 . 00 RESIGNED 
SHOUSE CL SECRETARY ED TALENT SEARCH 1 88/05/04 10612.00 RESIGNED 
SMITH RL TECH ELECTRONICS COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 88/06/30 26750.00 TERMIN OF 
CONTRACT 
SNEAD CG INSTRUCTOR MUSIC 88/05/31 22680.00 RESIGNED 
SOUTHARD SB SECRETARY MGT INFO W KY SM BUS DEV CENT 88/06/30 9907.00 RESIGNED 
SPANN JL SPECIALIST VIDEO GAERF MOTION ANALYSl 88/06/30 15750. 00 TERMIN OF 
CONTRACT 
TAYLOR KF CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 88/03/11 8833.00 RESIGNED 
TAYLOR MA CLERK TYPIST II WKMS-FM RAD 10 2 88/04/28 5658.00 RESIGNED 
WAHLIG GM SECRETARY SECONDARY MODERATE 1 88/07/15 10162. 00 RESIGNED 
WALLACE B~l CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 1 88/06/10 9271 . 00 RESIGNED 
WATKINS . SK COORD COMMUNITY EO COMMUNITY EDUCATION 1 88/04/26 18025.00 RESIGNED 
WATSON PA PATROL OFFICER CAMPUS SAFETY 1 88/07/06 15472.00 RESIGNED 
WEAVER LW TECH COLLECTIONS WICKLIFFE MOUNDS 1 88/02/05 13000.00 RESIGNED 
WEIDNER WJ ASST FB COACH & INST FOOTBALL 1 88/04/27 19570.00 RESIGNED 
WEST SL ASSOC PROFESSOR POL SCI & LEGAL STUD 1 88/05/31 31268.00 RESIGNED 
WESTFALL CA TRANS MANAGE SPEC FT CAMPBELL CENTER 88/02/03 14489.00 REDUCTION IN 
FORCE 
WILLIAMS AL CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 88/05/20 9438. 00 RESIGNED 
WILLIAMS J CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 88/05/03 8519.00 RESIGNED 
WINTERS KW DEAN & PROFESSOR INDUSTRY & TECH 88/06/30 55420.00 RESIGNED 
WRIGHT TJ MECHANIC AUTO B MOTOR POOL 88/03/08 12131.00 RESIGNED 
ZAMBELLA LJ ADMIN SECRETARY I UNIVERSITY INFO SER :33/06/16 12081 . 00 RESIGNED 
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BURRESS MITZI M. CLERK TYPIST II ACCOUNTING & FINANCE 87/12/07 12 10377.00 
LANCASTER FRED A. CHEMIST BREATHITT VET CTR 88/01/01 1 12 19786.00 
HORNBACK MARILYN C. SUPERVISOR CLINICAL SPECIAL EO GRANT 88/01/01 2 12 20600.00 
RICHMOND WILLIAM L. ASSOC PROFESSOR MANAGEMENT & MARKET 88/01/01 1 10 37584. 00 
PRICE LORA J. DEPT SECRETARY I ED LEAD & COUNSELl NG 88/01/04 12 10358.00 
CARSON DONALD w. ELECTRICIAN B PHYSICAL PLANT 88/01/04 12 13175. 00 
NAREWSKI STANLEY S. INSTRUCTOR/TRK COACH HEALTH/PE/REC 88/01/04 10 25125.00 
MANSFIELD NORMAN J. COORDINATOR PROGRAM HAZARDOUS WASTE WKRS 88/01/15 1 09 21250. 00 
WILLIAMS MARILYN D. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 88/01/18 1 12 9292.00 
KING BRENDA y_ SECRETARY HAZARDOUS WASTE WKRS 88/01/18 2 09 3597.00 
MATHENY LISA F. RECEPTIONIST HALL RESIDENCE HALLS 88/01/19 2 o·~ 5445.00 
CLARK DORIS . L LEARNING SPECIALIST UPWARD BOUND 88/01/22 1 12 16800.00 
STEEN JEFF J. TRAINER HAZARDOUS WASTE WKRS 88/01/25 1 o·~ 20625.00 
OUTLAND SHERI K. RECEPTIONIST HALL RESIDENCE HALLS 88/01/25 2 09 5445.00 
DIAL LORI A. CLERK RECORDS RETENT ADMISSIONS & RECORDS 88/02/25 2 12 5356.00 
BELL MARILYN D. BOOKKEEPER/SECRETARY UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 88/02/29 1 12 10847. 00 
COATES BEVERLY K. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 88/02/29 1 12 9292 . 00 
WILSON HELEN w. WRITER CURRICULUM OFF OF TRAINING SER 88/03/01 12 23500.00 
MORRIS DARLENE J. AOMIN SECRETARY I HONORS PROGRAM 88/03/07 12 10926.00 
LUTTERMAN ANN M. ADMIN SECRETARY I INTERNATIONAL PROG 88/03/10 12 10652.00 
RILEY GLENDA F. DEPT SECRETARY I ELEMENTARY & SEC EO 88/03/14 12 10240.00 
FRAZIER, JR. NORMAN L. MECHANIC AUTO B MOTOR POOL 88/03/21 12 13050.00 
BRADEN ANITA S. AIDE LABORATORY BREATHITT VET CTR 83/04/01 12 9242.00 
WARNER BETTY L BOOKKEEPER ALUMNI AFFAIRS 88/04/04 1 12 11493. 00 
CALOZ . BYRON V. DIRECTOR NEWS/PUB AF WKMS-FM RADIO 88/04/11 1 12 17000 . 00 
~ · UBASSI MARIE RECEPTIONIST HALL RESIDENCE HALLS 88/04/21 2 09 5339. 00 
NOEL PEGGY S. CLERK TYPIST I RESIDENCE HALLS 8:3/04/21 2 09 5845.00 
HOOGE JESSE 8. TECH EQUIP/TECHNOLO INDUSTRY & TECH 88/05/01 1 12 22000.00 
SUMMERVILLE .JAMIE L OPERATOR COMPUTER COMPUTING & INFO SYS 88/05/07 1 12 13177. 00 
BAF:ROW MARY A. CLERK TYPIST II WKMS-FM RADIO 88/05/16 1 12 10045. 00 
BURTON RONALD J. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 88/05/16 1 12 9166.00 
GADDIS CHRISTINA L. PROG DEV & RECRUIT HONORS PROGRAM 88/06/01 1 12 13000. 00 
STUBBLEFIELD CONOA L CASHIER ACCOUNTING & FINANCE 83/06/01 1 12 10652. 00 
BENRITER WILLIAM J. DIRECTOR FOO[l SERVICE 88/06/01 1 12 33000.00 
HERNDON KENNETH W. WELDER/GEN MAINTMECH PHYSICAL PLANT 88/06/01 1 12 15201 . 00 
LAWSON KELLY J. ASSISTANT DIRECTOR WICKLIFFE MOUNDS 88/06/01 12 16000.00 
MARZOLF G. R. ENDOWED CHR DIS PROF ECOSYSTEMS STUDIES 88/06/01 12 75000 . 00 
CAPPS JAMES D. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 88/06/06 12 9166. 00 
GIBSON SHERR I L SECRETARY EO TALENT SEARCH 88/07/01 12 10045.00 
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ROBERSON TERRY L. MECHANIC SM ENGINE MOTOR POOL 88/07/01 12 13050 . 00 
NEU SUZANNE M. PATHOLOGIST VET BREATHITT VET CENTER 88/07/01 12 42000.00 
HUNT GARY T. DEAN PROFESSOR FINE ARTS COMM 88/07/01 1 12 56000.00 
LANCASTER CHARLES T. CUSTODIAN LEADER CURRIS CENTER OPER 88/07/01 1 12 9918.00 .... . ; 
LITTLEFIELD MARl G. OPERATOR DATA ENTRY COMPUTING & INFO SYS 88/07/01 2 12 5356.00 
THOMAS PAULA B. ASST PROFESSOR ACCOUNTING 88/07/01 1 10 46000.00 
MONTGOMERY THOMAS L. ASSISTANT TRAINER W KY SM BUS ENTREPRE 88/07/01 2 12 15818.00 
ROCKMORE BENJAMIN W. ASST PROFESSOR MANAGEMENT & MARKET 88/07/01 1 10 37000.00 
MOSS ~IE SSE CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 88/07/05 1 12 ·~166. 00 
KEY DEBBIE A. CLERK TYPIST STUDENT FIN AID 88/07/05 2 12 6486.00 
REYNOLDS, SR. KENNETH R. CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 88/07/05 12 9166.00 
STORY DONNA L ADMIN SECRETARY I UNIVERSITY INFO SER 88/07/05 12 10652.00 
YOUNG .JENNIFER K. RECEPTIONIST ADMISSIONS & RECORDS 88/07/05 12 9731.00 
BUfiG ANITA J. NEWS ANNOUNCER/PROD WKMS-FM RADIO CPB 88/07/11 12 15000.00 
LAMB MICHELE CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 88/07/11 12 9166.00 
SCHRAM MARK D. POST DOCTORAL RES. CENTER OF EXCELLENCE 88/07/15 12 19000.00 
HUDSON PATRICIA C. SEC/MGT INFO SPEC W. KY SM DEV CENT 88/07/18 1 12 10045.00 
LASSITER WANDA F. CLERK LIBRARY II LIBRARY 88/07/18 1 12 9731.00 
MACDONALD GAY NELLE L. SUPERVISOR LAB HEALTH SERVICES 83/07/18 1 12 15000.00 
BIBY HOWARD E. ASST DIRECTOR RESIDENCE HALLS 88/07/22 1 12 20000.00 
GILLS CYNTHIA C. CLERK FISCAL ACCOUNTING & FINANCE 83/07/25 1 12 10652. 00 
JONES LYDIA M. COORDINATOR MINORITY STUD AFFAIR 88/07/25 1 12 20500.00 
BRYAN PATRICIA A. SECRETARY SPECIAL ED GRANT 88/07/25 1 12 10045.00 
PHILLIPS JOHN T. PATROL OFFICER CAMPUS SAFETY 88/07/30 1 12 13050.00 
DODSON JANELLE s_ ASST PROFESSOR ELEMENTARY & SEC ED 88/08/01 1 10 24800.00 
HOWARD JULIA R. VISITING LECTURER COMPUTER STUDIES 88/08/01 .1 10 24500.00 
LOCHTE ROBERT H. ASST PROFESSOR JOURNALISM RADIO/TV 88/03/01 1 10 28000.00 
RODRICK RICHARD VISIT ASST PROFESSOR SPEECH COMM THEATRE 88/08/01 1 10 24500.00 
THOMAS ROY E. ASSOC PROFESSOR ED LEAD & COUNSELING 88/08/01 10 32000.00 
TURNER DEAN E. ASST PROFESSOR CHEMISTRY 88/08/01 1 10 24000.00 
WOOD JAY C. VISITING LECTURER INDUSTRIAL ED & TECH 88/08/01 1 10 22500.00 
MCVEY PEGGY S. CLERK Ll BRARY II LIBRARY 88/08/01 1 12 9731.00 
BALLARD KATHRYN VISITING LECTURER SPEECH COMM THEATRE 88/08/01 1 10 19000 . 00 
BEAL MARK VISITING LECTURER SPEECH COMM THEATRE 88/08/01 1 10 13000.00 
BREEDING BRUCE E. ASST PROFESSOR COMPUTER STUDIES 88/08/01 1 10 47000.00 
COBB STEPHEN H. ASST PROFESSOR PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 88/08/01 1 10 26000.00 
LATTO SUSAN W. VISITING INSTRUCTOR NURSING 88/08/01 1 10 24000.00 
MASON KENNETH VISITING ASST PROF HISTORY 88/08/01' 1 10 I 25500.00 .,., 
MCCREARY TERRY ASST PROFESSOR CHEMISTRY ,,, 88/08/01 10 25000.00 
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MILKMAN MARTIN L ASST PROFESSOR ECONOMICS & FINANCE 88/08/01 10 29500.00 
STEFF A JOHN A. ASST PROFESSOR MUSIC 88/08/01 10 24000.00 
WALTERS TERYL A. VISITING ASST PROF HOME ECONOMICS 88/08/01 1 10 22500.00 
WAYLAND RICHARD F. ASST PROFESSOR MATHEMATICS 88/08/01 1 10 26000.00 
MALKIN MARJORIE J. VISITING ASST PROF HEALTH/RECIPE 88/08/01 2 10 11500.00 
DARNELL CLAUD ENE CUSTODIAN PHYSICAL PLANT 88/08/01 12 9166.00 
WASHER JANN L. VISITING INSTRUCTOR ~IOURNALISM RAO IO/TV 88/08/01 10 18000.00 
VALENTINE ROBERT A. VISITING LECTURER SPEECH COMM THEATRE 88/08/01 2 10 10000. 00 
~ I ' I ' 
Murray . State University 
September 16, 1988 
Board of Regents 
Murray State University 
Murray, KY 42071 
Dear Board Members: 
Office of Admissions & Records 
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3308 
Telephone (502) 762-3741 
In-state call toll free: 1-800-592-3977 
Attachment 114 
Attached is a list of those who completed requirements and 
received degrees as indicated on August 5, 1988. 
rr::~ 
Phil Byran 
Dean of Admissions and Records 
Attachment 
Gwendolyn S. Gentry 
Julie L. Grenier 
Scott C. Lathram 
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS 
Dana Ellen Winston 
Kathleen Ann Mahoney 
Gerald D. HcCuiston 
Kendra D. Nipp 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE I N AGRICULTURE 
Kevin Dale Crider 
Donald R. Dechow Jr. 
Hesley H. Keene II 
Camille H. Lane 
Randall Lee Littrell 
Karla Allen Hall 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
Joyce A. Thurby 
Catherine A. Matthews 
Danna Leanne Scoggins 
Catherine Keen Stout 
Parrish Treav Tooke 
Hary Frances ~visniewski 
Clare T. Sobieck 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE I N VOCATIONAL TECrll~ICAL EDUCATION 
St ephen Br i an Allen 
Moat az A. Aqra bawi 
J ames D. Armstrong 
Christopher J ames Bassett 
Roy Daryl Bunch 
Thresa A. Cathey 
Hilliam Hugh Chaney 
John Philli p Domke II 
Erin J. Gaul 
Dennis H. Greene 
Robert Edward I~rris 
Ruf us Harris Jr. 
Emil Stephen Jezik 
BACHELOR OF rillSIC 
J ona than Wing Gilbow 
BACHELOR OF SCI EHCE H I BUSI NESS 
David Randall Wyatt 
J ay Evers Herndon 
Rita Dianne Lynch 
Di ane i'I . ~loore 
Bahram H. Nasseri 
Billy Truman Ramer 
Richard T. Rogers 
Ga rrett Allen Root 
David Lawrence Spencer 
Cynthia A. Strehle 
Teresa Lynn Waldon 
Seth Alan 'varner 
Anita Kay Hatson 
Glenn G. Baars 
Larry D. Bruce 
Linda S. Filbeck 
Mildred P. Greene 
Herman Gude Jr~ 
Keith 0. Kincy 
Thomas Scott Allen 
Christopher C. Atkins 
Glenn G. Baars 
Dorita N. Bass 
Susan Harie Baugh 
Darrell Dwayne Beal 
Joyce E. Bloomfield 
Linn Michelle Boaz 
Vickie Vaughn Bowles 
Julie Kathryn Boyd 
Judy T. Braboy 
Lori C. Jewell Bradley 
Jeannie Diane Brandstetter 
Joy Lynn Bruner 
Lori L. Burkeen 
Jerry Neal Burton 
Jill Renee Childress 
William Darryl Chittenden 
Richard Cimprich 
Rebecca O' Nan Clark 
Joseph Andrew Clifton 
Sunga Fay Cole 
Bradley Perry Collins 
Thomas Allen Cornette 
Keith IIale Crider 
Kar en Sue Daugherty 
Angela i'-1 . Day 
Theodore ~lichael Dechman 
Nitzi B. Donohoo 
Nathaniel Dmvney 
Gar y Ray Durhnm 
John Carl Farris 
Deborah Kay Fer guson 
William Patrick Garibay 
Robert Dale Gibson 
Lisa H. Glass 
Teddy Jo Goins 
Hilliam Chilton Goins 
Sharon Goodlmv 
Lynda Griffith 
Cherie Ann Gunterman 
l.Jicheal E. liard in 
Donald K. Hayden 
Zora Jonell IIays 
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE 
Gregory Hayne Hilkins 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Laura Leah Kormelink 
Donald Lee Lilienthal 
Betty J. Ryerson 
Jeffery L. Shepherd 
Rudolph Trout Jr. 
Barton Andrus lvasher 
James Michael Hollis 
Cindy Lou Howard 
Charlotte Sue Johnson 
Dana J. Jones 
Jill Ann Jones 
Ricky Gerald Jones 
Terry T. Key 
Laura Anne Lipe 
Debra Kay Massie 
Jess H. Natthews 
Kim Michelle Hayberry 
Kimberly Ashley Mehdi 
Lawrence E. Hitchell 
Kathleen i"larie Hurray 
Keith Lyle Muskgrow 
Allen Lee Newsome 
Jeffery W. Newton 
Gregory Scot Norsworthy 
Gregory Lee Oxford 
Pa tricia Ann Parrish 
Kimberly Petersen 
Vincent W. Friddle 
Helena H. Radford 
Lawrence N. Ragsdale 
Michael William Redden 
Shirley Robinson 
David Paul Rowton 
Craig Jeffery Russell 
Jonathan F. Schiegl 
Roger David Seay 
Gail Jewell Shelton 
Russell Gerard Shoulta 
~~d ge Elizabeth Smalley 
Debra B. Smith 
Kimberly Lynn Smith 
Michelle DeeAnn Smith 
Troy Smoot 
Stephen W. Stamper 
Brian Robert Stanfield 
George Everett Stephens 
Lori Lei Taylor 
Richard D. Todd 
Ramon Nark Tonazzi 






Shannon Lee Turner 
Bill Cameron Williams 
Timothy John Williams 
Helissa Willmes 
Jennifer Ison 
Rodney Paul Hayton 
Ali Ahmad Achmar 
Darryl William Bechtel 
Gene Biby 
Raymond H. Brocious 
Sherman Edward Bryant 
Terry Lynn Cartwright 
Craig Mitchell Cobb 
Richard W. Connell 
Betty Emiko David 
Charles 1-J . DeHaven Jr. 
Elmer Allen Dunn 
G. John Duo 
Daniel Lance Etson 
Claude Hicks 
Tony Randolph Hicks 
Julius Keith Huff 
David John James 
Gary Lynn Jarrett 
Saeed Hadian Jazi 
Hary Hehaffey Jennin3s 
Joe Tyrone Johnson 
Rohana Karna ruddin 
Pamela Jo Bishop 
Patricia Tifft Crawford 
Robert Alan Crick 
Rhonda Gail Darnell 
Roxanne Harie English 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (continued) 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Randall Ray Simmons 
HASTER OF SCIENCE 
·,lASTER OF ARTS 
Gayle Ann Peterson 
3 
Sharon Rene Wiseman 
Mark Townsend Hrinkle 
Suzanne Kay Yoder 
John Anthony York 
Alaine Sha\.,r Hiller 
Cindy Johnson Simmons 
Nizanu Kebede 
Alfonza Allen King 
John Joseph Listemann 
Nichael \'layne l'-Iarrs 
Nahonom B. i'lohamed 
Thomas Wesley Mullins 
Kelley Pipkin i·lyatt 
Clinton Joseph Percle 
Jose Prieto (Dowen) 
Sanda Lane Robertson 
Larry Scott Robley 
Donal Ray Rowlett 
Christine Haydon Sharp 
Paul Barak Strickland 
Vernon Boyce Taylor Jr. 
Deborah Jean Torain 
David Clifford Vick Sr. 
Eugene Richard Vish Jr. 
Janice Broadbent \\Talker 
Steven Neil Helter 
Saundra B. Whitfield 
Jay C. Hood 
Joyce Brandon Gordon 
Donna Carol Jordan 
Gail P. Larkins 
Donna Raye Northam 
Onsiri Paladesh 
Sherri Diann HcGuire 
Janice Morgan Ar~strong 
Karen A. Bunch 
Randell P. Bryan 
Katherine Renee Capps 
Jane Ann Carneal 
Tracy J. Cherry 
Valerie Osborne Cobb 
4 
HASTER OF PUBLIC ADHINISTRATION 
Vallie 0. Harris 
NASTER OF ARTS I N EDUCATION 
Suzanne Eveline Dannenmueller 
Susan Louise Farley 
Christine M. Krueger 
Lori Hichell Long 
Renee Benifield Habry 
Paula Calker Miller 
Linda LaNell Oliver 
Regena Hurrah Pollard 
Sheryl Hughes Rogers 
Virginia Allen Saint 
Linda Susan Sauer 
Jayne Novicki Seebert 
Lori Ann Hilliams 
Melissa Anne \.Jinstead 
Ellen Boggess Gross 
Janese Rhew Harville 
Patsy Jean Inman 
Kent Alan Bourff 
Robert Thomas Bush 
C. Diane Dalton 
Gini Gay Grace 
Gregory Woodrow Hoffman 
Janice Lynn Lockett 
Charles R. Bradley Jr. 
Brenda Jeanette Gr aham 
Jesse Robert Grisham Jr. 
Cynthia Hoare Wyatt 
HASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
r!ASTER OF HUSIC EDUCATION 
SPECIALIST I N COLLEGE TEACHI NG 
Wanda Perrin Teitloff 
Gary Ray McLemore 
Harold Dwane Petrie 
Shigeo Sunahara 
Donna Joyce Thomas 
Shearer Rebecca Tune 
Michelle H. Warren 
Charlotte T. Harris 
Beth Ellen Stribling 




The Task Force on Outcome Assessment recommended, and the Academic 
Council approved, contracting with the American College Testing Program 
(ACT) to employ the College Outcome Measures Program (COMP) to test 
entering freshmen and graduating seniors. 
The COMP will be administered to the Murray State University freshman 
class on August 22, 1988. During the spring of 1989, it will be 
administered to sample groups of seniors, based upon the universities 
identified requirements and ACT's recommendations. 
The COMP, which measures the "knowledge and skills ••• necessary for 
functioning successfully in society", tests students in three process 
areas: communication, problem solving, and value clarification. It 
also tests in three content areas: functioning within social 
institutions, using science and technology, and using the arts. 
The results will provide the university nationally-normed data on 
student performance that will compliment the criterion referenced data 
from internal assessment programs. 
BOR/BORO 22.2.2 
Attachment #6 
Accomplishments Towards Meeting SACS Accreditation 
1. Appointm ent of Dr. Anita Lawson as Director of the 1991-94 
SACS Self-Study and coordinator of all activities to prepare 
for that Self-Study. 
2. Providing a breakdown of the 1984 Criteria into sections that 
involve each vice president's area of authority (Academic 
Affairs, Student Development, Finance and Administrative 
Services, University RElations and Development) for study and 
preparation within those units. 
3. Providing each dean and chair with a copy of the Criteria 
and, after its publication, the Resource Manual on 
Institutional Effectiveness for study and preparation within 
those units. 
'•· Ac cepting the recommendations of a university task force 
chaired by Dean Harrell to develop an assessment program at 
Murray State beginning with the general education component 
and the baccalaureate degree programs and to institute the use 
of ACT-COMP and ACT-CAAP examinations as a part of that 
assessment. 
5. Formulation and passage of proposals to bring Murray State 
policies on faculty and teaching assistant preparation 
requirements in line with SACS policy. 
6. Instituting a campus wide effort to develop assessment 
plans in all general education courses and in each 
baccalaureate degree program. During 1987-88 these units 
developed expected educational outcomes; work on assessment 
plans will be developed during the fall semester, 1988. 
7. To assist in this assessment effort, offered the following 
workshops, planned and presented by the Academic Affairs 
office and/or the Faculty Resource Center: 
8. 
January 13, 1988 
February 20,1988 
February 17-18, 1988 
March 10-11, 1988 
April 28,1988 
General Overview for deans, chairs 
General overview for faculty 
Goal setting, SACS five steps 
Campus resources for assessment 
Guest presenter, Dr. Trudy Banta 
University of Tennessee, Knoxville 
Devising a system for categorizing all class instructors by 
SACS criteria for terminal degree requirements (faculty) and 
graduate hour requirements (teaching assistants) and using 
those categories in the computerized class data system to 
collect data on percentages each semester. Trial runs were 
done in spring, 1988, and the actual collection of data will 




9. Sending Dr. Lawson and representatives from Student 
Development and Continuing Education to the SACS Institutional 
Effectiveness Workshop. Na shville, TN, November 16. 1987. 
10. Sending Dr. Lawson to the SACS Delegate Assembly. New 
Orleans, LA. December 9-12, 1987, to represent Murray State 
and attend workshops on institutional effectiveness. 
11. Sending one representative fonn the Academic Affairs 
office. the Faculty Resource Center, each college and Student 
Development to the AAHE Third National Conference on 
Assessment in Higher Education, Chicago, IL. June 8-11, 1988. 
12. Establishing the Institutional Effectiveness Committee with 
representatives from all units of the University to oversee 
the assessment effort. 
Attachment #7 
ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION BRIEF 
WHAT IS IT: A course of study that examines the various ways communication 
affects both the internal and external operation of an organization. It is 
about the ways in which verbal and nonverbal messages are used within an 
organization as a device for linking its members together and enabling 
individuals to create and exchange ideas and information through both for~al 
and informal networks (Samovar and Hellweg, Organizational Communication, 
1 9 81 ) • 
WHAT ESSENTIAt FUNCTIONS DOES IT ADDRESS: 
1. Informing its employees about goals and expect~tions. 
2. Offering feedback (performance appraisal) on work quality. 
l. Allowing participation in decision - making activity. 
4. Informing employees regarding organizational vision, mission, 
objectives and tasks. 
5. Generati ng interpersonal work relationships that support 
organizational goals. 
6. Creating problem solving opportunities and coaching/counseling 
opportunities at peer levels. 
7. Facilitating movement in nonacademic organizations toward 
a shorter and more participative management structure. 
I 
WHAT IS THE JUSTIFICATION: Please consult addendum for appropriate general. · 
regional and organizational justification. 
Att achment #8 
POLICY 
It is the policy of Murray State University, as authorized by the Board 
of Regents, that programs be developed and implemented to protect the 
environment and health of employees, students, visitors and the 
community from hazardous materials. These programs shall be developed 
in order to reduce the past, present, and future risks of hazardous 
materials and to comply with federal, state, and local laws pertaining 
to hazardous materials. 
The primary responsibility for implementation, compliance and funding 
shall rest within each Vice President's respective area of 
responsibility. The President shall assure that appropriate procedures 
and guidelines are promulgated and communicated. Applicable federal, 
state, and local regulations pertaining to hazardous materials shall 
serve as the basis for the development of these procedures and 
guidelines. 
